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Abstract  

The energy sector is key for successful climate change mitigation as it accounts for about 60% of 

global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In this thesis, I compare and evaluate various low-

carbon energy scenarios in order to identify what the feasible scenarios recommend that we do po-

litically. In order to assess feasibility, I construct parameters for key assumptions in the scenarios 

and bench-mark these against historical trends. This suggests that the feasible scenarios utilize all 

available low-carbon technologies and instruments, which is an important political recommendation 

if climate change mitigation is to succeed according to the goals our politicians have agreed upon 

in the Paris Accord. Next, I analyze the policies of two European frontrunners of the green transi-

tion – Denmark and Germany. Using a discourse analysis, I find that science very rarely feature in 

the underlying discourses impacting energy policies. Instead, other interests such as economic 

costs or competitiveness dominate the underlying discourses. As a result, these countries neglect 

specific low-carbon technologies. This suggests that the scientific recommendations are not fol-

lowed in either country. Finally, I discuss why this discrepancy between what is scientifically neces-

sary and politically acceptable exist. Here I rely on policy theories and insights as well as expert 

interviews in order to explain the discrepancies between science and politics. Finally, an ideational 

discussion on the role of science in policymaking will be explored.  
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1. Introduction 

Globally, the energy sector and its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is a focal point in the 

fight against climate change. This focus is with good reason as about 60% of man-made 

emissions are related to fossil fuels for energy production (CONCITO, forthcoming). How-

ever, when it comes to the future energy system, there is great discussion and disagree-

ment about what policies to pursue in order to mitigate climate change. These are rooted 

in the many competing interests focusing on promoting specific forms of energy while lack-

ing a general world overview. The danger herein, from a climate point of view, lies in the 

risk of pursuing inadequate political instruments based on national interests. 

  

With the Paris accord and the ratification of the Sustainable Development Goals, there ex-

ist a strong political framework with clear goals for the climate change mitigation efforts in 

the coming decades. However, despite optimism for a sustainable future distinctly different 

from the business as usual scenario, the committed and planned goals of the Paris Accord 

and previous reductions are inadequate in terms of achieving the necessary reductions in 

GHG levels. Therefore, in order to reach our climate change mitigation goals of 1.5 to two 

degrees warming, it is necessary to speed up the global greenhouse gas (GHG) reduc-

tions in the future. Here, it is important to formulate, agree to, and implement adequate 

policies and promote the development of the right instruments. 

  

An effective response to climate change necessitates the replacement of fossil fuels in en-

ergy production while accounting for an increase in total global energy production in the 

future. These are two competing pressures which makes the transition a highly difficult 

achievement. In this process, it is important to realize that the use of energy is no end in 

itself but is always directed to satisfy human needs and desires. An increase in total global 

energy production is due to projected economic and population growth, which means that 

by 2050, the global energy system must deliver roughly twice as much energy as today 

(CONCITO, forthcoming). The majority of this increase in global energy consumption can 

be ascribed to development within the third world as well as population increases. Accord-

ing to the UN, the world population will reach approximately 11 billion people in year 2100 

(UN, 2017). Furthermore, it is expected that three billion people will enter the middle-class, 

with higher consumption patterns following. This is illustrated in the fact that the middle-

class consumption in Asia is expected to increase by 600% by 2030 (CONCITO, forthcom-

ing). These two trends; growing population and growing consumption leads to growing en-

ergy consumption. 

  

Therefore, our global energy system is under two opposing pressures. It must reduce its 

emissions of GHGs while meeting the demands for increased production of energy to de-

veloping economies. In the effort to craft policies that succeed in responding to these pres-

sures, scientific tools that can guide our efforts towards where these will be most effective 

are needed. To this end, models and scenarios over our current and future energy system 

play an important role in presenting scientifically supported pathways for decarbonizing the 

global energy system. These pathways can be followed politically in order to steer the 
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world away from potentially catastrophic consequences of unmitigated climate change with 

a global warming of 4-6 degrees.  

 

With this in mind, this thesis will answer the research questions: 

1) What do the various low carbon energy scenarios recommend that we do politically 

in order to mitigate climate change?  

2) How are these recommendations followed by actual policies? 

3) If discrepancies are identified, how can these be explained? 

  

As such this thesis attempts to combine calls for greater science in policymaking (referred 

to as evidence-based policymaking (EBP)) with an accommodation for better understand-

ing of the political systems and policymaking processes in order to comprehend why the 

identification of a major policy problem such as climate change does not inevitably result in 

speedy and proportionate policy choices (Cairney, 2015 and Parkhurst, 2017).  

 

Models are used to illustrate the global energy realities and scenarios can outline different 

pathways to a low carbon global energy system. Therefore, scenarios can be relied on to 

minimize uncertainty and provide a scientific benchmark on which we can measure our 

progress. Furthermore, conclusions can be drawn from scenarios in order to present sci-

entific recommendations for climate change mitigation policies. The task of decision-mak-

ers then becomes to include this evidence in the formulation of future policies. As such, 

ideally, scenarios should be able to help us make political decisions that achieves the ob-

jectives for the future energy system, which meets demands for increased energy con-

sumption while reducing the GHG intensity of the energy system. Scenarios can thus be 

used to guide political actions to aid the development of necessary technologies in order to 

realize a positive scenario. 

 

However, the situation painted above represent an ideal of policy formulation. There are of 

course also other interests, social values etc. which must be accounted for in the formula-

tion of policies. Therefore, scenarios and the scientific recommendations herein, can be 

useful in guiding political action, however it is not necessarily followed. Furthermore, due 

to the potential political and normative power that scenarios can hold, it is important to be 

aware of the fact that scenarios can be constructed for political purposes. Therefore, an 

issue (e.g. climate change mitigation) can be illuminated through a myriad of different sce-

narios, the majority of which are subjective and depend on various assumptions. Scenar-

ios, and the scientific claims which often follow, can be manipulated and colored by inter-

ests. 

 

Scenarios can thus be used for qualifying policies. However, if based on flawed and unre-

alistic scenarios, policies can ultimately bring us further away from limiting global warming. 

Well-developed scenarios can be a great instrument in creating science-based policies to 

reduce climate change. However, at the same time, flawed and subjective scenarios can 

handicap policy makers and risk that policy formation for climate change mitigation will be 
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based on interests, publicity and popular opinion rather than on scientific evidence of ne-

cessity, effectiveness or feasibility. Therefore, in answering its research questions, this 

thesis will first explore, compare and evaluate various low-carbon energy scenarios. It will 

explore the similarities between the feasible scenarios and conclude what this group of 

scenarios recommend that we do politically, in order to transform our global energy sys-

tem.  

 

When the scientific recommendations have emerged from the comparison and evaluation 

of various scenarios, this thesis shall proceed with an analysis of the actual policies pur-

sued in Germany and Denmark, two countries heralded for their contribution to climate 

change leadership. This is done in order to investigate whether the science-based recom-

mendations from the feasible scenarios are in fact used politically or if other interests de-

termine the actual policies and thereby answer the second research question. Finally, if 

the analysis results in the identification of discrepancies between science and policies, 

these discrepancies will be discussed.  

 

Ultimately, this thesis deals with the science-policy interface. It is the hope that the thesis 

can contribute to developing a better understanding of how energy policies are formulated 

and thereby contribute with knowledge on barriers to greater political use of scientific rec-

ommendations in order to construct effective energy policies which allow us to stay within 

our global goal of limiting global warming to 1.5 - 2 degrees.  

 

 

2. Methodology 

This thesis approaches its research question from a constructivist philosophy of science. 

According to constructivism, there is not just one ‘truth’ in human sciences as believed by 

naturalists. Rather, facts are embedded within meaning systems and therefore can never 

be neutral or objective. Furthermore, constructivism is built on the premise that the world is 

independent of human construction but that knowledge of the world will always be a hu-

man and social construction (Moses and Knutsen, 2012 and Marsh and Furlong, 2002). 

This means that social phenomena do not exist independently of our interpretation of 

them. Rather, it is the interpretation of social phenomena which is crucial, but which can 

only be understood within discourses or traditions. For researchers this means that identi-

fying these discourses becomes important for establishing the interpretations and mean-

ings that are attached to them (Marsh and Furlong, 2002).  

 

This can be seen in this thesis’ application of a discourse analysis, which understands re-

ality to be a social construct given meaning based on underlying discourses, perspectives 

and frames. As such, the social world is believed to be real but it exists as people experi-

ence it and give it meaning, thus science very much depends on the context. This is also 

the case in the interviews, which have informed the discussion. Here I have allowed the 
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interviewees to express their perception of the current energy policies and its relationship 

with science. This is aligned with constructivism which is concerned with how people expe-

rience meaning and construct their own reality. In this case, interviews have been used in 

order to gain knowledge about the actors’ experiences and their reality. 

 

It appears that this thesis’ focus on scenarios distances it from a constructivist approach 

and more resemble a naturalist approach. However, scenario construction and the strate-

gic energy planning utilization of scenarios can be understood as a socially constructed 

phenomenon. Strategic energy planning evolves as different actors gain experience and 

alter their perceptions of energy scenarios and planning. Furthermore, the assumptions 

within scenarios depend on the author’s perception and construction of reality, which will 

be demonstrated in a later section by the variability of the scenarios. This is complemented 

by the fact that recommendations, synthesis reports, etc. by the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC), a scientific body under the UN dedicated to providing the 

world with a scientific view on climate change and its political and economic impacts, 

which will be referred to in this thesis, are political in nature given its required approval by 

participating governments. Furthermore, in the interviews I have conducted, the actors 

have answered my questions based on their perceptions of scenarios and energy policy. 

Therefore, an argument can be made that comparing scenarios can belong within a con-

structivist approach.  

 

Due to its epistemological and ontological underpinnings of constructivism, this thesis is 

built on the premise that ‘reality’ is socially constructed and therefore differ and can evolve. 

Therefore, the focus of this thesis is on presenting its conclusions as negotiable con-

structs, rather than final truths, than aim to represent and explain social realities. This has 

allowed me to consider other ways of interpreting the conclusions and challenge my own 

perceptions throughout the process of writing this thesis. This can be seen in the discus-

sion where a nuanced understanding of the policy process is relied upon to challenge the 

traditional EBP view of the policy process and its critique hereof. This allows for a more in-

depth interpretation of the barriers between science and policies, resulting in the identified 

discrepancies.  

 

2.1 Research Design 

In order to answer its research question, this thesis consists of three sections. In the first 

section, a group of different decarbonization scenarios of our global energy system will be 

compared and evaluated. These different scenarios have been selected under the guid-

ance of Torben Chrintz, chief of knowledge at CONCITO, a Danish think tank which fo-

cuses on the green transition of society. The scenarios represent different scenario meth-

ods and have different assumptions, etc. These scenarios have been selected in order to 

present a rough overview of the different decarbonization perspectives. The feasibility of 

the scenarios will be assessed and evaluated in order to distill the scientific conclusions 

from the realistic scenarios. Here, feasible is defined as possible within the constraints of 
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the physical universe and realistic within the socio-economic constraints of society (Heard 

et al, 2017). In order to assess the feasibility of the scenarios, empirical benchmarks for 

key assumptions, identified by Chrintz, have been pursued. These include benchmarks for 

the future energy demand, energy intensity and installed energy capacity across different 

sources (wind, solar, biomass, etc.). Here, these benchmarks are assessed based on his-

toric trends in order to determine the feasibility of the key assumptions behind the scenar-

ios. Based on this assessment, it will be possible to suggest if any of the scenarios are in-

feasible and thus conclude what the feasible low carbon energy scenarios recommend for 

political action.  

Since the main aim of this thesis is to analyze whether the recommendations from the fea-

sible energy scenarios are followed politically, the next section consists of an analysis of 

current and historical energy policies in Germany and Denmark. These countries have 

been selected because of their reputation as frontrunners of the green transition and their 

centrality of the European transition. Furthermore, both countries are both well-developed 

and therefore have the financial opportunities to implement the science-based recommen-

dations. Finally, these countries represent interesting cases of democracies where there is 

a relatively large degree of public interest for climate change mitigation and therefore a rel-

atively well-established public debate on the subject. In order to analyze the energy poli-

cies in these countries, a discourse analysis will be made. The analysis will draw upon 

Dryzek’s typology of environmental discourses as an analytical framework. Dryzek’s typol-

ogy will be utilized in order to identify underlying discourses, and thus to evaluate if scien-

tific recommendations feature in the underlying discourses.  

The discourse analysis will primarily analyze political proposals and political statements, 

which have been found in sources e.g. Leipprand, 2016 and Danielsen, 2015, in newspa-

per articles or in official government press releases. These data are used in the analysis of 

underlying discourses. The focus is on identifying opposing coalitions and their competing 

discourses at interesting points in time, in terms of formulation of energy policies. The se-

lected historical points of interest have been identified because of their relevance for na-

tional energy policy debates, the identification of competing coalitions and in accordance 

with identified sources. As an example, Leipprand, 2016 has identified three time periods 

encompassing major policy decisions, which have shaped the way forward for German en-

ergy policies. As such, the identified time periods across both Germany and Denmark in-

tend to capture times of major path-defining developments in terms of energy policy, which 

have been identified in accordance with Leipprand, 2016 and Danielsen, 2015. This is 

done in order to investigate the primary motivations and underlying values behind energy 

policy measures at these specific and important points in time.  

In its’ final section, the thesis will discuss how the discrepancies between science and en-

ergy policy can be explained. This discussion will be partly theoretical coupling insights 

from policy theories with evidence-based policies (EBP) critique of the policy process. 

These theoretical insights and arguments will be supplemented with statements from four 

actors from the Danish energy-political landscape. I have interviewed four actors about the 

relationship between science and policies in Danish energy policies. Torben Chrintz, Chief 
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of Knowledge at CONCITO, Eva Jensen, Head of Secretariat at Klimarådet, Jan Hylleberg, 

CEO at Vindmølleindustrien and Rasmus Bønneland, Chief Consultant at Dansk Energi. 

These actors have different perspectives on EBP, which I believed were very important in 

order to construct a thorough discussion of the subject. The interviews were semi-struc-

tured. Before each interview I had prepared a framework of themes for the interview. Other 

than that, the interview was open. This was because I found it important that the inter-

viewee could respond freely and that new ideas or interesting factors could be explored 

further within each interview. This allowed for some interesting conversations, which ulti-

mately contributed to several explanations for the discrepancies between science and en-

ergy policies as well as a discussion on the role of science in policy, which I found particu-

larly interesting. You can find transcripts of the interviews with Torben Chrintz, Jan 

Hylleberg, and Rasmus Bønneland in the appendix of this thesis. Eva Jensen requested 

that her interview was not transcripted nor quoted, due to the delicacy of the issue and her 

role as Head of Secretariat at Klimarådet. Therefore, her interview was mostly used to gain 

knowledge on the issue in general.  

 

 

3. Literature Review 

This thesis deals with the science-policy interface in the context of energy and climate poli-

cies. Lately, there has been a renewed interest in evidence-based policies (EBP) wit-

nessed by calls for increasing EBP by the Obama administration, governments in Aus-

tralia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and international organizations such as 

OECD, UNESCO, and the World Bank (Davies, 2012). 

 

Many advocates of greater evidence-based policy making see the embrace of scientific ev-

idence as a means to transcend the corrupt nature of politics and improve the quality of 

policymaking (Cairney, 2015). The evidence-based movement arose in the field of health 

where evidence-based medicine has received much attention. The concept has evolved to 

public policies where it has received great attention due to its potential in addressing soci-

etal problems. However, here it has also been met with opposition and thus, two separate 

camps with different perspectives and ideals of the policy process can be identified. There 

are the before-mentioned proponents who advocate for greater quality of decision-making 

through evidence. They take issue with how science is (mis)used politically by cherry pick-

ing, misusing or manipulating evidence to support political causes. Proponents of evi-

dence-based policymaking point to these instances as examples of a broken policy pro-

cess characterized by the politicization of science. They argue that more rigorous or sys-

tematic use of evidence will improve effectiveness of public policies and the objective of 

many of these studies has thus been to identify barriers to EBP in order to address these 

(Cairney, 2015).  
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Critics of this call for greater evidence-based policymaking refer to the failure of propo-

nents to address the realities of policy-making. They refer to greater use of EBP as a de-

politicization of politics, potentially obscuring social values through the promotion of certain 

forms of evidence. This group typically includes policy scholars, etc. who argue that the 

utilization of evidence will move the political debate in a non-transparent way with risks of 

e.g. issue bias, reflecting the way the use of particular forms of evidence can obscure the 

political nature of decisions. This can undermine the explicit consideration of multiple sets 

of values that are of importance to the public. Instead, critics call for recognition of the fact 

that policy decision are political and as such involve trade-offs between different interests. 

Ultimately, they stress that politics is about “who gets what, when and how” and thus is 

power struggle between different values rather than an objective decision science 

(Parkhurst. 2017). This approach recognizes that political decisions take place in institu-

tional context that direct, shape or constrain the range of possible choices/outcomes. It is 

in recognition of political institutional arrangements affecting policy processes and out-

comes, dictating which issues are considered as well as whose interests are heard. All po-

litical decisions are made within some form of institutional arrangement which make poli-

cies political rather than technical.  

 

The debate and interest in EBP, despite having blossomed recently, is nothing new. Con-

siderations for research utilization in policies led Weiss to construct a framework in 1979, 

classifying seven distinct models of research utilization (Weiss, 1979). 

 

1. Knowledge-driven, research identifies problems to then solve using research 

2. Problem-solving, involves the direct application of the scientific results of a specific 

study to a pending issue 

3. Interactive, a process of back-and-forth learning between policy makers and multi-

ple sources of information, one of which is scientific research 

4. Political, here research is used to support pre-decided political positions 

5. Tactical, here research is undertaken to mitigate criticism by showing that some-

thing is being done. 

6. Enlightenment, an indirect way through which social science research influences 

thinking more generally including identifying problems  

7. Social intellectual enterprise, research is seen as a pursuit of society responding to 

the trends of the time.  

 

This framework is continually used to distinct between the different ways of utilizing re-

search. Much of the focus on EBP emphasizes the potential of knowledge-driven and 

problem-solving research utilizations while criticizing the policy process for utilizing scien-

tific research for political or tactical means. The majority of recent interest in EBP has 

therefore focused on identifying barriers to knowledge transfer between the two communi-

ties (science and politics) in order to ‘fix’ how research is utilized in the policy process. In 

this research, concepts such as boundary organizations have been believed to assist the 

knowledge transfer from science to the policy process while instruments such as research 

push (efforts by scientists to produce more politically relevant content e.g. policy briefs) or 
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policy-pull (efforts to strengthen capacity of policy makers to use research) have often 

been the focus in studies (Contandriopoulos, et al. 2010, Davies, Powell and Nutley, 2015, 

Langer, Tripney and Gough, 2016, Milton et al, 2007 and Oliver et al, 2014). 

 

However, a number of more recent policy studies have pointed out issues in the way the 

policy process is presented and evidence utilization has been promoted e.g. Oliver and 

colleagues concluded on an analysis of the literature, that much of the research within 

EBP is “theoretically naive” (Oliver et al, 2014). This point is also not new, since it was 

suggested by Weiss back in 1979, who in connection to the above research utilization 

model stated that:  

 

“It probably takes an extraordinary concatenation of circumstances for research to 

influence policy decisions directly… Because the chances are small that all these 

conditions will fall into line around one issue, the problem-solving model of research 

use probably describes a relatively small number of cases” (Weiss, 1979). 

 

More specifically, is the fairly simplistic way in which evidence or research use is dis-

cussed reflecting the idea that evidence use is a technical problem-solving exercise 

(Greenhalgh and Russell, 2009). Instead, scholars point to the findings that in practice, 

policymaking is a far more chaotic and unpredictable process than ideally pictured 

(Cairney, 2015). This has led Cairney to establish conditions for the use of EBP in policy-

making in order to explain the discrepancies between science and policies. These condi-

tions include: 

 

- It is possible to produce a scientific consensus based on an objective and compre-

hensive account of the relevant evidence 

- The policy process is centralized and power is held by a small number of policy-

makers for whom scientific evidence is the sole source of knowledge 

- Policymakers understand the evidence in the same way as scientists 

- Policymakers have the motive and opportunity to turn the evidence into a solution 

consistent with and proportionate to the issue (Cairney, 2015).  
 

According to Cairney, the satisfaction of these conditions is very rarely fulfilled, theoreti-

cally explaining why there are very few areas that qualify for unconditional use of EBP. 

This suggests that, from a policy perspective, the discrepancies between science and pol-

icy are natural and important. His argument is that the EBP proponents often paints a sim-

plistic image of the policy process, thereby creating unrealistic expectations of the potential 

of EBP. This argument extends to the capacity of policymakers and how political power is 

distributed.  

 

Here, it is emphasized how practice distances itself from the idea that political power is 

concentrated in the executive, which is implicit in many discussions and call for greater 

EBP. Rather, contemporary politics is characterized by a myriad of policymakers and ac-

tors involved and influencing the political process. This characterization is important as it 
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determines the role of ‘evidence’ from focusing on its use by policymakers at the core of 

the executive to explaining how it is understood throughout the political system as a whole 

(Cairney, 2015).  

 

A further point of emphasis is the concept of bounded rationality of policy-makers. This 

concept merits a more thorough explanation. 

 

Bounded rationality is in contrast to the often implied concept of comprehensive rationality. 

This ideal rest on the theoretical notion that policymakers identify an issue, collect and 

evaluate all possible evidence on that issue and make policies based on a complete inter-

pretation of that evidence (Cairney, 2015). However, in reality policymakers face multiple 

pressures including time, uncertainty and incomplete information, etc. In order to over-

come these barriers and still make decisions, policymakers depend on a plurality of differ-

ent agents organized in networks and coalitions, where ideas and frames determine how 

issues are viewed (Cairney, 2014). Furthermore, policy makers often use imperfect, and 

even ‘gut’ or emotion-based, shortcuts to gather information and make decisions (i.e heu-

ristics) as proposed by Kahneman 2012. According to researchers, this process may in-

volve seeking scientific evidence as well as other forms of evidence gathering such as 

public consultation, etc. The basic idea behind the concept being that “organizations can-

not generate all relevant information and policymakers cannot process all of the infor-

mation available to them” (Cairney 2015).  

 

The implications for the discussion of the gap between science and policy is a distinction 

between the ‘ideal’ policy process and what happens in practice. Furthermore, it under-

lines the fact that the gap cannot be closed by simply providing more scientific information 

and recommendations to decision makers, as often implied or advocated by proponents of 

EBP. If anything, the concept of bounded rationality proves that information does not lead 

to decision making (Parkhurst, 2017).  

 

To move beyond this simplistic and naive problem-solving perspective on public policy, 

Cairney and Parkhurst emphasize the importance of a strong focus on policy theory. The 

focus on policy theories brings attention to the policy process and thus allows for a more 

nuanced understanding of the science of policymaking (Cairney, 2015 and Gibson, 2003). 

This broad field of policy studies will be explored in order to develop a nuanced under-

standing of the process to better explain the potential for research utilization within policy.  

 

3.1 Policy theory 

The theoretical field of policy change has been the object of many scientific inquiries. As 

such, the field is relatively well-developed and can contribute to a nuanced understanding 

of the policy process and the role of EBP. Most theory of policymaking highlights the point 

that politicians are people and make decisions as such. A consequence of human decision 
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making is that attention is scarce. When this is coupled with problems that are character-

ized by high uncertainty and ambiguity, it is natural that some decision making ‘flaws’ can 

arise. This underlines the concept of bounded rationality of decision makers which charac-

terizes most of the policy insights below. This concept will later be elaborated, as it holds 

great importance for understanding the shortcomings of EBP literature. In the following, 

different strands of policy theory and frameworks, etc. which have been identified in the re-

search, will be presented. For each theory, the implications for EBP will be explored 

briefly. In the discussion section, these theories and insights will be used in a discussion of 

the limitations of EBP and the explanations for a gap between science and policies.  

 

3.1.1 Multiple Stream Analysis 

This policy theory was introduced by Kingdon (1984). Kingdon argues that the notion of 

new scientific evidence or policy solution providing “an irresistible movement that sweeps 

over our politics and our society, pushing aside everything that might stand in its path” ig-

nores conditions that have to be satisfied before a policy will change significantly (Kingdon, 

1984). Rather, according to Kingdon, policy changes happen during a brief ‘window of op-

portunity’ which happens when three separate streams come together similarly; 1) there 

must be attention to the policy problem in question. 2) There must be a viable solution in-

volving major policy change. Kingdon describes policy solutions as evolving as they are 

proposed by one actor and then reconsidered and modified by all relevant participants in 

the policy process. This might include softening of the initial policy solution as some issues 

take time to become accepted within policy networks. This time-consuming process is ob-

viously in contrast to the first stream. To deal with the disconnect between lurching atten-

tion and time-consuming policy development, policy entrepreneurs will have to develop 

widely accepted political solutions in anticipation of future problem and wait until the right 

time to exploit the developed solutions. This feature is by Kingdon described as “solutions 

chasing problems” (Kingdon, 1984). 3) The final necessary stream before a window of op-

portunity can be exploited to achieve policy change is that policymakers must pay attention 

to the issue and be receptive to the proposed solution. Often, in democratic countries, poli-

cymakers will supplement their own beliefs with the perception of the general public’s be-

liefs and the feedback they get from interest groups. 

  

To sum up, this policy theory stresses that while attention to a specific problem may de-

velop and disappear quickly, a feasible solution that is acceptable to most people in the 

policy network takes much longer to produce and be accepted by a political majority. 

Therefore, according to this theory, the political effect of specific evidence may take years 

to develop and become accepted within a policy community. Furthermore, it may take 

longer for the policymakers to have the motive and opportunity to adopt legislation based 

on the scientific evidence. Therefore, this theory emphasizes the time and timing dimen-

sion in policy making and potential evidence use. 
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3.1.2 Punctuated Equilibrium Theory 

Another theory which explains how policy changes occur is the punctuated equilibrium the-

ory (PET), advocated by Baumgartner and Jones 1993 and 2009. This theory highlights 

that while most policies are processed by government simultaneously in a large number of 

small subsystems (ministries, etc.) with minimal involvement from senior policymakers, 

only a few issues are dealt with sequentially at the macropolitical level (True et al. 2007). 

Furthermore, it explains how policymakers ignore most issues and choose to promote rela-

tively few issues to the top of their agenda. This lack of attention to a large range of issues 

explain why most relationships within subsystems and policies do not change very often. 

 

According to PET, this account for why policymakers and groups (coalitions) develop 

shared ‘monopolies of understanding’, where only certain actors have the knowledge and 

expertise to contribute. Change happen when some of these actors receive new evidence 

or reconsider their views, which occurs very rarely. Similar to multiple stream analysis, 

PET theory recognizes the constant potential for political attention to lurch, potentially in-

volving intense periods of attention to specific issues, destabilizing existing relationships 

and allowing for new ways to understand policy problems. This might happen as a result of 

venue shopping by excluded groups, who seek to challenge the monopoly in one venue, 

by seeking an audience in another (e.g. environmental groups who shift strategies from 

pleading the executive for climate action to climate litigation in the legislative branch) 

(Cairney, 2014).  

 

To sum up, this theory supports the notion that policymaking remains stable for extended 

periods. Similar to multiple streams analysis, this image of the policy process contrasts the 

idea of the ability of a strong piece of scientific evidence to have an instant impact of poli-

cies. Furthermore, it introduces the importance of framing and discourses as underlining 

shared monopolies of understanding. 

 

3.1.3 Social construction theory 

Social construction theories examine policies in relation to target groups. Here particular 

focus is on the agenda setting and framing of these groups as either good groups entitled 

to rewards or bad groups deserving of punishments (Schneider et al. 2014). Focus is on 

agenda setting and framing through emotional and ideological characterizations of issues. 

For social construction theorists, the focus is often on identifying hegemonic frames in pre-

vious policies, as policies are based on emotional thinking that becomes automatic. This 

illustrates the path dependence as previous policies and thereby understandings represent 

the main context for current and future policymaking. Furthermore, it underlines the fact 

that social constructions through framing can be extremely powerful and difficult to over-

come, especially if these become hegemonic (Pierce et al. 2014). In this context, evidence 

can either be received favorably or rejected depending on how its findings relate to domi-

nating way of thinking. For EBP, this underlines the importance of framing the evidence in 

a way that is attractive and acceptable to policymakers (Cairney, 2015).  
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3.1.4 Advocacy Coalition Framework 

The advocacy coalition framework (ACF) suggests that boundedly rational actors (policy-

makers, interest groups, etc.) ‘simplify the world through their belief systems’ (Jenkins 

Smith et al. 2014). According to this framework, individuals form coalitions with individuals 

who share similar beliefs, creating in some ways the shared monopolies of understanding 

as in PET theory. In this way, advocacy coalitions consist of a collection of different actors 

who all share similar beliefs or perceptions of an issue. These advocacy coalitions are in 

opposition to the beliefs, perceptions and policies of competing coalitions (Sabatier and 

Jenkins-Smith 1993). This results in intense political competition over the discourse con-

struction and thereby understanding of issues and eventual policy formulation with each 

coalition interpreting and presenting evidence in order to support their own cause while de-

monizing their opponents. Thus, according to ACF, coalitions selectively interpret evidence 

in the ideational battle to eventually exercise power. Given the focus on political competi-

tion, information can be used to exaggerate the influence and maliciousness of opponents 

or cement one’s own messages. Therefore, according to ACF, highly technical and scien-

tific information will often be politicized. Furthermore, a dominant coalition will often chal-

lenge evidence supporting policy change, even if the evidence seems self-evident to sci-

entists and emphasize other policies (Cairney 2007). This framework highlights how evi-

dence can be utilized within a political process characterized by competition and where 

stakeholder and policymaker’s belief systems determine the relevance of evidence.  

  

3.1.5 Policy Transfer, Diffusion and learning 

This category represents a group of policy theories that, in broad terms, suggests that gov-

ernments rely on the emulation of others when faced with demand for quick decisions in 

the face of uncertainty (Berry and Berry 2014). This accounts for why evidence of success 

from other countries is often ‘imported’ by countries as new policies. According to the liter-

ature, there are five main explanations for policy diffusion. These include learning, imita-

tion, normative pressure (a perceived need to follow others), competition (particularly to 

keep taxes and regulations low), and coercion (Cairney 2015). What is interesting for EBP, 

is that only one of these five explanations (learning) focuses on evidence gathering. In the 

policy transfer literature, the role of ‘epistemic communities’, which contain networks of ex-

perts who are spreading evidence, and entrepreneurs selling evidence-based policies from 

one government to another is highlighted (Haas 1992 & Cairney 2012). Coupled with ex-

ternal pressure, international obligations as well as the perceived need to keep up with in-

ternational norms, this explains the limitation of evidence gathering and meaningful learn-

ing in policy transfer (Dolowitz and Marsh 1996, 2000). Therefore, according to this strand 

of policy theories, policy transfer is a political exercise on the selective use of evidence ra-

ther than relying on broad evidence-based policies. This highlights the importance of local 

political context.  
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These strands of policy theories and frameworks present a rough picture of the character-

istics of the policymaking process and the effects these have on the potential for EBP. The 

plurality of different theories and frameworks alone demonstrate the fundamental complex-

ity of the policy process, where evidence is expected to fit into. Furthermore, the various 

theories of policy change, stressing either individuals pursuing change, networks working 

together, the discursive construction of interests or the institutional arrangements which 

underpin the structure, provide different lenses through which different features of the pol-

icy process can be understood (Parkhurst, 2017). These different theories all point to the 

fact that science’s role in policymaking is less straightforward than the idealized picture 

emerging from EBP literature. Therefore, policy theories help us understand evidence use 

and the barriers to greater EBP. These insights will be used in the eventual discussion of 

the discrepancies between scientific recommendations and energy policies.  

 

For now, this thesis will explore the scientific recommendations on energy policies that 

successfully mitigate climate change. Here, focus will be on energy scenarios, which allow 

us to determine what policies are necessary in order to mitigate future climate change.  

 

4. Scenarios 

This section will answer the following research question:  

 

1) What do the various low carbon energy scenarios recommend that we do politically 

in order to mitigate climate change?  

 

Building energy scenarios is a process that involves considering alternative possible out-

comes e.g. in relation to climate change mitigation scenarios this could consist of a) a re-

duction in GHG emission resulting in a limitation of climate change to a likely temperature 

increase of about 1.5 or 2-degrees, b) a reduction in emissions most likely to result in cli-

mate change of about 4 degrees, or c) continuing business as usual. In this way scenarios 

present several alternative futures. However, while presenting various potential outcomes, 

scenarios also suggest possible development paths leading to the different outcomes. 

These are interesting as they are presented as neutral recommendations which can be 

used as political steering tools in order to realize a desired future e.g. a world where cli-

mate change is limited to two degrees.  

 

In order to construct possible future outcomes, scenarios rely on assumptions about key 

factors that influence the focus area, in this case climate change. Thus, scenario analysis 

considers likely external developments that can influence the future outcomes. For climate 

change mitigation scenarios, these external developments are typically demographic (such 

as population growth), economic (such as economic development), technological innova-

tions, etc. that has great influence on the future. An example hereof can be found in the 
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latest IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, an international UN body re-

sponsible for assessing the science related to climate change) report (IPCC, 2014), which 

presents a variety of scenarios over future temperature increases. Each scenario assumes 

different levels of population- and economic growth, etc. as well as different levels of cli-

mate mitigation policies. A graph demonstrating the scenarios and the corresponding tem-

perature increases is presented in figure 1 below.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: IPCC Climate change mitigation scenarios (CONCITO, forthcoming) 

 

This figure is used as a starting point for an explanation of climate scenarios. Here, the 

scenarios are presented as ‘RCPs, Representative Concentration Pathways’, symbolizing 

four overall different levels of GHG concentration (taken as an average of many more sce-

narios, represented by the smaller pathways) corresponding to four possible climate fu-

tures, all considered possible depending on the level of GHG emissions, which in turn de-

pends upon future population, economic growth, etc.  

 

The starting point is the historical emissions leading up to today. Based on these historical 

trends, it is possible to construct a business-as-usual (BAU) scenarios, which assumes 

similar population growth, economic growth, as well as similar mitigation policies (in this 

case this is the RCP 8.5 scenario). However, what emerges from the figure is that we can 

influence which future we will realize, as represented by the various scenarios departing 

from present. These other pathways symbolize alternative outcomes depending on actions 
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taken today and in the future to reduce GHG emissions. As an example, the RCP 2.6 sce-

nario represents the development if very ambitious climate policies are implemented. This 

corresponds to a likely temperature change between 0.9-2.3 degrees in 2100, (as such it 

is the scenario which most likely meets the globally agreed goal of limiting global warming 

to two degrees) and requires GHG emissions to peak around 2020 with drastic reductions 

hereafter. Note here how this path requires us to achieve net negative GHG emissions in 

approximately 2070. For RCP 4.5, GHG emissions are expected to peak around 2040 and 

decrease hereafter. The large degree of variety in terms of temperature increases in 2100 

between the different pathways demonstrate the degree to which political agency today 

can determine what our climate will look like in the future. This makes it highly relevant to 

discuss present climate mitigation policies. 

 

The RCPs can also demonstrate how scenarios can contribute to political decision-making 

by providing pathways to distinct futures, thus allowing for political consideration of out-

comes and their implications. If, for example an ambition to limit global warming to two de-

grees exists, then our political decisions should be centered around reducing GHG emis-

sions to levels depicted by RCP 2.6. Thereby the scenarios contribute towards making the 

mitigation goal measurable, providing a baseline on which to track the status of current 

mitigation efforts.  

 

This section now specifically turns to energy scenarios as tools that can be used to decar-

bonize the global energy supply, and thereby mitigating climate change. Given the previ-

ously mentioned political usefulness of scenarios as well as the fact that 60% of man-

made emissions are related to fossil fuels for energy production, it is evident that energy 

scenarios could provide all-important instruments for mitigating climate change. 

 

4.1 Energy scenarios 

For energy scenarios there are two key factors that influence the decarbonization path-

ways. These factors are total primary energy consumption and the reduction in the carbon 

intensity of the produced energy. These factors, as well as their importance for energy 

scenarios, will be explained below.  
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Figure 2: Primary energy use in the RCP (CONCITO, forthcoming) 

 

This figure demonstrates the various RCP scenarios from Figure 1 in terms of their implied 

energy usage and energy sources. In terms of total primary energy consumption, it is inter-

esting to note how much primary energy use varies between the different pathways.  

 

In the BAU scenario (RCP 8.5), primary energy usage in 2100 is expected to triple in com-

parison to 2000. This is the case if similar political efforts towards energy savings continue. 

From RCP 8.5, it is also interesting to notice how much coal usage this high energy de-

mand necessitates. This represents a general connection between total primary energy 

use and reliance on fossil fuels. That is, the more energy we use, the higher the carbon in-

tensity of the produced energy will be, because it will not be possible to install enough 

cheap low-carbon energy capacity to satisfy an increasing energy demand.  

This naturally makes energy efficiency a key priority in climate change mitigation strate-

gies. Furthermore, as a factor it determines the degree to which energy scenarios can 

pick-and-choose between low-carbon energy technologies. Lower energy demand makes 

it more realistic to satisfy the worlds’ needs with just renewables.  
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However, what degree of energy efficiency is realistic to assume? This is important to de-

termine, as otherwise scenarios can assume unrealistic demand levels which come with 

certain advantages, in terms of selecting energy technologies. Here, it is interesting to note 

that even the ambitious RCP 2.6 scenario, which assumes very ambitious energy effi-

ciency policies, still accept an increase in primary energy use by about 100% in compari-

son to the reference year 2000. This means that realistically, even if we implement strong 

energy efficiency policies, we are likely to experience a doubling of primary energy use in 

2100, which primarily is attributable to positive developments such as economic growth in 

Asia and Africa. Thus, the more successful we are in implementing ambitious and effective 

energy efficiency policies (which corresponds to lower future primary use), the better able 

we are at reducing the carbon intensity of the produced energy as evidenced by the in-

creasing amount of fossil fuels in RCP 4.5, 6 and 8.5, which feature increasing energy us-

age. Thus, when analyzing the feasibility of energy scenarios, these two factors are im-

portant to be aware of. In the following, 17 scenarios will be analyzed in terms of their fea-

sibility which will be evaluated based on historical trends in terms of energy efficiency and 

installed capacity in order to evaluate what the realistic and feasible scenarios recommend 

that we do politically in order to mitigate climate change.  

 

 

4.1.1 The feasibility of energy scenarios 

This review and evaluation of different energy scenarios will be based on Loftus et. al 

(2015) and complemented by additional articles such as Heard et al. 2017. This is done in 

order to evaluate what the scientifically robust scenarios recommend that we do politically 

in order to mitigate climate change while allowing for higher energy demand in developing 

countries through positive developments. 

 

Loftus et. al (2015) has reviewed 11 studies proposing a combined 17 scenarios that real-

izes energy related CO2 reductions in the magnitude of 50-90% by 2050 (see figure 3). In 

the following, these 17 scenarios will be compared and evaluated in terms of their feasibil-

ity.  

 

While there is no generally accepted typology of decarbonization scenarios, Loftus et al. 

has created a classification across four general approaches to developing low-carbon en-

ergy scenarios. 

 

- Top–down, scenario-based back-casting methods select a target for final decarbon-

ization and generally preselect a portfolio of eligible low-carbon technologies (e.g. 

renewable energy technologies). On the basis of this, these studies construct a sce-

nario of energy transition that complies with the final decarbonization target (CON-

CITO, forthcoming and Loftus et al. 2016) 
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- Top–down integrated assessment modeling approaches integrate models of the cli-

mate with models of economic systems, socioeconomic developments, etc. These 

studies establish targets for emission reductions but use the model to develop a 

cost-effective portfolio of technologies to comply with that constraint. Here, the 

methods are usually based on cost-effectiveness and cost benefit analyses. By con-

straining the portfolio of available technologies, IAMs can also be used to explore 

the feasibility of alternative technology pathways and the sensitivity of model results 

to the availability of specific technologies (CONCITO, forthcoming and Loftus et al. 

2016). 

 

- Bottom–up energy systems modeling approaches use relatively detailed represen-

tation of the energy system to construct scenarios capable of achieving decarboni-

zation targets. These models are generally very data-intensive and allow considera-

tion of technical constraints in the energy systems as well as some degree of eco-

nomic assessment (CONCITO, forthcoming and Loftus et al. 2016). 

 

- Bottom–up technical or techno-economic assessments use comparative rankings of 

various low-carbon technologies. The technologies can be ranked on abatement 

cost alone (e.g., McKinsey), or on some other set of criteria, which may not include 

costs at all (e.g., WWF). Highly ranked technologies are then deployed (upscaled) 

to develop the decarbonization scenario (CONCITO, forthcoming and Loftus et al. 

2016). 

 

The different models can reach vastly different results as their assumptions will differ. 

Some scenarios depend on technological assumptions whereas others are based on eco-

nomic or socioeconomic concerns. These limitations and differences are rarely articulated 

in presentations or discussions. The scenarios and their approach are presented in table 1 

below. 

 

 

Study (actor) Scenario Approach Notes 

Greenpeace/European 
Renewal Energy 
Council  

Greenpeace/ EREC: Ad-
vanced Energy Revolution 
scenario 

Top–down scenario-based 
back-casting 
 

Goal is to explore energy 
supply to achieve 80% renew-
able energy share in primary 
energy supply, excluding 
nuclear and CCS so that 
renewables will provide 
80% of share by 2050, with 
fossil fuels providing the final 
20% 

Jacobson and Deluc-
chi 
 

Jacobson & Delucchi: 100% 
Wind, Water, Solar (WWS) 
scenario 

Top–down scenario-based 
back-casting 

Explore options to provide 
100% of global energy needs 
exclusively with wind, water, 
and solar energy (RE). 
Nuclear, fossil and biomass 
energy is excluded for electric-
ity, transport and industry 

Worldwatch Worldwatch: Renewable Rev-
olution scenario 

Top–down scenario-based 
back-casting 

CCS and new nuclear energy 
is excluded in this scenario 

Brook Brook Top–down scenario-based The goal is to explore energy 
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back-casting Transition while assuming sig-
nificant role for nuclear.  
All options are considered. 
The scenario sees growth in 
all nonfossil sources, as well 
as CCS, but emphasizes nu-
clear, which provides 52% of 
primary energy demand in 
2060 

US Climate Change 
Science Program 
(CCSP) 

CCSP IGSM, CCSP 
MERGE & CCSP MiniCAM 

Top–down Integrated 
Assessment modeling 

An open-ended exploration of 
energy supply transformation. 
All options are considered – 
this scenario is technology 
neutral. 

Clark et al.  EMF22: ETSAP-TIAM’: EMF22 
ETSAP-TIAM 450, No, 
Full) 

Top–down Integrated 
Assessment modeling 

All options considered in this 
scenario. It established a tar-
get of 450 ppm CO2, 
assuming no overshoot of tar-
get and full international 
participation. 

Clark et al. EMF22: MiniCAM’—EMF22 
MiniCAM Base 450 No Full 

Top–down Integrated 
Assessment modeling 

All options considered in this 
scenario. It established a tar-
get of 450 ppm CO2, 
assuming no overshoot of tar-
get and full international 
participation  

Global Energy As-
sessment (GEA) 

GEA Efficiency: 
geala_450_atr_nonuc 

Top–down integrated 
Assessment modeling 

The purpose is to explore en-
ergy supply and end-use 
Transitions. This scenario ex-
cludes new nuclear plants and 
assumes retirement of existing 
nuclear plants at end of useful 
life.  

Global Energy As-
sessment (GEA) 

GEA Mix: geama_ 
450_btr_full 

Top–down integrated 
Assessment modeling 

 

The purpose is to explore en-
ergy supply and end-use 
transitions with diverse 
mix of decarbonization 
options 

All supply options are consid-
ered  

Global Energy As-
sessment (GEA) 

GEA Supply: 
geaha_450_atr_full 

Top–down integrated 
Assessment modeling 

 

The purpose is to explore en-
ergy supply and end-use 
transformations with limited 
energy intensity rate 

All supply options are consid-
ered. 

International Energy 
Agency (IEA) 

WEO 450: World Energy 
Outlook 450 ppm 
stabilization scenario 

Bottom–up energy systems 
Modeling 

All options are considered 

International Energy 
Agency (IEA) 

IEA Blue Map: Energy 
Technology Perspectives 
Blue Map scenario 

Bottom–up energy sys-
tems modeling 

All options are considered 

World Wildlife Fund 
(WWF) 

WWF: World Wildlife 
Fund Vision for 2050 

Bottom–up technical or 
techno-economic assess-
ment 

All options considered at 
outset, but technologies 
are excluded from the sce-
nario based on cost/benefit 
and technical potential 
analysis. Nuclear power is 
phased out whereas large-
scale hydrogen infrastructure 
is planned 

McKinsey McKinsey A: Maximum 
growth of renewables 
and nuclear 

Bottom–up technical or 
techno-economic assess-
ment 

All options considered. This 
scenario assumes nuclear and 
renewables built to maximum 
potential everywhere 

McKinsey McKinsey B: 50% 
growth of renewables 
and nuclear 

Bottom–up technical or 
techno-economic assess-
ment 

All options considered. This 
scenario assumes growth of 
Renewables. While limiting 
nuclear to 50% of that in 
McKinsey A scenario 
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Table 1: Scenarios (Loftus et. Al. 2016) 

 

To evaluate the feasibility of the different low-carbon energy scenarios, this thesis will uti-

lize historical empirical benchmarks in order to assess the assumptions of the scenarios, 

which have been found to be more important than the scenario method (a typology of sce-

nario approaches is presented below) (Loftus et al, 2015). It is especially the assumptions 

of energy efficiency and carbon intensity of energy sources, which will be analyzed. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: GHG emissions of scenarios (Loftus et. al 2015) 

 

From figure 3, it is evident that all scenarios operate with drastic reductions in future global 

carbon dioxide emissions, as would be expected. It can also be observed that the scenar-

ios differ in terms of end-year. While one scenario end in 2030, others end in 2050 or 

2060. 

 

Across the 17 scenarios, the CO2 reduction targets are met by implementing two strate-

gies: (1) reduction in total primary energy demand and (2) reduction in the carbon intensity 

of energy supply. These factors will be explored more hereunder. 
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4.1.2 Total primary energy demand 

One way to achieve energy related CO2 reductions is to reduce the total primary energy 

demand. Less energy demanded means less energy production, resulting in a reduction of 

energy related CO2. In 2010, total primary energy demand was 16.4 TW with fossil fuels 

supplying over 80% of this demand (Loftus et. al, 2015). However, total primary energy de-

mand is closely related to the global population and economic growth, and from 1965 to 

2009 total primary energy demand increased by 300% as global population doubled and 

economic activity expanded (Ibid.). This corresponds to a yearly total primary energy de-

mand growth of 2.6%. According to the projections in the BAU scenario, total primary en-

ergy demand is expected to grow more slowly in the next 40 years, with an annual growth 

rate of approximately 1.4%. This growth in energy demand is largely projected to come 

from developing countries (90%) as they increase their economic activity and more people 

are added to the middle class (CONCITO, forthcoming). In figure 4 the scenarios are com-

pared and grouped in terms of their projected total primary energy demand. 

 
Figure 4: Total primary energy demand across scenarios (Loftus et al. 2015) 

 

As can be seen from figure 4, a majority of the scenarios (besides group 1) assume that 

demand reduction strategies, such as energy efficiency policies will reduce the growth of 

total primary energy demand in the future. The second group of scenarios assumes a re-

duction in annual growth rates to about 1.2% corresponding to a 30% reduction in total en-

ergy demand in 2050 compared to BAU. The third group assumes an increase in total pri-

mary energy demand by about 10-15% in 2050 from 2010 levels, reflecting a much small 
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growth in energy demand. While the fourth group envisions absolute declines in total pri-

mary energy demand through 2050.  

 

Since primary energy demand depends on the growth in demand for energy services 

(which is expected to increase due to population and economic growth) and on the energy 

intensity of the global economy, a reduction in annual growth of total primary energy de-

mand implies drastic improvements in the energy intensity, which measures the effective-

ness with which energy is used (e.g. energy consumption per $ of economic growth)  

 

Figure 5 depicts the required rates of improvements in energy intensity for group 1 and 4 

scenarios compared to historical annual changes in global energy intensity.  

 

 
Figure 5: Annual change in energy intensity implied for group 1 and 4 (Loftus et al. 2015) 

 

Here, it can be observed that even the group 1 scenarios (which assumed highest primary 

energy demand) assume sustained annual reductions in the energy intensity comparable 

to the highest rates observed over the last 40 years (at -1.5% - -1.8% annually). It is also 

evident that the group 4 scenarios require sustained declines in energy intensity of −3.4 to 

−3.7% year, roughly double the most rapid rates observed over the past 40 years. Thus, 

these rates fall far outside the range of historical experience and also significantly exceed 

the fastest sustained rates of energy intensity decline observed in any individual OECD 

nation from 1971 to 2006 (Jenkins, 2012). This suggests that the scenarios of group 4 are 
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unrealistic and infeasible in terms of their assumptions. In order to qualify its claims of in-

feasibility, this paper shall now focus on how the scenarios expect decarbonation of the 

energy supply to be achieved.  

 

4.1.3 Energy sources 

How do the scenarios suggest we construct our future energy supply in order to achieve 

decarbonization? This is indeed perhaps the most useful lessons for politicians and law-

makers when creating policies to mitigate climate change. The scenarios all project a sig-

nificant expansion of installed electrical generating capacity as well as major changes in 

the mix of sources, driven by a shift to lower-carbon technologies and fuels. Which energy 

sources that are utilized depend on the expected total primary energy demand. The lower 

the expected energy demand, the more freedom to pick and choose specific energy 

sources. This can be seen in figure 6, which compares projected electricity generating ca-

pacity installment from present to 2030 across the different scenarios.  

 

 
Figure 6: Installed energy capacity by 2030 (CONCITO, forthcoming) 

 

What can be seen from the above figure is that the scenarios that rely on renewable en-

ergy (RE), and exclude other low-carbon technologies, have the greatest installed capacity 

requirements. Thus, relying 100% on RE and excluding other low-carbon technologies ne-

cessitates the installations of large amounts of RE capacity e.g. the Jacobson & Delucchi 

scenario requires a tenfold increase in installed capacity. These are also some of the sce-

narios that assume the largest reductions in energy demand. 
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In order to assess whether the implied annual capacity addition rates are feasible and real-

istic, these can be compared to historic annual capacity addition rates. Total global energy 

capacity increased from 725 GW in 1965 to 5,330 GW in 2011. This equates to annual 

growth rates between 2% and 6% (CONCITO, forthcoming). As can be seen in figure 7 be-

low, most scenarios suggest an expansion of global generation capacity at rates con-

sistent with historical experience. This equates to a 50–100% cumulative increase in world 

electric generating capacity by 2030 (an increase of approximately 3000–5000 GW) 

(Loftus et. al., 2015).  

 
Figure 7: Historical and expected global installed electricity generation capacity (Loftus et 

al. 2015) 

 

However, as can be observed in figure 7, the three scenarios (from group 4 in figure 4) are 

exceptions. These scenarios imply a 4- to 10-fold increase in world generating capacity, 

calling for 20,000–30,000 GW by 2030 and over 50,000 GW by 2050 (Loftus et. al, 2015). 

This necessitates an increase in generating capacity in the ranges of 1.4 –15 times faster 

than historical experience (CONCITO, forthcoming).  

 

As argued by Loftus et. al and CONCITO, these rates are simply unrealistic and infeasible 

due to constraints such as limited areas ideal for wind power, current popular opposition, 

as well as environmental effects of RE technologies such as hydropower. These scenarios 

can be characterized by unrealistic assumptions of both future energy demand as well as 

installed capacity of renewable energy sources. Furthermore, what characterizes this 

group of scenarios (Jacobson & Delucchi, Worldwatch, WWF and Greenpeace) besides 

these unrealistic assumptions, is the decision to exclude low-carbon technologies such as 
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nuclear power and/or coal and gas with carbon capture and storage (CCS). In the other 

scenarios, these sources feature to a varying degree and are by Torben Chrintz from 

CONCITO, as well as the IPCC, characterized as completely necessary, if we are to miti-

gate climate change.  

 

So far, this section has covered global energy scenarios. As such, the recommendations 

from these scenarios are based on the global context. The following analysis will primarily 

focus on specific European countries. Therefore, this section will continue with a brief anal-

ysis of European energy scenarios and whether these support the scientific recommenda-

tion from the global scenarios. 

 

4.2 European energy scenarios 

The 28 countries of EU represent about 5.8% of the world’s energy production and con-

sume about 12% of the world’s energy consumption (EU Commission, 2016). This makes 

the EU a net importer of energy. The Energymap 2050 presents six different scenarios for 

the EU energy system in order to achieve the EU sustainability goals as well as ensuring 

future energy security and competitiveness.  

 

The six different scenarios all assume energy efficiencies in the scale of an average reduc-

tion in energy consumption of 35% (EU Commission, 2016). This is different from global 

scenarios given the already high level of European development. Therefore, energy effi-

ciency is even more important in a European context. Furthermore, across the six scenar-

ios, renewable energy is expected to make up about 40-60% of total energy production, as 

illustrated in figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Energy mix across European low-carbon scenarios 

 

However, as identified in figure 8, the scenarios still suggest significant usage of nuclear 

energy as well as energy from natural gas, oil and coal (whose emissions will be neutral-

ized with CCS) in 2050. Therefore, the conclusions from the Energymap 2050 scenarios 

are similar to the previous IPCC conclusions. All low-carbon technologies must be utilized 

and energy efficiency is highly important. This underlines the scientific consensus behind 

these recommendations. Furthermore, it illustrates that the global recommendations are 

relevant to the European context as well. Therefore, the scientific recommendations from 

IPCC are applicable to European countries. This thesis will continue with an analysis on 

whether these scientific recommendations are followed by policies in Germany or Den-

mark in order to answer its’ second research question. 

 

4.3 What can we learn from scenarios? 

The previous review on the current literature on scenarios for achieving decarbonization of 

our energy supply demonstrates two things. First, it demonstrates that not all scenarios are 

equally feasible and realistic. Decarbonization scenarios can provide a firm foundation on 

which policy makers and civil society can build a genuinely low-carbon society. However, 
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as the review demonstrates, a group of scenarios demonstrate inconsistencies and rests 

upon unrealistic assumptions. These scenarios constrain the available portfolio of low-car-

bon technologies by excluding, a priori, certain energy forms and technologies and thereby 

rely on unprecedented capacity increases in the selected renewable energy forms. To 

achieve decarbonization with this limited energy portfolio, this group of studies relies on 

improvements in global energy intensity improvements at a rate twice as fast as the most 

rapid energy intensity improvement experienced in any single year in recent history and 

roughly 3.5 times faster than the average global rate sustained from 1970 to 2011 (Loftus 

et al, 2015). Thus, pursuing such strategies for decarbonization are unlikely to lead us to 

successfully limiting global warming to two degrees (Loftus et. al, 2015). This is supported 

in a 2017 study by Heard et al. who have examined 24 studies with scenarios that, similar 

to group 4 scenarios, rely 100% on renewable energy (RE). In their study, Heard et al. 

conclude that none of the RE-scenarios are feasible and that efforts to date seem to have 

substantially underestimated the challenge of the transition and delayed the identification 

and implementation of effective and comprehensive decarbonization pathways (Heard et 

al. 2017). 

 

This conclusion supports another learning point from the review of existing scenarios; that 

any feasible scenario includes low-carbon energy sources and technologies (this category 

is made up of RE technologies such as wind, solar, hydro, etc. but includes technologies 

such as nuclear power and CCS). This is premised on the development that the future en-

ergy supply should deliver twice as much energy in 2100 without negatively effecting the 

climate. It is because of this challenge that studies, scholars, Chrintz and the IPCC pro-

pose, that all instruments and technologies must be utilized if we are to reach our goals of 

limiting global warming to two degrees (Chrintz, 2018). According to Chrintz, they conclude 

that a decision to exclude low-carbon technologies would practically unable us to meet the 

politically accepted mitigation goal and suggests that the transition challenges seems to 

have been underestimated. As such, these conclusions provide clear political recommen-

dations for climate change mitigation that is backed by consensus amongst climate scien-

tists.  

 

 

5. Discourse analysis 

This section will continue with an analysis of the energy policies pursued in Germany and 

Denmark in order to analyze whether the scientific recommendations from the previous 

section is followed. Here, the policies and motives will be analyzed from a theoretical per-

spective of a discourse analysis with the goal of answering the following research ques-

tion: 

 

2) How are these recommendations [from the previous section] followed by actual poli-

cies? 
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Discourse analysis understands reality to be a social construct, constantly produced and 

reproduced through societal interactions. According to this view, discourse analysis can be 

understood as a set of methods used to explore the production of social reality (Erkama 

and Sampo, 2014). Hajer (1995) describes a discourse as a set of “ideas, concepts and 

categories through which meaning is given to social and physical phenomena, and which 

is produced and reproduced through an identifiable set of practices”. Therefore, by study-

ing texts, etc. in various contexts, it is possible to explore the way societal views are com-

municated and shape opinions and decision-making. There can be different social con-

structions of a single issue i.e. different discourses that compete for hegemony (Hajer and 

Versteeg 2005). This understands reality to be a social construction, and the result of a 

struggle between competing discourses to achieve hegemony as introduced by Jørgensen 

and Phillips (2002). Discourses are produced and used collectively by coalitions. These 

competing discourses present different ways of apprehending the world (Dryzek 2005) 

which are communicated by networks through the use of storylines, defined by Hajer 1993 

as “the medium through which actors try to impose their view of reality on others, suggest 

certain social positions and practices, and criticize alternative social arrangements” (Hajer 

1993). As such, discourse analysis belongs to the constructionist approach in its under-

standing of reality as a social construct that is produced and reproduced by social interac-

tions.  

 

In order to identify and understand competing discourses, most discourse studies rely on 

policy documents, speeches, interviews, etc. as sources of data that can be used to iden-

tify what Foucault refers to as the ‘entirety of expressions’ (Danielsen, 2015). This allows 

one to understand how social reality is constructed and how, together, ‘this entirety of ex-

pressions’ produces a particular way of understanding ‘the world’ (Fairclough, 1993, 2013). 

In the discourse analysis, the documents, speeches, texts, etc. represent inherent parts of 

different social practices that (re)construct the social structures in place (Fairclough, 2005). 

Therefore, discourses can be said to produce knowledge while also influence and evolving 

as part social practices.  

 

In this discourse analysis, the discourses behind energy policies will be analyzed using 

Dryzek’s typology of environmental discourses. This method was used by Danielsen, 2015 

in his discourse analysis of Danish energy policies and Leipprand et al, 2016 in their analy-

sis of German energy policies. Environmental discourses deal with the construction of dif-

ferent political environmental positions. According to Hajer, the regulation of a problem, in 

this case environmental problems, first and foremost require forms of discursive closure 

including a definition, which gives policy-making a proper target, a way to contain the so-

cial conflict that might erupt over environmental problems, and the remedy of a situation 

that was perceived as problematic (Hajer, 1993). From this it is evident, that the construc-

tion and replication of environmental discourses contain great political influence in terms of 

defining the environmental problem.  
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5.1 Dryzek’s environmental discourses 

The discourse analysis will utilize Dryzek’s environmental discourses apparent in Ger-

many’s and Denmark’s energy policies. Dryzek, 2005 identified a number of environmental 

discourses that make up his typology. The discourses represent different perspectives on 

the environment bound together by storylines that, according to Hajer, act as the concrete 

that binds discourse coalitions together (Hajer, 1993). These discourses illustrated in table 

1 and will be explained more in depth in the following, including the major storylines of 

each discourse.  

 

 Reformist Radical 

Prosaic Environmental Problem 
solving 
Administrative rationalism 
Democratic pragmatism 
Economic rationalism 

Limits to growth 
Survivalism 
Promethean 

Imaginative Sustainability 
Sustainable development 
Ecological modernization 

Green radicalism 
Green consciousness change 
Green politics 

Table 1: Dryzek’s environmental discourses 

 

The prosaic and imaginative classification in the above table refers to what Dryzek 

phrases as “departures from industrialism” (Dryzek, 2005). Prosaic accepts the social, 

economic, and political framework set by the industrialism. Here, environmental problems 

are defined inside the structures already in place. Contrastingly, in the imaginative cate-

gory lies an intent to redefine existing framework and structures. The horizontal axis fea-

tures the reformist and radical classifications. These are also defined according to how the 

discourse departs from industrialism. Discourses that are reformist can be characterized 

by wanting to change parts of industrialisms function without changing the entire system. A 

full departure from industrialism is defined as radical. The different discourses under these 

classifications are explained individually below.  

 

 

Environmental problem solving discourses are both reformist and prosaic. Hereunder 

belong three separate discourses; administrative rationalism, democratic pragmatism, and 

economic rationalism. These discourses are similar in that they take the existing economic 

and political infrastructure and institutions as a given without striving for too many adjust-

ments, making them reformist. Furthermore, the three discourses believe that while human 

pollution can degrade the environment, it is possible to mitigate these effects through 

timely and effective interventions. Where these three discourses differ is in their view on 

who should control the interventions.  
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Administrative rationalism emphasizes the role of experts in solving environmental issues 

e.g. scientists. The discourse features the storyline of how a scientific basis legitimizes the 

decision-making processes by the administration in a classical bureaucracy. As such, this 

discourse does not look at theories or democratic methods to create action, but rather 

looks at practical resource management tools such as cost/benefit analyses, risk analyses, 

etc. Here, a common principle is that the polluter pays. The discourse can also be sup-

ported by the creation of ministries or agencies which relies on science and experts in its 

approach to environmental issues e.g. the US EPA. 

 

Contrastingly, democratic pragmatism seeks to solve its problems within the existing insti-

tutions of a liberal democracy. This involves a view on the positive of involving stakehold-

ers to participate in the problem solving. This is premised on the perspective that life is 

about solving problems in a world full of uncertainty, and that democratic solutions are best 

equipped to make decisions in face of uncertainty (Dryzek, 2005). This is different to the 

more top-down method of administrative rationalism and a move from government to gov-

ernance. Here, the decision-making process is open to citizen groups, businesses, unions, 

environmental groups, etc. This can be seen as democratic experiments. 

 

Finally, the economic rationalism discourse leaves environmental problems to be solved 

by the market through economics in accordance with neoliberalism. According to Dryzek, 

economic rationalism is committed to “intelligent deployment of market mechanisms to 

achieve public ends” (Dryzek, 2005). The market can be a powerful instrument in achiev-

ing the necessary behavioral changes. Therefore, market mechanisms are used to create 

economic incentives such as green taxes or cap and trade systems. This discourse uses 

the economic system and the market for achieving changes that respects the limits of the 

natural environment (Dryzek, 2005). 

 

In the reformist/imaginative category belongs sustainability discourses. This discourse 

“attempts to dissolve the conflicts between environmental and economic values” (Dryzek, 

2005). Two types of discourses that share the use of imaginative methods to dissolve the 

conflicts between environmental and economic values are explored. These discourses are 

characterized by not including notions of limits or apocalypse in their framing of sustaina-

bility.  

 

The sustainable development discourse follows the Brundtland Commission’s definition of 

sustainability. This definition and way of understanding focuses on the right form of growth 

(one that is sustainable), making it important to reexamine societies by looking at eco-

nomic growth and its effects on the environment aligned with Herman Daly’s notions of 

steady state economies (Dryzek, 2005). According to this discourse, present and future 

needs can be met without environmental degradation. This discourse includes positive 

storylines about technological developments that will allow our growth to be sustainable. 

Here, storylines are often built on future visions rather than present resource management.  
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The ecological modernization discourse emerged in the 1980ies and is defined as the re-

structuring of the capitalist political economy along more environmentally sound lines so 

that economic development and environmental protection can proceed hand-in-hand 

(Dryzek, 2005). This discourse rests on a win-win notion that creating ecologically sound 

societies will be beneficial to businesses and countries and that postponing environmental 

protection will raise the costs of action more expensive. This involves rephrasing environ-

mental issues in terms of business e.g. pollution is waste and waste is inefficient for busi-

ness (Dryzek, 2005). Ecological modernists see nature as a resource that humans can use 

to achieve their means, and ecological modernization describes how it benefits business to 

invest in ecologically sound practices. This emphasizes the development of green technol-

ogies such as wind mills, solar power, etc. as well as CSR, where NGOs are expected to 

corporate with businesses on solving environmental issues.  

 

In the radical and prosaic category, we find discourses under the ‘limits to growth’ head-

line. Here, the perspective behind the survivalism discourse is that growth, be it economic 

or population, will reach limits determined by the natural stock of resources and capacity of 

the ecosystem to sustain human life. This attitude towards nature in this discourse is that 

nature is unstable and has tipping points. A consequence of this belief is that human de-

velopment and misuse of resources will deplete earth’s natural stock of resources until a 

tipping point is reached from where it is impossible to go back. This discourse challenges 

the idea of perpetual growth and provides solutions such as administrative control and 

EBP and often cites our survival as motivation for acting.  

 

The promethean discourse is in opposition in that it involves a strong faith in technological 

development and a general belief that nature is stable and can be regulated through sup-

ply and demand. Here, it is believed that humans are above nature and growth, hereunder 

economic, is natural. According to this discourse, climate change is not a serious immedi-

ate issue because human development and the market will solve the issue.  

 

Finally, in the radical and imaginative category is discourses under the heading ‘green 

radicalism’. These discourses reject the basic structure of industrial society and imagine 

radically different understandings of the environment and society. This includes both green 

consciousness and green politics which include movements such as social ecology, deep 

ecology, ecofeminism, environmental justice, etc. These discourses categorize human de-

velopment as unnatural and posit that there are natural boundaries or limits, which must 

be respected.  

 

The green consciousness discourse emphasizes a more ‘humble’ human attitude to the 

natural world which involve rethinking humans place in the world (Dryzek, 2005). Herein 

lies a belief that natural limits to industrial growth require a change of ideas in society in 

which nature is seen to be equal to humans. This discourse involves a bottom-up belief 

centered around the call for individuals to reexamine their lives and their ‘green conscious-

ness’. For some, this is a spiritual form of life with the basic premise that different ideas 
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and ways of thinking can change the world. The effects of this discourse can be seen in 

the private collection and recycling of packing, etc. which is regulated by the authorities.  

 

Finally, the Green Politics discourse believes that the ecological crisis can only be solved 

through political action and structural changes. Here, storylines of political action, demon-

strations, etc. are important ways of exerting influence on political decision-making. This 

discourse is built on the beliefs that natural limits exists and respecting these requires 

changes which individual actions or the recommendations of experts, etc. cannot realize. 

This can for example materialize in the establishment of green political parties, which can 

be seen across many European countries.  

 

Dryzek’s typology of environmental discourses contains different perspectives on environ-

mental issues (hereunder climate change). In some cases, a political statement will identify 

a single discourse while in other cases, several discourses may be identified in a single 

statement. The objective of this analysis is to determine, whether the scientific recommen-

dations are followed politically. Here, the calls for EBP best resemble the administrative ra-

tionalism discourse. This discourse emphasizes the role of scientific experts in legitimizing 

the decision-making processes and effective policies. These characteristics are very much 

aligned with the calls for greater EBP and therefore the analyses below will focus on identi-

fying discourses as the underlying ways of understanding the environment and the world, 

and in particular, to investigate whether the administrative rationalism discourse features 

prominently in the policies of either country. The presence or absence of an underlying ad-

ministrative rationalism discourse will ultimately suggest the extent to which the scientific 

recommendations; to include all low-carbon technologies, are followed directly in actual 

policies or indirectly as underlying discourses that shape the policies moving forward. 

 

5.2 Germany’s “Energiwende” transition 

The discourse analysis of Germany’s energy policies starts with the articulation of an en-

ergy transition in 1980, when the newly founded Öko-Institut founded the term “Ener-

giewende” (Leipprand et al, 2016). This term refers to the transition from an energy supply 

based on nuclear, oil, and coal to one that is based on renewables (RE) (ibid.). As such, 

the Energiwende represents Germany’s planned transition to a low carbon energy supply. 

 

In this section, the environmental discourses behind German energy debates on the Ener-

giwende from the late 1980ies, when the idea was first advanced, to present day will be 

analyzed. It starts from the 80ies since this is when the energy transition was first articu-

lated, which ignited the discussions hereof. This is done in order to analyze the underlying 

motives and reasoning behind German energy policies in order to answer if the scientific 

recommendations are followed politically.  

 

In order to identify underlying discourses, this paper will analyze quotes from parliamen-

tary debates by German politicians from Leipprand et al, 2016 as well as other articles. 
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The quotes presented here are used as representative of the previously mentioned ‘en-

tirety of expressions’ that allows one to understand how social reality is constructed and 

how these discourses produce a certain kind of knowledge that interacts with social reality.  

 

5.2.1 Two opposing coalitions 

From the studied sources, it is possible to categorize the debate on German energy policy 

in two opposing coalitions. These are categorized as pro energy transition coalition and 

the energy mix coalition. While the pro energy transition coalition consists of the Social 

Democratic and Green parties, the energy mix coalition is mainly made up by the Christian 

Democrat and the Free Democrat parties.  

 

 

The pro energy transition coalition 

This coalition is characterized by strong environmental concerns. This coalition is deeply 

concerned with climate change as well as environmental sustainability. The coalition’s 

ideal is a world where there is harmony between humans and the environment. To realize 

this end, they utilize stories of win-win and frame the transition as creating jobs and build-

ing a better society, including one that is more aligned with the environment. This coalition 

utilizes stories that represent several of Dryzek’s environmental discourses. These will be 

presented in the analysis below. 

 

The energy mix coalition 

The opposing coalition is also characterized by environmental concerns. However, these 

are often overshadowed by concerns of economic feasibility and other concerns such as 

security of the energy supply. This coalition emphasizes the necessity of a broad energy 

mix in order to ensure a reliable and affordable energy supply. Actors within this coalition 

believe that the transition must not come at the expense of German businesses or people 

and often frame the transition as raising electricity costs, thereby damaging Germany’s 

competitiveness and leading to welfare reductions. This coalition utilize stories that largely 

represent environmental discourses that differ from the ones used by the pro-energy tran-

sition. These will be analyzed below.  

 

This discourse analysis of German energy policies will begin with the early discussions of 

Energiwende in German politics in the late 80ies and early 90ies. It will investigate how 

these two opposing coalitions have framed the debate in terms of underlying discourses 

and how these have evolved over time.  

 

5.2.2 The early years of the Energiwende and German energy policies 

This section will start by briefly laying out the background for the energy policy discussions 

in the late 1980ies.  
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In 1980, a Commission on “Future Nuclear Energy Policy”, initiated by the Bundestag, pre-

sented a report, in which four different scenarios (all considered feasible) of the future 

power supply were presented. Two of them excluded nuclear energy while two of them in-

cluded it. From this report it became clear to some that the use of nuclear power was not 

necessary in order to supply Germany with energy in the future (Hake, 2015). This served 

as an indication that a change in energy policy away from nuclear power was in fact possi-

ble in the future and sparked a debate hereof. 

 

Until then, the three major parties in Germany had established a coal-nuclear energy pol-

icy consensus. However, with the release of the Commission’s report, discussions on a fu-

ture without nuclear energy had begun. Similarly, at this point in time, climate change 

arose as a critical issue in Germany. With it, a belief that a future low carbon energy sup-

ply would be necessary grew (Hake, 2015). This created the foundation for a break-up of 

the coal-nuclear energy consensus coalition, which occurred in the aftermath of the Cher-

nobyl nuclear disaster. Here, the social democrats shifted their position to anti-nuclear 

along with the popular opinion as 86% of Germans at the time were in favor of a nuclear 

phase-out (Ibid.). It is as this point in time where the two opposing energy coalitions 

emerged. 

 

At the beginning of the Energiwende discussion in late 1980ies, climate change was the 

most cited motivation for new energy policies in Germany (Leipprand, 2016). However, this 

issue generated different political justifications from either coalition; The Green Party and 

the Social Democrats used climate change to call for ambitious increases in the use of re-

newable energy (while they argued for a phase-out of nuclear power). On the opposing 

side were the Christian- and Free Democrats, who used climate change to support the 

continued use of nuclear energy, as a low-carbon energy source. The result were two op-

posing coalitions who each advanced different energy policy discourses motivated by cli-

mate change. 

 

The pro energy transition coalition framed climate change and the environmental crisis as 

catastrophic and argued for greater environmental protection: “the chances that the blue 

planet will be saved are getting worse and worse” (Wolfgang Daniels, Green Party, in 

Deutscher Bundestag 1989, from Leipprand, 2016).  

 

This quote demonstrates how the rhetoric used by the coalition suggests the need to act 

now. The coalition often identified the economy as the main culprit for the worsening envi-

ronment and concluded that environmental protection was needed in order to save the 

planet: A fundamental conflict between the growth-bound economic system and the long-

term health of the planet is diagnosed (e.g. Die Grünen 1987, Leipprand 2016); environ-

mental protection needs to be placed above economic interests (Die Grünen 1990, Leip-

prand, 2016). 

 

These quotes represent the discourse advanced by the pro energy transition in the late 

80ies to early 90ies. It was a discourse which was critical of the capitalistic structures that 
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they believed had resulted in environmental degradation. The discourse can be character-

ized as survivalist, according to Dryzek’s typology, as seen in the framing of a ‘fundamen-

tal conflict between the growth-bound economic system and long-term health of the 

planet’. Furthermore, the underlying belief that the nature has tipping points is present in 

the above quotes, demonstrated by the urgency with which we need to act. Therefore, pol-

icies that prioritize nature and environmental protection over economic interests should be 

implemented soon in order to preserve the healthy balance of the environment. 

 

 

This discourse was opposed by the energy mix coalition. In these early years, the propo-

nents of this coalition emphasized a strong commitment to the market economy as the de-

liverer of welfare gains and economic competitiveness. In doing so, they stressed that 

while renewables do deserve support as a supplementary source of energy, relying on a 

broad energy mix which includes nuclear power and coal would be necessary in order to 

support German welfare. This is represented in the following quote: 

 

“It is our goal to…increase the share of renewables in our energy supply in the long 

term. At the same time, there must be an urgent warning of exaggeratedly high 

expectations with respect to the economic potential of regenerative energy”. 

(Matthias Engelsberger, CDU/CSU, in Deutscher Bundestag 1989, from Leipprand, 

2016) 

 

This demonstrates a general support for renewable energy (RE) as a source of energy, es-

pecially in the long run. However, renewables are seen as a way to diversify the German 

energy portfolio, rather than a normative end-goal, demonstrated by the caution attached 

to the potential of RE. This underlines the belief that notions of environmental gains should 

be weighted according to economic costs and dismissed, where the costs are too high. 

This suggests the use of Dryzek’s “economic rationalism” discourse, summed up in a be-

lief in the efficiency of market mechanisms to achieve public ends. According to this dis-

course, the environmental challenge of climate change is best handled through market 

mechanisms with particular attention to the costs of the transition. Furthermore, quotes 

and overall position of this coalition also hints at the presence of the administrative ration-

alism discourse in it warnings of exaggeratedly high expectations and position on nuclear 

as a low-carbon energy source.  

 

As these two opposing coalitions and underlining discourses competed for hegemony, no 

major policy changes occurred. Instead, the overall support for renewables lead to the cre-

ation of the first feed-in tariffs for renewable energies in 1990 with support from a large 

majority of MPs (Hake, 2015). However, the deep divides between the two coalitions in 

terms of energy policies, especially regarding the role of nuclear power and the framing of 

the transition in terms of opposing discourses continued remained. 
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5.2.3 Phasing out nuclear power? 

The second period of interest in German energy policies starts from 1999. This period was 

characterized by a change in government where the social democratic party, belonging to 

the pro-energy transition coalition, was elected for government. The newly elected govern-

ment passed the Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG), which introduced fixed rates 

guaranteed for 20 years for renewable energy installations. The costs were financed by all 

electricity consumers. This marked a new commitment to renewable energy. Furthermore, 

the government presented a roadmap for phasing out nuclear power which ignited the en-

ergy policy discussions.  

 

For the energy transition coalition, the renewable energy law (EEG) was a central and in-

dispensable instrument which they believed would usher in a new energy age, as repre-

sented by the quote; “This law is the birth certificate of the solar age” (Hans-Josef Fell, 

Green Party, in Deutscher Bundestag 2000, from Leipprand, 2016).  

Furthermore, the coalition had begun to use stories of economic growth and job creation 

when referring to RE initiatives. It was cemented that this form of economic growth would 

not come at the expense of the environment but rather protect the environment by reduc-

ing GHG emissions. 

“The renewable energies are inexhaustible, and using them saves finite fossil energy 

resources. They are environmentally friendly and significantly contribute to climate 

protection, since their use gives rise to no or very small quantities of pollutants and 

CO2 emissions. Renewable energies are innovative technologies which open up new 

export chances and create and secure jobs particularly in small and medium-sized 

business. The Federal Government is doing everything to secure these innovative 

jobs for tomorrow.” (Siegmar Mosdorf, SPD, in Deutscher Bundestag 2000, from 

Leipprand, 2016) 

 

This quote demonstrates the argument and stories used by pro-energy transition coalition. 

They mention how Germany benefits in terms of economic gains, job creation as well as 

energy security through ‘inexhaustible’ renewable energies. Thus, they frame the transition 

through positive visions of economic gains and environmental protection as represented in 

the above quote by Siegmar Mosdorf. These stories represent visions of green growth, 

combining stories of environmental and economic co-benefits, as suggested by Leipprand 

et al. 2016. Similarly, the associated costs and risks of reliance on renewables were rarely 

mentioned. This suggests an underlying discourse of ecological modernization per 

Dryzek’s typology of environmental discourses, representing an evolution of the perception 

of the transition in this coalition from “warnings of ecological catastrophe and critiques of 

capitalism” (Leipprand et al, 2016) to perceptions that are more compatible with economic 

thinking. 

 

In contrast, the energy mix coalition was against the government’s plan to phase out nu-

clear power as well as the EEG, which they believed would increase energy prices to the 
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detriment of German businesses and population. They criticized the EEG scheme for be-

ing a government intervention in the market, for not being “technology neutral” and for not 

providing incentives for renewables to become competitive. Instead they supported greater 

market orientation of policies. This is represented in the following quotes, which demon-

strate the coalition’s position and the stories they used: 

“The price of electricity…must not rise. It is wrong to regulate this based on a sur-

charge and thus to reduce the competitiveness of German industry and endanger 

jobs.” (Walter Hirche, FDP, in Deutscher Bundestag 1999 from Leipprand, 2016).  

 

“Energy has to be inexpensive. Energy policy without cost awareness is a policy at 

the expense of jobs, of families and of ordinary people.” (Dagmar Wöhrl, CDU/CSU, 

in Deutscher Bundestag 2000 from Leipprand, 2016).  

 

This was cemented by Kurt-Dieter Grill, CDU/CSU, (in Deutscher Bundestag 2000 from 

Leipprand, 2016), who refers to the idea of replacing safe and solid nuclear energy with re-

newables as “preposterous”. Together, these quotes place great emphasis on the eco-

nomic short to mid-term effects, namely higher energy costs. This is supported by Leip-

prand et al., 2016, who have found that, at that time, the energy mix coalition focused al-

most exclusively on the costs of the transition while rarely highlighting the potential bene-

fits. It is peculiar how the same policies, which the energy transition coalition frame as eco-

nomic beneficial are referred to as damaging the economy by the energy mix coalition. 

This demonstrates different perspectives and use of underlying discourses. For the energy 

mix coalition, their focus on energy costs, competitiveness and market distorting incentives 

suggests an underlying economic rationalism discourse, which emphasizes economic ef-

fects, market mechanisms and limited government regulation. Therefore, at this time there 

remained divide between the arguments, stories and underlying discourses of the two coa-

litions.  

 

However, at the same time, some energy mix coalition MPs started adopting frames from 

the energy transition coalition, phrasing the need to eventually replace fossil fuels with re-

newables (Hake et al. 2015). It is with this development that serves as the backdrop for the 

next phase in German energy policies.  

 

 

5.2.4 Broad support for renewables, nuclear power remains source of disa-

greement 

When the election in 2005 resulted in the replacement of the red-green government with a 

CDU/CSU (energy mix coalition), headed by Chancellor Angela Merkel, discussions re-

garding nuclear phase-out and the EEG persisted. However, the language and attitudes of 

the energy mix coalition had become more moderate and accommodating (Leipprand, 

2016). The energy mix coalition no longer plead for abolition of the EEG, but rather sug-

gested an increase in the efficiency of its instruments. Furthermore, the government set 
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new ambitious targets for expansion of renewables into the energy mix. This represented a 

new belief that the transition could only be successful if renewables eventually would be-

come competitive without receiving subsidies and costs of the transition could be kept un-

der ‘control’ (Leipprand et al. 2016).  

 

This also marked a shift in the energy mix coalition’s way of framing the transition in gen-

eral and renewables in particular. Previously, frames of economic costs and job losses 

dominated the stories. However, at this point in time, members from the energy mix coali-

tion had started to articulate renewables in terms of benefits such as job creation, innova-

tion, and strengthening of the competitiveness. This new approach to the transition is illus-

trated in the quote below by a parliament member from the energy mix coalition when talk-

ing about the transition:  

“technological modernization, innovation, the opening up of new markets, the crea-

tion of hundreds of thousands of jobs, the strengthening of competitiveness and pro-

vision for the future” (Norbert Röttgen, CDU/CSU, in Deutscher Bundestag 2010 from 

Leipprand, 2016). 

 

This supports the notion of an evolution in the frames of the coalition, which suggests a 

shift in discourse from economic rationalism towards ecological modernization (Dryzek, 

2005). However, disagreements regarding the economic viability and design of the transi-

tion still remain, as some MPs would continue to articulate concerns over economic costs 

of the transition;  

“A de-industrialization which is directed against jobs and wealth in Germany will not 

be possible with [the Christian and Free Democrat government]. (Rainer Brüderle, 

FDP, in Deutscher Bundestag 2011 from Leipprand, 2016).  

 

This shows that some members of the coalition remained steadfast in their position, fram-

ing the transition as a de-industrialization. However, at this point in time, the overall focus 

of the energy mix coalition had evolved from focusing on the transition in itself to targeting 

the speed of the transition (Leipprand, 2016). This suggests an overall acceptance of the 

idea of an energy transition towards renewables, which feature prominently in speeches by 

MPs of all parties during this period (Leipprand et al. 2016). Furthermore, attesting the 

widespread acceptance of the transition to renewables is the finding that the transition is 

now framed in terms of benefits evenly across political parties, suggesting that the ecologi-

cal modernization discourse was on its way to becoming hegemonic. 

 

However, with that said there remained persistent and fundamental disagreements about 

the role of nuclear energy. While the energy transition coalition adopted a ‘pure’ version of 

the transition, aiming at achieving an energy system relying solely on renewables, thus 

necessitating a rapid expansion of renewables, a fundamental different frame was 

employed by the energy mix coalition, who assigned importance to nuclear energy in the 

short to medium term as a ‘bridge’ to the ‘renewable age’. They did so arguing for the 

economic viability of the transition: 
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“One thing, in any case, cannot work. We must not make energy so expensive in 

Germany that we drive away industries at the end of the day. I still would like Ger-

many to remain an industrialized country.” (Michael Fuchs, CDU/CSU, in Deutscher 

Bundestag 2010, from Leipprand, 2016).  

 

This suggests that similar frames of economic costs were still used. Here rapid expansion 

of renewables to replace nuclear plants were framed as too costly by the energy-mix coali-

tion. This lead the government to pursue an energy policy approach, which they referred to 

as ‘Non-ideological’, ‘technology-open’ and ‘market-oriented’. In effect, this resulted in the 

rejection of the previous nuclear power phase-out and the announcement of an extension 

of the lifetimes for the current nuclear power plants (Hake et al. 2015): 

“In order to shape this transition we still need nuclear power for a limited period and 

will therefore extend the operating lives of nuclear power plants by an average of 12 

years.” (Bundesregierung. Energy concept for an environmentally sound, reliable and 

affordable energy Supply. From Leipprand, 2016). 

 

The quote demonstrates how the energy mix coalition now considered nuclear power to be 

a central bridge technology in the transition to an energy supply dominated by renewable 

energy in order to secure the economic efficiency of the energy system. This suggests that 

while hints of ecological modernization discourse could be identified, the economic ration-

alism discourse still remained how the energy-mix coalition perceived the transition. Fur-

thermore, this framing of nuclear energy as a central bridge technology is very much 

aligned with scientific recommendations, who in similar vein mention nuclear energy as a 

central low-carbon energy source. 

 

This decision once again sparked debate amongst the coalitions. The energy transition co-

alition, who saw the continued use of nuclear power as incompatible with their version of a 

‘pure’ energy transition, responded with outrage over the government’s defense of nuclear 

power: 

“How should the expansion of renewable energy still be possible if in the details you 

build in such obstacles?” (Hans-Josef Fell, Green Party, in Deutscher Bundestag 

2011 from Leipprand, 2016).  

 

This quote illustrates how the opposition framed the government’s decisions on nuclear 

power as undermining the energy transition, suggesting that nuclear power and the expan-

sion of RE were incompatible (Hake, 2015). This demonstrates that while the two coali-

tions had reached some agreement regarding RE and the transition, the role of nuclear 

power remained a serious point of disagreement and political competition.  

 

However, the accident in March of 2011 at the Japanese Fukushima nuclear power plant 

caused the government to change its view on nuclear power. After Fukushima, public sup-

port for nuclear power in Germany dropped to just 20% and even pro-energy mix newspa-

pers began to criticize the nuclear policy of the government (Hake, 2015). Just four days 

after the Fukushima accident, the government changed the Atomic Energy Act. The idea 
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of nuclear power as a bridge was declared dead. Instead, new efficient fossil power plants 

are referred to by the energy mix coalition as ‘bridges’ called on to ensure supply security 

(Leipprand et al. 2016), essentially creating a situation where the phase-out of nuclear 

power has become “an essential ingredient of Germany's Energiewende” and where the 

ecological modernization discourse has become hegemonic.  

 

5.2.5 Conclusion on Germany 

This discourse analysis on energy policy in Germany has revealed the competitive nature 

of coalitions and the dynamic nature of discourses. As analyzed through quotes from MPs 

from opposing discourses, the framing, stories and underlying discourses has evolved 

from both coalitions towards hegemony of the ecological modernization discourse. In 

terms of EBP as the subject of this thesis, it is interesting to note that the administrative ra-

tionalism discourse, which is closest to the call of EBP proponents, has rarely featured 

prominently in the quotes. However, some quotes by the energy mix coalition suggests an 

underlying administrative rationalism discourse exemplified with the warnings of exagger-

atedly high expectations of RE and its support of nuclear energy as a low-carbon energy 

source and later, as a bridge technology. This suggests that, in terms of energy policies in 

Germany, scientific recommendations have only played a minor role in the formulation of 

energy policies, despite the concern for climate change as one of the primary motives for 

the transition. This suggests that other interests, such as economic competitiveness rank 

higher than climate change in energy policy formulation. This can be seen in the numerous 

frames and stories of economic competitiveness employed by politicians of either coalition 

rather scientific arguments for building a low-carbon energy supply. 

 

Furthermore, this analysis demonstrates the ability of exogenous ‘shocks’ as drivers of po-

litical windows of opportunity for policy changes. In this case, the Fukushima accident led 

to general acceptance of foregoing nuclear power in Germany’s future energy supply. 

 

With these learning points, this thesis shall now continue with an analysis of Danish en-

ergy policies.  

 

5.3 The Danish transition - from fossil fuels to renewables 

In order to gain a better understanding of the energy policies pursued in other European 

countries, this thesis will proceed with an analysis of Danish energy policies. Similar to the 

previous section, a discourse analysis of Danish energy policies will help to determine, if 

the scientific recommendations from the previous section are pursued by analyzing the un-

derlying discourses behind political statements, etc.  

 

In order to identify underlying discourses, this paper will analyze sections from official polit-

ical proposals as well as statements by politicians and experts from debates and articles. 
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These quotes have been identified in Danielsen, 2006 and 2015, Laub, 2012 as well as ar-

ticles from major Danish newspapers. The quotes presented in this section are used as 

representative of the previously mentioned ‘entirety of expressions’ that allows one to un-

derstand how discourses help shape social reality through their production of a certain 

kind of knowledge. Here, the analysis will make use of Dryzek’s typology in order to deter-

mine which underlying discourses are articulated. In particular, it will analyze whether the 

administrative rationalism has featured as the underlying discourse, as this is closest to 

the principles of EBP and therefore its presence might suggest the uptake of scientific rec-

ommendations. 

 

The analysis of the Danish Energy policy will start with the oil crisis in 1973. Until this point 

in time, energy policy did not feature prominently in Danish discussions (Danielsen, 2006). 

However, the oil crisis revealed the shortcomings of the Danish energy supply. At this 

point in time, energy policy suddenly became highly important and periods of intense politi-

cal discussions of Danish energy policy followed. On this basis, and in accordance with 

Danielsen, 2006, this period has been identified as the first path defining moment for Dan-

ish energy policy with major policy decisions following. 

 

This analysis will begin with a short background to the energy policy discussions at the 

time.  

 

5.3.1 The second oil crisis and the discussions on nuclear power 

This analysis starts in 1973. At this point in time, Denmark’s energy mix consisted of 90% 

oil and 10% coal, making the energy prices highly susceptible to increases in the oil price. 

When the oil crisis occurred, the energy prices in Denmark increased by 300% in a matter 

of months. This provided a political environment that was very conducive to change. En-

ergy security and economics was identified as key objectives of an active energy policy 

(Danielsen, 2006). In order to realize higher energy security, it was important to diversify 

the Danish energy portfolio. In it against this backdrop that politicians and industry pro-

posed to introduce nuclear power in Denmark, which at the time was broadly supported 

across the majority of parties. Research into nuclear power had been going on for some 

time in Denmark, however the previous cheap oil prices had made it economically unat-

tractive to build commercial nuclear power plants (Danielsen, 2006). Nevertheless, there 

were great interest in the potential of this new energy source, as witnessed by the follow-

ing quote from then Minister of Finance, Viggo Kampmann (S), who in 1954 said that the 

nuclear research would likely:  

“undergo such a rapid development that the countries that do not actively participate 

in the work will be decisively weakened with regard to the industrial production that 

will follow, etc.” (Viggo Kampmann, 1954 from Danielsen, 2006 - translated).  
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This point proved relevant some 20 years later, after the oil crisis had exposed the Danish 

energy security (here articulated by professor Ove Nathan who was a member of the nu-

clear energy Commission):  

“I'm afraid of how Denmark's situation will be if we do not prepare energy wise in one 

way or another. Therefore, I also believe that we must have some nuclear power ex-

pansion in Denmark. The alternative is a social misery if we meet new and worse en-

ergy crises” (Ove Nathan from Folketingstidende, 1962. Translated from Danielsen, 

2006) 

 

These quotes demonstrate the general belief amongst politicians, people from the industry 

as well as nuclear and energy scientists at the time that failing to participate in the “nuclear 

revolution” would place Denmark behind other countries and make the country susceptible 

to future supply shocks. Furthermore, nuclear energy as a stable energy source was in-

creasingly linked to growing the industrial output and achieving economic growth, as illus-

trated by the following quote from conservative politician Erik Ninn-Hansen in 1973: 

“The main reason why we have to make a decision [on nuclear power] is that, like 

other countries when we introduce nuclear power, we get better and cheaper options 

for supplying our businesses with energy” (Danielsen, 2006 - translated).  

 

This supports the dominating belief that a secure, cheap and stable energy supply would 

provide a necessary building block for achieving similar strong growth rates and welfare 

gains that had been seen throughout the 1960ies. This suggests that the dominating dis-

courses at the time were economic- as well as administrative rationalism, as nuclear 

power was framed as secure and necessary by scientists and politicians. However, the 

motives for adopting nuclear energy was primary economic and the environment did not 

feature very prominently in these early discussions. 

 

A symbol of the broad political popularity of nuclear power is its role in Denmark’s first en-

ergy policy plan published in 1976. Here, the Social Democratic Minister of Trade, Erling 

Jensen, presented a plan in which the transition from oil to coal and nuclear power was a 

central part. The construction of four nuclear power plants in the period 1985 – 1993 was 

suggested to supply Denmark with energy. With this plan, which was only challenged by 

two minor parties, the government further cemented the connection between a cheap and 

secure energy supply and industrial growth.  

 

However, once plans for nuclear power was published an opposing coalition emerged as 

different groups of civilians from the rising environmental movement formed OOA, the anti-

nuclear organization (Danielsen, 2006). The group focused on the negative externalities of 

nuclear power by articulating environmental issues such as nuclear waste and the conse-

quences if an accident were to happen. This is articulated in the following quote from the 

OOA journal “Atomkraft?” from 1974:  

“It must be investigated whether the waste problem can be solved, if cooling systems 

are going to work properly and consideration must be given to the threat of terror and 

tampering action against nuclear power stations. We deserve to know what we are 
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exposing ourselves to by growing our energy consumption.” (Atomkraft?, 1974. 

Translated from Danielsen, 2006). 

 

This quote illustrates the coalition’s concerns over the safety and environmental impact of 

nuclear power. Furthermore, it demonstrates a key concern of the coalition that growing 

our energy consumption (and thereby our economy) exposes us to possible environmental 

risks. This follows the 1972 report by the Club of Rome, focusing on the ‘limits to growth’. It 

is illustrated by OOA member Arne Schiøtz in a Danish newspaper (Politiken) in 1974. 

[speaking on the exponential increase in energy consumption implied by the energy 

plans of the government]: “It is not a curve that usually occurs in natural ecosystems. 

Here the curves are even or slightly increasing. If the curve is found in nature - and it 

does exist in some places - it's a sign that something is totally out of balance. It is the 

curve of bacteria growth in an infected organism, for the number of rabbits in Aus-

tralia, a new pest in farms, etc. It always ends in one of two ways either with an al-

most vertical drop down to the zero point or by a flattening and then stabilization at a 

much lower level” (Arne Schiøtz “Vort ansvar for vore efterkommere” Politiken, 1974. 

Translated from Danielsen, 2006).  

 

This illustrates the underlying discourse that there are natural limits to growth and that the 

economy should be guided by an overall concern for the environment in order to achieve a 

natural balance. This is rooted in a conviction that failing to respect the natural capacity of 

earth’s ecosystems will lead to irreparable damage. According to Dryzek’s typology of en-

vironmental discourses, this can be characterized as a survivalist discourse. 

 

To advance this discourse, the coalition framed nuclear power in terms of potential dam-

ages associated with a nuclear disaster rather than the actual risk of a disaster happening 

(Danielsen, 2006). Furthermore, as illustrated by the following quote, the anti-nuclear coa-

lition focused on the waste issues, which nuclear proponents could not find a solution for. 

These insecurities successfully spread throughout the Danish society. As represented in 

the following quote by spokesperson on energy for the Social Democrats, Erik Holst: 

“…We need nuclear power - but not until we have resolved the waste issues” (Erik Holst, 

in Aktuelt.1975, translated from Danielsen, 2006). 

 

Here, this quote demonstrates what the general perception of nuclear power had become. 

The frames and stories employed by the anti-nuclear coalition had successfully spurred 

public debate, and the growing awareness of the uncertainties led to a postponement of 

the final decision on nuclear power until further studies into waste and the associated risks 

could be conducted (Danielsen, 2006).  

 

However, despite the growing public support of the anti-nuclear coalition, the majority of 

politicians still believed nuclear power to be essential and relatively safe, according to 

leading Danish experts. As such they dismissed the central arguments of the anti-nuclear 

coalition through the recognition of experts, here illustrated with a quote from Manager of 

then Danish nuclear research center, Risø: 
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“We can therefore not, at current time, allow ourselves the luxury of making decisions 

based on unfounded assumptions. The government and the parliament have an obli-

gation to create a rational energy policy which can lead us out of present difficulties. 

This is a heavy responsibility but the necessary information to formulate this policy 

already exists and must be made accessible for those, who have been elected to 

lead the country. The time for a rational energy policy in Denmark is now” (A.R. 

Mackintosh, in Berlingske Tidende, 1974, translated from Danielsen, 2006).  

 

This quote demonstrates the overall belief and trust in the experts, that a rational decision 

would include nuclear power in Denmark. It is a testament to the role of experts and pre-

sent knowledge, and as such hints at the presence of the administrative rationalism dis-

course.  

 

That nuclear power remained a central plan amongst Danish politicians became clear in 

1976 when the government presented the first Danish energy plan. The plan assumed a 

big growth in energy demand and relied heavily on nuclear power, which was still believed 

to be necessary to reduce Denmark’s dependence on oil and to enable economic growth; 

“Economic and utility reasons strongly suggest that nuclear power must be an im-

portant part of the energy supply. Apart from coal - which has already been central to 

the power utilization of power plants - there is no realistic alternative to nuclear power 

if we are to meet the plan for a significant reduction of the oil's share of the total en-

ergy supply” (Minister of Trade Ivan Nørgaard in Folketingstidende, 1977. Translated 

from Danielsen, 2006). 

 

The continued argumentation for nuclear power on grounds of ‘economic and utility rea-

sons’ and ‘no realistic alternative’ suggests that economic- and administrative rationalism 

was still the dominating political discourse. This discourse was often advanced in debates, 

etc. where nuclear experts were often drawn upon for statements qualifying the minimal 

risks and overall safety of nuclear power.  

 

However, the anti-nuclear coalition answered with an alternative energy plan of their own. 

Their energy plan differed from the government’s in that it did not rely on nuclear energy. 

Rather, it assumed a large role for RE technologies such as wind- and solar energy as well 

as biomass. The plan assumed a slightly lower energy demand than the government’s 

plan, however, it still presented a path for realizing an increasing energy demand without 

the use of nuclear power (Danielsen 2006). As such, it represents the sustainable develop-

ment discourse which focuses on the right form of growth, which requires technological in-

novation (RE and biomass) in order to meet present and future needs with minimal envi-

ronmental consequences. With their alternative energy plan, the anti-nuclear coalition pre-

sented alternative means to achieve the goals of increased, stable and affordable energy 

supply without the use of nuclear power. This plan and the vision it presented (including its 

dismissing of nuclear power) appealed to the general public who increasingly supported 

the anti-nuclear agenda.  
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While the majority of the public now supported the anti-nuclear coalition’s stance on nu-

clear power, the big political parties still supported nuclear power (Danielsen, 2006). How-

ever, in 1979, the accident at an American nuclear power plant on Three Mile Island 

demonstrated the anti-nuclear coalition’s arguments about associated risks. Facing public 

pressure and internal disagreement, the Social Democratic government decided to post-

pone the decision on nuclear power indefinitely. The anti-nuclear coalition, whose dis-

course had evolved from survivalist to sustainable development had won the battle for dis-

cursive understanding, and nuclear energy was perceived as too risky and unnecessary. 

This was also fueled by the discovery of alternative sources of energy in the North Sea, 

which would allow Denmark to pursue energy security through other sources of energy, 

eventually leading to the parliamentary decision in 1985 to forego nuclear power in Den-

mark (Danielsen, 2006). 

 

5.3.2 Alternative sources of energy and sustainability concerns 

A second interesting point in time in Danish energy policy is the 1990ies and early 2000’s, 

where two opposing coalitions can be identified. The context for the energy policy debate 

in the 90ies, was the discovery of oil and natural gas in the North Sea in 1978, which ena-

bled Denmark to achieve greater energy security by eventually becoming self-sufficient. 

Furthermore, throughout the 70ies and 80ies, there had been implemented several poli-

cies that supported the research and development of RE financially. As a result, invest-

ments into wind power had become commercially attractive. At that time, the primary mo-

tives behind these energy policies had been energy security and low costs (Beuse, 2000). 

 

However, this changed in 1987 when the Brundtland report ‘our common future’ was pub-

lished. This report focused on sustainability and the possibilities of sustainable develop-

ment and had a global effect as a sustainable consciousness emerged. In Denmark this 

eventually led to “Energiplan 2000” in 1990 which focused on minimizing the environmen-

tal effects of energy planning. Until this point, the environment had largely been missing 

from Danish energy policies (Beuse, 2000). For the purpose of reducing environmental ef-

fects, wind energy was seen as a legit alternative to fossil fuels which still dominated Den-

mark’s power supply. This development continued with the Energy 21-plan from 1996, 

which focuses on reducing GHG emissions from the Danish energy sector, hereby extend 

the focus on wind energy (it was proposed that wind energy should supply half of Danish 

energy consumption in 2030), stabilize the Danish energy consumption, etc:  

 

● To stabilize Denmark's total energy consumption under continued economic growth. 

● To increase efficiency in all of the country's energy services. 

● To create a robust and efficient energy system while maintaining a high degree of 

self-sufficiency through the utilization of Danish oil and gas resources and an in-

creased utilization of renewable energy. 
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● To ensure flexibility through well-developed electrical, heating and gas networks 

and international connections. 

● To create Danish strengths in the energy field and thereby lay down the basis for an 

export of sustainable energy technology (Ministry of Environment and Energy, 

1996). 

 

The growing environmental consciousness can be clearly identified in these goals. This 

can for example be seen in the goal of stabilizing total energy consumption, which had 

previously been seen as a driver of economic output. However, this plan also demon-

strates that the Danish energy policy was equally motivated by economic incentives such 

as self-sufficiency and export possibilities. This plan suggests an underlying discourse of 

ecological modernization in its commitment to pursue environmental goals while simulta-

neously growing the economy. This discourse was advanced by the Social Democratic 

and left government, who implemented generous support schemes for research, commis-

sion and operation of windmills in order to realize the goals of their Energy 21-plan. 

 

A competing coalition emerged in 2001 when a new right-wing government took office. Un-

der the slogan “the most environment for the money”, this coalition’s energy policy at-

tacked the generous wind energy support schemes which they believed were distorting the 

market and was too expensive. The coalition advanced, what they called, a re-prioritization 

of the energy policy which meant a reduced focus on environmental goals and increased 

attention to cost effectiveness in order to ensure that the transition did not become too ex-

pensive for the Danish consumers as well as the private sector (Ministry of finance, 2003). 

The methods employed were cost-benefit analysis, reduced support schemes and a liber-

alization of the energy market (Beuse, 2003). 

 

These initiatives were followed by the government’s energy plan in 2003. The plan shoved 

a continued commitment to out-phasing fossil fuels from the Danish energy supply. How-

ever, it put a maximum price on the reduction of CO2 emissions at 120kr./ton of CO2 emis-

sions reduced. This price was so low that it automatically limited the construction of new 

wind power and other types of renewable energy. Instead, the government proposed to 

utilize the flexible mechanisms implemented in the Kyoto agreement by investing in foreign 

climate reducing projects: 

 

“Comprehensive comparisons show that it is considerably cheaper to reduce abroad and 

the climate effect is the same because the challenge is global. If Denmark only uses na-

tional instruments, we will issue an additional bill to the Danish community of 2-3 billion 

yearly from 2008-12 without any climate effects” (Ministry of Finance, 2003).   

 

This quote demonstrates the overarching focus on cost effectiveness suggesting an under-

lying discourse of economic rationalism and promethean per Dryzek’s typology. This 

demonstrates that the coalition was not overly concerned with climate change nor natural 

boundaries. It is also a testament to a belief in the market’s ability to solve the challenges 
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through supply and demand. This marked a point of contention between the opposing coa-

lition who focused on expanding RE capacity through financial support. Thereby these two 

opposing coalitions represents different underlying perspectives on sustainability and the 

role of energy policy.  

 

This conflict between the two opposing coalitions persisted in 2007 when the liberal-con-

servative government introduced their proposition for the future Danish energy policy; ‘A 

visionary Danish energy policy 2025’. Besides the dominating goal of making Denmark in-

dependent of fossil fuels in the future, the proposition introduced a number of targets for 

the energy policy: 

 

● At least a 15 % reduction in the use of fossil fuels in 2025 compared to 2007 

● An increase in energy savings by 1.25 % annually 

● A stabilization of overall energy consumption 

● An increase in the share of RE of energy consumption to at least 30 % in 2025 

● An increase in the proportion of biofuels used in transport to 10 % by 2020 

● A doubling of financial support for research, development, and demonstration up 

until 2010 amounting to DKK 1 billion annually 

● A tax exemption for hydrogen powered cars (The Danish Government, 2007). 

 

Where this plan was more ambitious in terms of environmental goals than previous poli-

cies, cost effectiveness remained a strong priority, reflecting incremental underlying 

changes in the discourse. Furthermore, the ‘visionary Danish energy policy 2025’ proposi-

tion was permeated by a number of articulations that reflects the economic rationalism dis-

course: 

“The Government’s energy policy proposals are intended to ensure the cost effective 

fulfilment of its overall supply reliability, environmental, and competitive objectives. 

The initiatives taken will combine political regulation and market mechanisms to en-

sure that investments are targeted to obtain the best possible energy supplies and 

least possible environmental impact for the money. The optimum combination of 

measures needed to promote energy efficiency and renewable energy largely de-

pends on market trends and technological development, both in Denmark, the EU, 

and the rest of the world.” (The Danish Government, 2007). 

 

Furthermore, it was recognized how the energy policy could provide Denmark with new 

employment opportunities as well as offer the country competitive advantages;  

“It is crucial that energy policy should be as cost effective as possible and sustain contin-

ued growth, high employment, and give a competitive advantage” (The Danish Govern-

ment, 2007).  

 

Finally, despite the growing recognition of a possible competitive advantages due to the 

development of wind energy, coal was still seen as an important source of energy due to 

its low prices and its baseload capacities: 
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“In Denmark a considerable share of electricity relies on coal-based generation, 

which is in general an extremely rich source of energy. However, because of the 

greenhouse effect there may be a need to develop cost-effective methods for the 

separation of CO2 and its underground storage. Denmark leads internationally with 

regard to knowhow on the storage of CO2.” (The Danish Government, 2007). 

 

This suggests the intention to use coal as a transition fuel. This would require the develop-

ment of carbon capture and storage (CCS) to mitigate the GHG emissions arising from 

coal. This argument was reiterated by then CEO of DONG Energy, Anders Eldrup, who 

highlighted the characteristics of coal which made it the optimal transition fuel, such as its 

ability to be stored; the fact that there is enough available today to cover our needs for 

many years to come; and that it was already an integrated part of the Danish energy pro-

duction (Stenbæk, 2007 and Stenvei, 2007). Furthermore, he pointed to the fact that the 

EU had already included CCS in their energy proposal underlining the potential for this 

technology and the possibility that Denmark could be a leader in the field (Reuters Finans, 

2007). This was aligned with the government’s proposal that the development of CCS 

could provide Denmark with similar benefits as RE, namely jobs and competitive ad-

vantages. Furthermore, the focus on CCS allowed coal to be associated with an ‘ambitious 

green energy policy’.  

 

Overall, the focus on cost effectiveness, market mechanisms, technological developments 

and ‘least possible environmental impact for the money’ demonstrates a framing and un-

derlying perspective of the transition aligned with the economic rationalism and prome-

thean discourses. However, a beginning framing of the transition as offering new job op-

portunities and competitive advantages reflect ecological modernization discourses. This is 

also the case regarding the framing of CCS, which also points to an underlying discourse 

of administrative rationalism due to its adoption of CCS based on EU recommendations as 

well as the need to decarbonize coal as a transition fuel. However, the CCS proposals was 

likely motivated by economic considerations rather than scientific recommendations to 

successfully achieve climate change mitigation. 

 

The opposing coalition were greatly displeased with the government’s proposal, which 

they criticized for not being ambitious enough regarding the rate of RE expansion, which 

they saw as an indication that global warming was not highly prioritized. This concern can 

be seen in the following quote: 

 

“The Prime Minister has stated that the goal is 100 % RE, but if we are to follow the 

pace proposed by the Government we will have to wait until sometime in the next 

century… The Prime Minister needs to take global warming seriously” Martin Lide-

gaard from the SL (Danielsen, 2015 - translated). 

 

Challenging the ambitiousness of the government’s proposal, the opposition wanted 

stronger goals for CO2 reductions, energy consumption and RE expansion. Hereunder 

they suggested that: 
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● CO2-emission should be reduced by at least 40 % in 2020 

● Energy consumption should be reduced by 1 % annually 

● RE should comprise at least 45 % of the energy consumption in 2025 (Social Dem-

ocrats et al., 2007) 

 

In their counter proposal, the coalition emphasized the positive features of RE such as job 

creation, guaranteeing security of supply as well as providing reductions in GHG emis-

sions rather than focusing on economic. Its motives were presented as a general concern 

for climate change as well as the chance to build a more sustainable society that could 

provide Denmark with competitive advantages.  

“The UN climate reports are terrifying to read… We need to lead the way for the in-

dustrial world with a focused new climate policy… CO2-emissions can be cut signifi-

cantly without sacrificing our welfare… The fossil free society will be a better and 

more comfortable society… It can even be good business for Denmark, because all 

countries sooner or later will have to follow the same path, and we can be technologi-

cal leaders… The only thing we cannot afford to do is not to act.” (Vestager & Lide-

gaard, 2007). 

 

This quote suggests that mitigating climate change was a stronger focus of this coalition 

than the government. Furthermore, it demonstrates how this coalition articulates the transi-

tion in a positive way; The fossil free society will be a better and more comfortable society, 

thereby creating positive associations to RE as well as the overall transition. Finally, the 

quote and goals above suggests that the ecological modernization discourse was present 

through the framing of win-win situations that allows CO2-emissions to be reduced without 

sacrificing our welfare. Furthermore, the use of scientific sources to articulate the chal-

lenge of global warming hints at the administrative rationalism discourse. However, the 

majority of the proposed solutions reflect the ecological modernization discourse through 

the rapid expansion of RE.  

 

The discussions between the two coalitions led to a final agreement in 2008. Here, the 

parties agreed on concrete targets and measures for the Danish energy policy such as: 

 

● The annual savings due to increased energy efficiency should correspond 1.5 % of 

the total energy consumption in 2006, and the gross energy consumption should 

decrease by 2 % by 2011 and 4 % by 2020. 

● The share of RE in gross energy consumption should be 20 % in 2011. The Agree-

ment also introduced a RE law that should facilitate the continued development of 

RE. 

● A doubling of funds available for research, development, and demonstration (The 

Danish Government, 2008). 

 

This agreement was permeated with articulations that demonstrate the ecological moderni-

zation discourse. These include highlights of how the policy instruments were both green 
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and economically beneficial, reflecting the ecological modernisation discourse. However, 

for the government, economic tools and perspectives still characterized their perspective 

suggesting that the economic rationalism discourse still dominated this coalition.  

 

Thus, the agreement and the debate in the years following the energy plan in 2008 has re-

volved around RE targets and the costs of the transition, rarely showing signs of previous 

administrative rationalism perspectives. This has been the case up until today, where re-

cent discussions on future Danish energy policies has revolved around the speed of the 

RE transition. However, the overall course of Danish energy policies appear set. The lack 

of discussions of other low-carbon technologies is illustrated in the shutting down of the 

development of alternative low-carbon technologies, etc. This can be seen in terms of 

CCS, where politicians have been hesitant to accept new research projects, despite previ-

ous optimism and potential of this technology. This became clear when Minister of Cli-

mate, Lykke Fris in 2011, stated that the government would not permit CCS on land. A de-

cision which was later followed by the new Minister of Climate, Martin Lidegaard rejection 

of Vattenfall’s application for CCS, which potentially could remove 1.9 million tonnes of 

GHG yearly: 

“In particular, the decision emphasizes that the government will await foreign experi-

ence with the use of CCS technology before it can be considered whether storage of 

CO2 on land can be accepted in Denmark” Martin Lidegaard (Politiken, 2011).  

 

In a vacuum, this demonstrate a political unwillingness to develop climate mitigation solu-

tions based on scientific recommendations. This remains true today as recent political dis-

cussions have left no opening for CCS in Denmark as evidenced by the following quotes 

by Energy-, Utility-, and Climate Minister Lars Christian Lilleholt (V): 

“It is the government's assessment that experience currently does not give rise to the 

issue of CO2 storage being discussed in the parliament. Capture and storage of CO2 

is overall a very costly technology…. From the Danish side there are currently a fo-

cus on converting renewable energy into the energy system, rather than a system 

where many large fossil fuel power plants are combined with CO2 storage” 

(Lykkegaard, 2017).  

 

This suggest that the focus on RE and political agreement takes priority over the research 

and development of other low-carbon technologies. Furthermore, it characterizes CCS as 

a technology which ‘prolongs’ the usage of fossil fuels rather than as necessary for suc-

cessful climate change mitigation. Furthermore, it demonstrates that CCS does not fit into 

the ecological modernization or economic rationalism in Denmark. Overall, this suggests 

discrepancy between global and regional scientific recommendations and national imple-

mentation. Finally, this quote demonstrates, that cost-effectiveness still permeates the 

Danish energy policy. The dismissal of a (scientifically necessary) low-carbon technology 

due to its costs is a testament to this priority. 
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5.3.3 Conclusion on Denmark 

The analysis of the Danish energy policies and competing coalitions suggests that scien-

tific evidence has played a part in the formulation of Danish energy policies, as per the ad-

ministrative rationalism discourse. However, it is very rare that the administrative rational-

ism discourse has featured prominently behind any major decision or articulation. Rather, 

the perceptions of and agreements between the dominating coalitions in Danish energy 

policy are mostly characterized through economic rationalism and ecological moderniza-

tion. This represents a discrepancy between the scientific recommendations from the pre-

vious section, and the policies pursued in Denmark.  

 

Furthermore, from this analysis it is evident that multiple interests feature prominently in 

the Danish energy policy. Interests such as energy security, economic costs, climate 

change mitigation, international competitiveness and exports all impact energy policies 

and are constantly prioritized and reprioritized. Previously, the biggest concern of Danish 

energy policies was to secure a broad energy mix in order to guarantee a reliable and af-

fordable supply. Later, climate change mitigation, competitiveness and export opportuni-

ties emerged as important interests. This suggests that concerns over climate change miti-

gation are merely one of many interests determining Danish energy policies, which often 

rank much lower than science would recommend.  

 

 

5.4 Conclusion on discourse analysis of German and Danish energy 

policy 

According to Hajer, the regulation of a problem first and foremost requires forms of discur-

sive closure. The problem needs a definition that gives policy-making a proper target. This 

makes it important to pay attention to the discourses that underline political framing, de-

bate and decisions as these determine the regulation of the issue. From the discourse 

analysis of Germany’s and Denmark’s energy policies, it is clear that competing coalitions 

have advanced opposing discourses in the battle to control the discursive understanding of 

the issue. What emerges from these analyses is one, that policies are sticky as explained 

by path dependence. Therefore, policy change is incremental, despite changing govern-

ments. Major policy changes typically occur after exogenous shocks leaves a political envi-

ronment which is ripe for change. This was seen in Denmark, when the second oil crisis in 

1973 paved the way for discussions on energy security and affordability, which ultimately 

led to the preference of oil, gas and wind power rather than nuclear power. In Germany, 

the power of exogenous shocks can be seen in the unanimous decision to phase out nu-

clear power in the aftermath of the Fukushima accident in 2011, which until then had been 

a long standing point of contention between the competing coalitions.  

 

Furthermore, the analyses highlight the dynamic nature of discourses. The analyses 

demonstrate how the discourses evolve and change, even within the same coalition. This 
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finding accounts for how, both in Germany as well as in Denmark, the competing dis-

courses have evolved from e.g. survivalism towards ecological modernization, etc. coinci-

dently, the analysis suggest that the discourses have largely converged towards ecological 

modernization in both countries, however with remaining presence of primarily economic 

rationalization. This can be seen in the broad support for and belief in RE technologies in 

delivering win-win scenarios where environmental protection and economic growth can co-

exist. Here, solar and wind power is phrased in terms of job creation and in enabling com-

petitive advantages.  

 

The effect of this convergence and strong narrative regarding the potential of RE has been 

a de facto dismissal of other low-carbon energy technologies (e.g. nuclear energy in 

Germany and CCS in Denmark). This suggest a discrepancy between the scientific 

recommendations based on global energy scenarios and the national policies in Denmark 

and Germany. This discrepancy is supported in the lack of presence of the administrative 

rationalism discourse, which emphasizes scientific problem identification and solving 

aligned with characteristics of EBP. This discourse has rarely featured dominantly in the 

discussions in either country, suggesting a lack of political uptake of scientific ideas. 

Instead, both countries seem to pursue strategies resembling those of the infeasible sce-

narios from section four, which completely rely on RE. These strategies are typically moti-

vated by other concerns as evidenced by the strength of dominating discourses, suggest-

ing that other interests such as competitiveness and job creation outweigh climate change 

mitigation in the energy policy discussions. Therefore, it can be stated that the lack of sci-

entific presence in the discourses in both Germany’s and Denmark’s energy policies sug-

gest discrepancies between global and European scientific recommendations and actual 

national policies. This is supported when analyzing the actual policies, which actively de-

select certain low-carbon technologies (i.e. nuclear power and CCS) that are highlighted 

as key transition technologies throughout the feasible energy scenarios. These discrepan-

cies will be discussed in the following section’s discussion of the third research question.  

 

 

6. Discussion on science-policy gap 

The conclusions from the previous section on energy transition scenarios suggested that 

the realistic and feasible scenarios share a common recommendation; that all low-carbon 

instruments and technologies must be utilized to give ourselves the best chance to suc-

cessfully mitigate climate change. However, the discourse analysis on the actual energy 

policies in Denmark and Germany in the previous section demonstrate, that these recom-

mendations are not reflected in policies and that science have featured very rarely in un-

derlying environmental discourses behind the energy policies. Rather, it seems like sci-

ence and scientific solutions rarely motivate decisions on energy policies, which is mode 

predicated on creating jobs, strengthening the competitiveness and enabling economic 

growth. This has the effect that certain low-carbon technologies, which are recommended 
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as essential for the transition by the IPCC and the EU (in their Roadmap scenarios), are 

excluded from the policy mix in both Germany and Denmark. Instead, both countries have 

chosen a pure vision of the transition, focusing purely on RE, which according to the sec-

tion on scenarios, is unrealistic and infeasible. This indicate a gap between the scientific 

recommendations on energy policies that enable a low-carbon future and actual imple-

mented policies and underlying discourses. This section will answer the following research 

question:  

 

3) How can the identified discrepancies be explained? 

 

Given the urgency of the climate change challenge, illustrated by the fact that GHG emis-

sions must peak in 2020 and be drastically reduced up to 2050 and 2100 (Koszyczarek, 

2017), scientifically inadequate policies implemented today minimizes our chances of suc-

cessful climate change mitigation, affecting both present and for future generations. This 

section will engage with this important challenge by discussing the identified gap between 

science and energy policy from both a theoretical and practical position.  

 

The discussion will be centered on two opposing positions within the evidence-based pol-

icy (EBP) debate and include insights from the theoretical work on policy-making covered 

in the literature review. These policy perspectives contribute to this thesis with a nuanced 

view on the policy process, providing different insights which ultimately contributes to the 

discussion of the science-policy gap. The theoretical insights will be coupled perspectives 

from a more practical perspective gained through interviews with key individuals from inter-

est organizations. In order to illustrate these perspectives, quotes from the interviews will 

be presented and analyzed. 

 

For the purpose of discussing the identified gap and EBP, proponents of both perspectives 

have been interviewed. Ultimately, by including insights from both theoretical and practical 

perspectives in the discussion of the discrepancies, it is the hope that this thesis can con-

tribute towards a reduction of the discrepancy between science and energy policy through 

better understanding of the limitations and barriers for increased use of science in policies, 

which ultimately may contribute to more effective and adequate policy responses to cli-

mate change. 

 

6.1 The case for evidence-based energy policies 

The case for EBP is often expressed in connection with a critique of the current policies. 

Proponents of EBP find current policies ineffective in dealing with important issues that 

challenge society. Furthermore, they often critique the political system for misusing sci-

ence by cherry picking evidence in order to support their argument, thus utilizing research 

for political purposes per Weiss’ research utilization framework (see literature review). The 

case for evidence-based energy policies will hereunder be presented using perspectives 

from EBP proponents from literature as well as arguments and quotes from interviews with 
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Torben Chrintz, chief of knowledge at CONCITO, a Danish environmental think tank, and 

Rasmus Bønneland, Public affairs consultant for Dansk Energi, an interest organization for 

Danish energy companies. Together, these perspectives will be used to present the case 

for evidence-based energy policies, which rests on a dissatisfaction and critique of the in-

adequateness of present policies in mitigating climate change. 

 

A lot of EBP proponents starts from the very premise of politics and the ideal policy pro-

cess. Here, the general belief of EBP proponents is illustrated by Chrintz’s answer, when 

asked if energy policies ideally should be based on science: “Yes! If you work with the en-

vironment it is because you want to see results” (Torben Chrintz, 2018 - translated).  

 

This quote demonstrates the belief that the purpose of policy is to solve societal problems 

and that policies should be effective in dealing with these problems. Therefore, they should 

be guided by science similar to what can be seen in scientific decision making, a system-

atic approach to collecting information and applying logical decision making techniques. 

This ideal is somewhat echoed by Rasmus Bønneland, who ideally believes that the cli-

mate change challenge is best solved through EBP, even though he might not find this so-

lution realistic: 

“There is so much documentation for the fact that global warming must be taken re-

ally serious and that it demands an effort. Therefore, perhaps it would be best to fol-

low science and let science guide our policies in order to ensure that we reach our 

climate mitigation goals.” (Rasmus Bønneland, 2018 - translated).  

 

Inherent in these arguments is a belief that the political decision-making process currently 

produces inadequate policies that fails to produce results, that is mainly due to a politiciza-

tion of the issue. This is evident in the following quote: 

“It [the current policy] is based on emotions and a framing of a pleasant alternative 

reality [different from science] which dominates the political landscape” (Torben 

Chrintz, 2018 - translated). 

 

Similar sentiments about a politicization of the issue is expressed by Bønneland, who see 

clear political goals behind the recent interest in climate policies: 

“They [the political parties] must have analyzed and reached the conclusions that cli-

mate and the green transition are something that interests the Danes. For example, 

you can see the last few months how climate has been on the agenda as top policy. 

It has been an area where the parties try to position themselves against the others” 

(Rasmus Bønneland, 2018 – translated). 

 

This politicization has, according to Chrintz, led to the creation of an ‘alternative reality’, 

which is distinctly different from what he refers to the objective reality as presented by sci-

ence. Instead, this reality has been created by both politicians and interest organizations, 

united by their interests in framing Denmark as a green country that acts responsibly, 

which benefits the Danish reputation as well as strengthens the competitiveness, as well 

as portraying and positioning themselves in the struggle for political power. Therefore, 
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there is great interest in maintaining a strong narrative about Denmark as a green frontrun-

ner. Accordingly, scientific evidence that goes against the dominating narrative are either 

ignored or mentioned very little in the public debates. Chrintz believes that policymakers 

cherry pick parts of the scientific evidence that support their policies, in order to promote 

their own policies. However, there is paid little attention to the remaining evidence which 

perhaps contradict the policies and narratives, because of  

the broad backing behind the dominating narrative: 

“The funny thing is that if you look at the Danish climate and environmental NGOs 

such as WWF, Greenpeace and Danmarks Naturfredningsforening (DN), they are 

just as adamant in not supporting the necessary instruments. As an example DN has 

been opposed to Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), despite it being a completely 

necessary technology according to the IPCC. Another example is Greenpeace who 

throughout their existence has campaigned against nuclear power despite the IPCC 

recommendations that all instruments should be used, and hereunder that it is im-

portant that nuclear power contributes [to the transition]. Nevertheless, it is important 

to Greenpeace to oppose nuclear power because it doesn’t fit in their storytelling. 

The funny thing about this is that the same NGO’s who tell the politicians to listen to 

the science that say that climate change is real, serious and that we must act now. 

However, when science advocates some things that don’t fit into their story, e.g. 

about the necessary instruments, they ignore these points just as much as everybody 

else regarding the science on climate change. So they partake in building this alter-

native reality” (Torben Chrintz, 2018 - translated). 

 

Chrintz later elaborates: 

“What I find sad is that some of those who fight for the climate simply ignore or di-

rectly attempt to miscredit the necessary instruments are really a part of the problem, 

because they prevent the necessary solution as well as the ability to discuss the is-

sues” (Torben Chrintz, 2018 - translated). 

 

This illustrates a lack of scientific advocacy even, according to Chrintz, amongst those or-

ganizations that claim to advocate for the best environmental solutions. According to politi-

cal theories, environmental NGO’s contribute with credibility to advocacy coalitions. There-

fore, the NGO support of the overall direction and narrative of Danish energy policies con-

tributes to a legitimization of the narrative. As such, this demonstrates the broad backing of 

the overall direction and instruments of the Danish energy policy. According to Crintz, this 

has the effect that little to no attention is paid to scientific evidence which contradicts the 

overall direction of the Danish energy policies, thereby limiting the ability of science utiliza-

tion as knowledge-driven or problem-solving per Weiss’ framework (see literature review). 

This is supported by Bønneland, who finds a similar strong consensus on the direction of 

Danish energy policies: 

“I think that in Denmark there exists a general consensus on which direction we’re 

going. If you look at Germany or the US, there are much greater individual interests 

at stake, and therefore there is greater debate. Since Denmark has created a political 
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framework for the green transition very early on, the greater society has embraced 

and backed this narrative.”  (Rasmus Bønneland, 2018 – translated). 

 

This consensus is often praised for the stability of the Danish energy policies. However, 

according to Chrintz the results of this strong consensus and narrative are rather inade-

quate policies that conflict with science: 

“The political idea that the whole world should run on RE, specifically solar and wind 

power, is scientifically extremely naive. Nonetheless, it is the policy that is currently 

pursued.” (Torben Chrintz, 2018 - translated).  

 

Referring to the current dominating narrative as a ‘political idea”, Chrintz emphasizes the 

strong contrast between the policies and scientific reality, which in effect means that the 

current policies are inadequate and ineffective in mitigating climate change. To him, as 

well as EBP proponents in general, the dominating narrative and the framing hereof repre-

sents a politicization of science, involving the cherry picking of evidence or scientific con-

clusions to support the dominating frame, in this case an expansion of RE while neglecting 

other low-carbon technologies, that contradict the dominating narrative.  

 

This is a common critique amongst EBP proponents; that science is selectively used for 

political purposes rather than objective policy formulation. To others, hereunder Rasmus 

Bønneland, the discrepancy between science and policy responses to climate change miti-

gation can be explained by human irrationality and perhaps a lack of trust in the scientific 

predictions:  

“For example, if you said that you were 100% sure in what the research says will 

happen actually happens, then the rational person would act accordingly. And we do 

not see that… “ (Rasmus Bønneland, 2018 – translated). 

 

According to Bønneland, if humans were rational they would act accordingly to the risks of 

climate change and therefore they would implement scientifically adequate policies. How-

ever, due to human irrationality, and because the risks of climate change are too distant 

and difficult to grasp, inadequate policies are pursued and applauded (Bønneland, 2018). 

Thereby, calls for increased EBP can be understood as attempts to infuse rationality into 

the political decision making. This is echoed somewhat by Chrintz, who states that: 

“In a vacuum, the entire problem is that what is scientifically necessary is politically 

unacceptable. And what is politically acceptable is scientifically insufficient” (Torben 

Chrintz, 2018 - translated). 

 

He characterizes the scientific recommendations as politically unacceptable but scientifi-

cally necessary. As such, there is a clear distinction between the necessary policies and 

the political acceptable policies, which are controlled by the dominating narrative. There-

fore, to Chrintz, the lack of scientific adequateness of the actual energy policies represent 

clear policy failures. To him, the risks of climate change would be reduced and better man-

aged if we relied on science for energy policy-making, rather than politics, thereby making 
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the decision-making process more rational, in order to create policies that are proportion-

ate to the identified challenges. Again, this supports the overall argument that the lack of 

science in energy policies lead to policies that are ineffective and disproportionate to the 

challenges of mitigating climate change. 

 

A final argument of EBP proponents is that the discrepancy between energy science and 

policies can be attributed to the ‘hidden’ prioritization of other higher ranking societal goals 

explaining why some instruments and technologies are deselected. This is articulated by 

Chrintz who states that: 

 

“Energy policy is not just about energy policy. Rather it is about business policy. If 

you look at all the instruments and technologies that are supported in Denmark you 

would find that they’re all united by economic interests, while other technologies, 

which according to science are completely necessary, are not utilized, because we 

have no corporate interests in them… But according to scientific recommendations all 

technologies must be utilized. However, if we are to realize our goals [of mitigating 

climate change] then cherry picking technologies will get us nowhere. As soon as you 

decide to neglect certain low-carbon instruments and technologies you indirectly say: 

okay, forget all about Paris and the two-degree goal.” (Torben Chrintz, 2018 - trans-

lated). 

 

This quote demonstrates the belief that there are other priorities which de facto outweigh 

climate change mitigation, despite the fact that these are not communicated and that cli-

mate change pose greater societal risks. These sentiments were echoed by Bønneland, 

who stated that energy policy is as much about industrial interests and jobs as it is about 

climate change mitigation. This was also evident in the analysis, where underlying dis-

courses reflecting stories of economic competitiveness, job creation and industrial output 

were identified in both Danish and German contexts.  

 

This suggests that in reality, the primary objective of energy policy is not climate change 

mitigation. Rather, energy policy is more about advancing commercial interests, than iden-

tifying and implementing adequate responses to mitigate climate change. This explanation 

of prioritization can account for some of the discrepancy between science and policies. 

However, according to both Chrintz and Bønneland, the prioritization of other interest 

could also be the likely result of a democracy where the majority decides what interests 

are prioritized. Here, it is not unlikely that economic growth or other societal goals are pri-

oritized over climate change mitigation by the majority of population. This is recognized by 

Chrintz, who finds answers for the lack of scientific adequate policies in the political fea-

tures of modern liberal democracies, where it can be boiled down to a simple question of 

priorities and democratic decision-making, however irrational these may be. Therefore, to 

Chrintz this suggests that there is perhaps features inherent in modern democracy that 

make effective climate change mitigation impossible.  
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6.1.2 Conclusion on the case for evidence-based energy policies 

This section demonstrates an underlying belief that energy policies should be based on 

scientific evidence in order to achieve the desired results (i.e. climate change mitigation). 

Furthermore, it details how calls for greater EBP can be understood as calls for a more ra-

tional decision-making process, in accordance with the principles of scientific decision-

making, where societal issues are identified and weighed according to their risks and ade-

quate policies are formulated in response to the highest prioritized issues. Furthermore, 

this perspective acknowledges that other factors influence the policy process and that the 

dominating frames and narratives make the scientifically necessary initiatives politically un-

acceptable, instead offering a political idea of reality. Therefore, this section demonstrates 

the power and strength of dominating narratives in limiting the possibilities of coalition 

building around conflicting policies, which explains why Chrintz concludes that “science 

has a hard time in energy and climate policies” (Torben Chrintz, 2018 - translated). Finally, 

the lack of EBP might be the result of a democratic prioritization of issues where climate 

change mitigation is simply outweighed by other interests such as economic growth.  

 

6.2 Policy-theoretical perspective on science-policy gap 

The argument for EBP in the previous section can be summarized as failing to implement 

policies guided by science leads to inadequate and ineffective energy policies, thereby 

making it less likely to realize our climate change mitigation goals.  

 

This is a clear and understandable argument: that political research utilization should be 

knowledge driven and problem solving according to the terminology of Weiss’ research uti-

lization framework presented in the literature review. It represents an underlying belief that 

the policy process should be more rational in (1) identifying and ranking issues based on 

their risks and (2) utilizing science to solve these issues for example through the direct po-

litical application of scientific recommendations. However, from a policy perspective. differ-

ent arguments emerge which challenges the more technocratic EBP perspective. In order 

to explain the science-policy gap in general and the discrepancy in terms of energy poli-

cies in particular, these arguments based on policy insights will be explored in this section. 

Furthermore, the insights from policy literature, theories, etc. is supplemented with a prac-

tical perspective obtained through interviews with three actors working in the political envi-

ronment (here interest organizations). These are Eva Jensen, Head of Secretariat at 

Klimarådet, Jan Hylleberg, CEO at Vindmølleindustrien and Rasmus Bønnevang from 

Dansk Energi. 

 

A growing body of research which has emerged in response to the increased interest for 

EBP is critical of the idea that policies can and should somehow ‘simply’ be based on evi-

dence. They argue that policymaking is far removed from traditional technical decision 

making as it involves trade-offs between competing values, beliefs and decisions about 

what a society should look like, which science cannot answer. Whereas EBP proponents 
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typically argue that policymaking is merely an exercise in decisions science, policy schol-

ars identify the policy process as a struggle over ideas and values, thus reducing the role 

of evidence to one type of input amongst many (Parkhurst, 2017). This perspective was 

illustrated in the interview with Hylleberg who said:  

“It is always the politicians who must weigh different interests. The task of scientists 

is to analyze and generate scenarios that show us how an issue is developing and 

likely will develop. How this is translated in the real world is and must always be the 

task of elected politicians, who must weigh different interests. The premise that, we 

would meet all of our climate mitigation goals if science could determine policies, 

does not hold in my world. It will always require a weighing of interests” (Hylleberg 

interview, 2018 - translated by author). 

 

This is supplemented by Bønneland, who in relation to the call for EBP in climate policies 

says: 

“There is so much documentation for the fact that global warming must be taken re-

ally serious and that it demands an effort. Therefore, perhaps it would be best to fol-

low science and let science guide our policies in order to ensure that we reach our 

climate mitigation goals. However, in my opinion this is an unrealistic approach given 

that there are also other problems and issues that are important and demand atten-

tion” (Rasmus Bønneland interview, 2018 – translated by author). 

 

These quotes demonstrate a different perspective than previously explored. This perspec-

tive recognizes and emphasizes political decisions as political in their inclusion of trade-

offs between different societal concerns and interests. This distinguishes policy making 

from more technical exercises where data can be weighed according to a single agreed 

outcome, and the best possible solution selected (i.e. scientific decision making).  

Instead, politics are often characterized by disagreement and difference in opinion about 

which social outcomes are most important, thus creating a fundamental need for transpar-

ency in the priority of social outcomes in democratic societies. While evidence can be used 

to identify effective policies, it cannot tell us which social concerns that should be pursued 

over others. Such decisions are inherently political and should be discussed in a demo-

cratic and transparent way before they are ultimately decided on by democratically elected 

politicians. This is the essence of Hylleberg’s previous quote, which is echoed in policy lit-

erature on EBP. This point is in conflict with the previous EBP argument. However, it also 

raises concerns on whether the calls for increased EBP can obscure the debate about key 

societal values in political issues. Ideally, these values should be transparent in the 

political debate. This is a concern which can be identified amongst some political scholars 

as well as actors from the political environment. It can be summed up as a fear that 

greater use of EBP in policy making will fail to secure the democratic legitimacy of a deci-

sion and thereby devalue democracy, as hinted by Hylleberg in the quote above 

(Parkhurst, 2017 and Hylleberg, 2018). Therefore, according to this perspective, EBP is 

not necessarily a feature of good policymaking in democratic societies as it is usually de-

picted by proponents and even heads of states across the world (see literature review). 
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This perspective naturally raises concerns over the efforts across many western democra-

cies to increase EBP.  

 

The argument against EBP introduced thus far has been a ideational one, focusing on the 

ideal role of science in policy making. The following section will explore arguments that 

can help explain the identified gap between scientific policy recommendations and actual 

national policies. These arguments will explain why a direct link between science and poli-

tics, as is often idealized by EBP proponents, is unrealistic. This perspective is based on a 

recognition of the policy process as much more complex and fragmented than traditionally 

depicted amongst EBP proponents, which includes a recognition of policy change requir-

ing individuals pursuing change, networks and coalition building, the discursive construc-

tion of interests and/or optimal institutional arrangements, making it very time consuming 

and difficult to achieve in practice. These perspectives will be explored hereunder as well 

as their effects on the science-policy gap will be discussed. 

 

6.2.1 Linear policymaking? 

By integrating insights on the policymaking and policy change it is possible to gain a nu-

anced understanding of the policy process. This understanding is in contrast to the often-

portrayed opinion that scientific evidence should lead directly to policy change in a simple 

input-output model. A nuanced understanding of the policy process, which is based on in-

sights from policy theories and the concept of bounded rationality of decision makers, em-

phasizes a much more fragmented and ‘messy’ process than traditionally depicted. This 

understanding makes it difficult to understand the calls for science as a driver of policies in 

a simple input-output relationship.  

 

When the policy process is depicted as a simple linear model, as often underlined 

amongst EBP scholars, it is easy to assume a causal relationship between input in the be-

ginning of the policy process and final output in the form of policies. This traditional model 

assumes the following stages in policymaking 

 Agenda setting 

 Policy formulation 

 Legitimation 

 Implementation 

 Evaluation 

 Policy maintenance (Cairney, 2012). 

The process is usually turned into a ‘policy cycle’ for the impression that this process is 

continuous. Here a traditional policy cycle is presented: 
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Figure 9: A traditional policy cycle from Cairney, 2015 

 

This view of the policy process, often depicted by EBP proponents (Cairney 2015) repre-

sents an ideal type of policymaking similar to the concept of comprehensive rationality of 

policymakers. However, as in the case of comprehensive rationality, this idealized account 

very rarely holds in real life, where the policy process is much more complex and far from 

linear (Cairney, 2015). However, the policy cycle allows us to consider how policy is made 

in the real world where these assumptions do not hold. Therefore, this can allow us to 

think about what really happens and the implications for policymakers and EBP propo-

nents.  

 

The practical reality of the policy process greatly increases the complexity of the process. 

For scientists and EBP proponents, this makes it much more difficult to figure out what evi-

dence to deliver to who and when to deliver it, in order to achieve political impact. There is 

no simple input place or ‘policy formulation phase’, where scientific evidence can be deliv-

ered to decision makers in order to impact policy change. Therefore, activities such as 

identifying relevant decision makers, preparing evidence according to the recipient and 

timing when to deliver the information become critical components of delivering evidence-

based input (Cairney, 2015). These components have long been the focus of companies 

and interest organizations, who spend huge amounts of resources on lobbying activities. 

However, when it comes to the possibilities for advancing scientific evidence, these activi-

ties are not heralded by researchers, who do not specialize in political networking 

(Cairney, 2015). Furthermore, even if the right evidence is delivered to the influential policy 

makers, the concept of bounded rationality tells us that decision makers are bombarded 

with evidence and therefore tend to rely on heuristics to guide their decisions, rather than 

scientific evidence (Parkhurst, 2017).  

 

The effect is that a practical understanding of the policy process presents barriers for re-

ducing the gap between science and policies. Therefore, the practical realities of the policy 

process, as much more fragmented and complex than understood by EBP proponents, 
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and the challenges this produces for researchers, can help explain the discrepancy be-

tween science and politics.  

 

6.2.2 From global recommendations to national contexts 

Another factor which can explain the discrepancy between scientific recommendations and 

political responses is the difference between global or regional scenarios and national real-

ities and interests. The scenarios that were previously analyzed were primarily global or 

regional. Both Eva Jensen as well as Jan Hylleberg emphasized that it was necessary to 

adapt these to the local context. According to them, certain national conditions such as 

previous policies or geophysical traits make some instruments more applicable and others 

less ideal. In the case of Denmark, we are located in a geophysical place where we have 

unique access to abundant wind energy. Furthermore, we have made political decisions to 

develop and invest in wind energy for a long time. Therefore, in Denmark there is a gen-

eral consensus and broad backing of wind energy as the future energy source, which de-

termines the range of possibilities of future policies. This finding is aligned with a general 

feature of policies - path dependence, explaining how history matters and why past politi-

cal decisions, rather than current conditions, shape future outcomes. Therefore, previous 

policies and overall consensus regarding the centrality of wind energy in the Danish transi-

tion can explain why globally or regionally recommended policies are not implemented in 

the Danish context. According to Bønneland, the missing Danish discussions on low-emis-

sion technologies such as nuclear power or CCS, can be explained by the early political 

consensus on wind energy and the absence of an influential fossil sector. 

“In general, there is broad agreement in Denmark and therefore there have been no 

interest in or need for investigating [alternative energy sources or low-carbon technol-

ogies]. Every once and awhile there arises talks about CCS or thorium, but the talks 

never gather steam because there is agreement about the way forward. I think that is 

what makes Denmark different from other countries [the general agreement].” (Ras-

mus Bønneland interview, 2018). 

 

Together, these insights stress the local adaption barrier of global or regional recommen-

dation, which can help explain the discrepancies between global or regional scientific rec-

ommendations and national policies. This perspective is often echoed by politicians in the 

media, who use the global or regional level of the scenarios to dismiss any critique by ar-

guing that the recommendations are more relevant to other countries, which are behind in 

the transition of their energy system.  

 

6.2.3 Policy change requires time and coalition building 

Another argument that can be used to explain the gap between science and policies 

emerges from the characterization of policy change as time consuming. This arises from a 

recognition of policies as sticky and dependent on previous policies, i.e. path dependence, 

typically resulting in long periods of relatively stable policies where substantial policy 
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change rarely occurs. According to this perspective, the periods characterized by drastic 

policy changes are few and far in between. These periods are usually in times of political 

instability, which make the political environment susceptible to change (typically caused by 

exogenous events exemplified in Fukushima’s effect on Germany’s decision to forego nu-

clear power). Regarding the political use of scientific research, this has the effect that real-

ity is far from the ideal of knowledge driven and problem-solving research utilization, per 

Weiss framework (see literature review). Therefore, the idea that a killer piece of evidence 

can and should initiate immediate policy change is characterized as unrealistic and naïve, 

and very rarely happens (Parkhurst, 2017). Instead, timing of evidence to periods of politi-

cal susceptibility becomes important.  

 

This feature of policy change can be combined with another finding from policy insights 

and interviews. Here, it is suggested that policy change is the outcome of competition be-

tween advocacy coalitions, etc. Therefore, engaging in policy networks and advocacy coa-

litions becomes essential in order to impact policy change. A consequence of this reality is 

that maximizing the political impact of scientific evidence requires engagement in coali-

tions or networks with likeminded actors. The objective for this engagement should be to 

promote scientific recommendations in the attempt to set the agenda and control the dis-

courses to impact policy change. This work must be done proactively in order to establish 

the coalition’s position and achieve discursive impact before a situation of political suscep-

tibility to change eventually emerges. The consequence of these perspectives to EBP pro-

ponents is that influencing policy change requires time and active engagement in long-

term coalitions or networks with likeminded actors. According to all interviewees (Torben 

Chrintz, Eva Jensen, Jan Hylleberg and Rasmus Bønneland), there is no Danish coalition 

or actor which actively promotes scientific recommendations; 

“In Denmark we’ve had a common understanding amongst politicians, the regulation 

and industry that we have had an interest in developing some technologies (wind 

power) over time in order to cash in on the possibilities created by these technolo-

gies. Therefore, we’ve had a long-standing consensus about in which direction the 

energy system is headed” (Hylleberg, 2018 - translated by author). 

 

This argument is echoed across all interviewees. It suggests that the long standing con-

sensus has had the effect that there have been no coalitions that advance contrasting 

opinions e.g. low-carbon technologies such as nuclear power or CCS. According to 

Chrintz, the strength of the Danish consensus basically makes it impossible to challenge 

the consensus publically. This has been attempted by CONCITO several times over the 

years, and they have been met with threats of funding withdrawal or great criticism. This 

might explain the absence of a ‘scientifically supported’ coalition in the Danish energy pol-

icy debate, which, according to policy theories, in turn might explain the gap between sci-

ence and energy polices exist.  
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6.2.4 Conclusion on policy insights to the discrepancies between science and 

policy 

This section has engaged in a discussion on EBP which suggested, that EBP is not neces-

sarily an ideal that Western democracies should strive to reach. According to policy schol-

ars and the interviewees, policymaking involves important trade-offs of competing values 

and beliefs which science can and should not answer. Rather, this is the job of democrati-

cally elected politicians. They see the call for more EBP as possibly obscuring the public 

debate on the prioritization of which social values to pursue and the trade-offs between 

these. Therefore, they argue that science’s place in policymaking should remain an input 

in the policy process amongst several others.  

 

Additional to this ideational discussion were policy insight arguments supported by the in-

terviews, which were used to discuss the discrepancy between science and energy policy. 

These include a distinction between the ideal policy process per the policy cycle, and the 

reality of a much more complex and fragmented process, which makes it difficult to as-

sume a simple input-output decision making model traditionally assumed by EBP propo-

nents. Furthermore, the national contexts, hereunder path dependence of previous poli-

cies, present challenges to implementing global or regional recommendations. Finally, the 

recognition of policy change as time consuming and requiring coalition building explains 

why the absence of a coalition behind scientific recommendations provide a hindrance for 

greater uptake of science in policies.  

 

Taken together, these policy insights can be summed up by Weiss who in 1979 stated:  

It probably takes an extraordinary concatenation of circumstances for research to in-

fluence policy decisions directly… Because the chances are small that all these con-

ditions will fall into line around one issue, the problem-solving model of research use 

probably describes a relatively small number of cases” (Weiss, 1979). 

 

This describes how these policy perspectives act as barriers to greater utilization of sci-

ence in energy policies. This was echoed by Bønneland, who described the EBP propo-

nent’s calls for greater use of science as ‘unrealistic’ (Rasmus Bønneland interview, 2018). 

Ultimately, together these factors explain the lack of political uptake of scientific recom-

mendations to adequate climate change mitigation policies. 

 

7. Conclusion 

This thesis has investigated the relationship between science and policy in terms of energy 

policies and climate change mitigation. For successful climate change mitigation, future 

energy policy must ensure that even more people globally will get access to energy to im-

prove their lives while reducing the GHG emissions hereof. These are two opposing pres-

sures, that intensify the challenge of decarbonizing our global energy supply. In order to 
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identify decarbonization pathways, this thesis has compared and evaluated energy scenar-

ios in terms of their feasibility by benchmarking across important assumptions and com-

paring these to historical trends. Here, it could be concluded that a group of energy sce-

narios were unrealistic due to their unprecedented assumptions regarding the develop-

ment in energy demand and installed capacity. This group of scenarios were primarily 

those, that assumes a 100% RE transition. What characterized the feasible scenarios 

were realistic assumptions, that made it necessary to employ all low-carbon instruments in 

order to successfully mitigate climate change. This scientific conclusion; that all low-carbon 

technologies must be utilized is supported by the IPCC and can also be found in energy 

scenarios for the EU.  

 

In order to investigate whether these scientific recommendations are followed in national 

policies, this thesis proceeded with a discourse analysis of the energy policies of Germany 

and Denmark, two countries often applauded for their transition of the energy system. 

Here, Dryzek’s typology of environmental discourses was utilized in order to identify under-

lying discourses in political statements, etc. From this analysis, it can be concluded that 

coalitions have historically competed for shaping policies and the perception of policy is-

sues by promoting specific discourses. The analysis suggested that the discourses em-

ployed by the opposing coalitions in both Germany as well as Denmark evolve over time 

and thus can be categorized as dynamic. Furthermore, the analysis suggests that the dis-

courses in both Germany and Denmark has converged towards the hegemony of ecologi-

cal modernization. The analysis also confirmed that scientific recommendations very rarely 

impact or feature in the underlying discourses. Instead, arguments about environmental 

catastrophe, economic cost/benefits and job creation feature prominently in underlying dis-

courses, suggesting that these concerns rather than science drive policy formulation. 

Based on this analysis, it is concluded that the scientific recommendations previously iden-

tified are not followed in either Germany or Denmark and that other discourses such as 

ecological modernization, economic rationalism and survivalism have been preferred. This 

finding led to a discussion of the discrepancies between scientific recommendations and 

actual policies.  

 

Drawing on policy theories and insights as well as interviews, it was suggested that EBP is 

an ideal which EBP proponents believe is necessary in order to implement effective cli-

mate change mitigation policies. By EBP proponents, it is seen as a rational way to create 

effective and adequate policies in order to deal with identified challenges such as climate 

change. However, it was found that the ideal of EBP rarely fit into the features of the policy 

process. The concept of bounded rationality of policymakers was explored to explain the 

difference between an ‘ideal type’, comprehensive rationality and the practical realities of 

bounded rationality. This difference between an ideal and simplified understanding and the 

practical realities was extended to the policy process. Here it was identified how EBP pro-

ponents typically criticize a simplified policy process for simply not relying on science in a 

simple input-output model, where evidence leads to effective policies. However, the policy 

process is much more fragmented and complex than traditionally depicted, invalidating the 
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traditional policy cycle. Furthermore, it was identified how policy change takes time, re-

quires dedicated networking and coalition building. Thus, a causal input-output relation-

ship, where scientific evidence is presented in the beginning of the process resulting in 

policies, appears unrealistic. Furthermore, the national contexts provide barriers for global 

scenarios and recommendations as historical political decisions, geophysical conditions 

and industry interests determine national adaptation of global scientific recommendations. 

Together, these policy insights can explain the discrepancies between national policies 

and global or regional scientific recommendations.  

 

Finally, this thesis has explored an ideational discussion on EBP. While EBP proponents, 

hereunder Torben Chrintz, believe that policies should be based on sound scientific evi-

dence in order to be effective, others, hereunder Jan Hylleberg and Eva Jensen, believe 

that policies involve trade-offs between societal values which must always depend on the 

prioritization of democratically elected politicians. The essence of this discussion concerns 

the role of politics as either measures to mitigate societal challenges as per the decision 

sciences or deeper trade-offs between societal goals, requiring public ideological discus-

sions.  

 

This thesis was born out of frustration with the inadequateness of the political response to 

climate change. However, in the process, I have gained a deeper understanding of the 

shortcomings of EBP and appreciation of the political process. However, based on this 

thesis, I fear that the very characteristics and democratic nature of the political process will 

result in policies that are ultimately ineffective for climate change mitigation. That said, I 

hope to be proved wrong in the following years and with the political negotiations of the 

Danish energy agreement going on as I have written this thesis.  
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9. Appendix 

 

Interview with Torben Chrintz, Chief of knowledge, CONCITO, May 

8th, 2018 

 

Analysen viser, overraskende nok, at den energipolitik som føres i Tyskland og Danmark 

ikke stemmer overens med de videnskabelige råd. Min diskussion går på, hvorfor de 

videnskabelige råd, som fremgår af scenarier – herunder at alle lavemissionsvirkemidler 

skal i brug – ikke fremgår af den politik, som bliver ført. Hvorfor er der den her diskrepans 

mellem videnskab og politik, hvad kan forklare det og hvad kan effekterne være af det.  

 

Til at informere diskussions har jeg benyttet policy-teori, som forklarer hvad der skal til for 

at skabe politisk forandring. I disse policy-teorier, er et meget gennemgående tema at der er 

meget stabilitet i politik, og før at dette skal ændres markant – fx en indførelse af atomkræft 

i Danmark – så skal der ske et kraftigt ’event’ til at påvirke dette, ligesom der er sket i 

Tyskland efter Fukushima, som har gjort atomkraft negativt.  

Så de spørgsmål jeg har vil være indenfor rammerne af den overordnede policy-teori. Men 

det er mere emner, som jeg gerne vil spørge ind til. Lad os begynde med det.  

 

Jeg vil gerne starte med spørgsmål om politikerne i det hele taget er klar over de råd her, 

som kommer fra IPCC og klimaforskere? 

Nogle af dem er, og nogle af dem vil ikke være klar over det. Hele problemet i en nøgle er sådan 

set, at det, der er videnskabeligt nødvendigt er politisk uacceptabelt. Og det der er politisk 

acceptabelt, det er videnskabeligt utilstrækkeligt. Så det er i virkeligheden det, der er nøglen. At 

det der fylder meget hos politikerne er nok, at det er vigtigt at det ser ud som om man gør noget 

end at man gør noget. Og det er klart, at folk er på valg, så man får en grad af populisme indover. 

Selv hvis man kigger på de partier i Folketigent, som synes at klima er det aller vigtigste 

overhovedt, så er de faktiske ting, som de vil lave, fuldstændig utilstrækkelige når man kigger på 

det videnskabeligt. Et eller andet sted er det jo meningsløst, men det siger noget om, hvor meget 

iscenesættelsen fylder: At man skaber en alternativ virkelighed. I virkeligheden er Trump enormt 

ærlig, fordi han taler åbent om hans alternative virkelighed, hvorimod de andre ikke taler om det, 

men gør det i virkeligheden også – uden bare at sige det.  

Hele den politiske idé om at hele verden bare skal køre på VE, herunder sol og vind, det er 

videnskabeligt helt vildt naivt, men ikke desto mindre, er det den politik der bliver ført.  

 

Og det bør politikerne være bevidst om? 

Ja, jeg har selv undervist politikere (miljøordfører i Folketinget) i, hvad det egentligt er FN’s 

klimapanel siger. Så de ved jo godt at det er rigtigt, men lige så snart de har fået det at vide, så 

ignorere de det igen fordi det er for farligt for dem. De har ingen fremtid som politikere, hvis de 

først går ud og siger de her ting. 

Så dit indtryk er, at de fortier det her for at sikre genvalg? 

Ja, eller at sikre den demokratiske opbakning. Befolkningen har jo samme holdning. Det er ikke 

sådan så politikerne har en holdning og befolkningen har en anden. De fleste i befolkningen vil nok 

tro at det politikerne gør er fuldstændig tilstrækkeligt, men selv hvis befolkningen fik at vide, hvad 
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det kræver, så er det ikke sikkert de ville gøre det. Alle er i virkeligheden gladest ved at 

iscenesætte den her alternative virkelighed. Så kan du gøre næste som du plejer, du kan bare 

gøre det med god samvittighed, og så er alle glade. Men det du i virkeligheden gør er at vi skubber 

aben videre til nogle efterkommere, som VIRKELIG kommer til at sidde med nogle problemer. SÅ 

jeg synes det er vildt kujonagtigt af begge politiske fløje. 

 

Interessant. En tanke jeg selv har gjort mig undervejs er, at det virker som om demokrati og 

videnskaben er uforenelig. Jeg kan ikke se, hvordan videnskaben og videnskabelige råd 

kan føres ind i politik under demokrati, fordi det kræver at hele befolkningen bliver oplyst 

om det her. Og det tager bare lang tid.  

Ja, men man kan jo også i demokrati vælge at sige, at man er ligeglad med klimaforandringer. Det 

gør man med så mange ting. Og jeg vil ikke afvise at mange mennesker hellere vil leve det fede liv 

her og nu fremfor at gøre nogle ting, som er småsure af hensyn til efterfølgende generationer. Så 

det kan i virkeligheden godt være en demokratisk beslutning, at det ikke er vigtigt at gøre noget 

ved de her klimaforandringer. Så kan man ikke sige at demokratiet ikke virker, men måske snarere 

at det ikke er effektivt i forhold til de udfordringer der er. Det kan også ses ift. at fx kineserne gør 

rigtig meget, og det er ikke sikkert de ville gøre det, hvis det var et demokrati. Så det er lidt et 

dilemma.  

Men der er jo ikke noget nyt i det. I gamle dage kaldte man det et pøbelvælde, altså at folk som 

ikke havde informationerne skulle tage beslutning om hvad man skal gøre. Sådan er det jo også i 

et demokrati. Sådan er det jo bare.  

 

Og så står man som videnskabsmand eller interessent og kan rive sig selv i håret? 

Ja, og så tror jeg også at når man kigger på den danske klimapolitik, så er klimapolitik i 

virkeligheden erhvervspolitik. Energipolitik er ikke energipolitik, det er faktisk erhvervspolitik. Hvis 

du kigger på de virkemidler, som der menes er de rigtige i Danmark, så er det alle sammen nogle 

virkemidler, hvor der er nogle danske erhvervsinteresser, mens de andre virkemidler, som 

videnskaben siger er helt nødvendige, dem bruger du ikke i Danmark fordi, at det har man ikke 

nogle erhvervsinteresser i. Det er ikke bare i forhold til CCS og atomkraft, men fx også i balancen 

mellem sol og vind. Danmark har fx store interesser i vindproduktion, men ingen interesser i 

solenergi. Så man gør alt muligt politisk for at sol skal have lidt ringere vilkår, og det siger man 

også åbent. Man siger åbent at Danmark har interesser i vind og ikke sol. Men videnskaben siger 

jo at alle virkemidler skal i brug. Så skal du nå dine klimamål, så nytter det ikke at du sidder og 

cherrypicker din teknologi. Allerede når du tager beslutning om at fravælge nogle virkemidler, så 

siger du indirekte: Okay, så glem alt om Paris og 2-graders mål og andet. Og det er jo det, der er 

dilemmaet i det. Der er en helt masse andre interesser i det her. Nu kan du se hele den danske 

diskussion om biomassse, som lige er kommet op igen fordi klimarådet har sagt, at det måske ikke 

er så grønt, som vi går og siger. Men hvis politikerne tog det ad nota og man besluttede sig for at 

biomasse faktisk ikke var CO2-neutral, så ville hele den danske story-telling gå i grus. Så ville vi 

lige pludselig ikke være et forgangsland, fordi hvis man så regner rigtigt på biomassen, så har 

Danmark ikke gjort ret meget i den grønne omstilling. Det er fordi vi tror at vind fylder rigtig meget i 

vores energisystem, men det udgør kun 7% af vores energiforbrug. Langt det meste af er jo 

biomasse, som vi ikke rigtigt snakker om, men som er med i tallene. 

 

Den storytelling om Danmark som en grøn nation, er en erhvervsmæssig meget vigtig fortælling. 

Det er det, som vi sælger vores produkter på ude i verden. Så det ville være fuldstændig 

uacceptabelt, hvis den fortælling ikke passer. Derfor bliver man nødt til at opfatte biomasse som 

CO2-neutralt uanset hvad klimarådet og videnskaben siger. 
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Så man er politisk bundet af andre interesser, som påvirker energipolitikken? 

 

Ja, helt andre interesser. Og det er nogle gange frustrerende fordi man argumenterer 

videnskabeligt for, hvorfor biomasse ikke er CO2-neutral, men jeg har opdaget, at det er 

fuldstændig ligegyldigt. Det er slet ikke det, det handler om. Det handler tværtimod om den danske 

storytelling, danske erhvervsinteresser og dermed også i sidste ende vækst og velstand i 

Danmark. Og det fylder altså mere end om biomassen lige er CO2-neutral eller ej.  

 

Så der er andre interesser der fylder mere end klima i energipolitikken? 

Ja, du kan også det på, hvis du kigger på det FN’s klimapanel siger der skal til – nu snakker vi 

mest energipolitik i Danmark – men vi skal huske at landbrugssektoren fylder lige så meget som 

energisektoren, og den har vi ikke rigtig nogen interesser i at gøre noget ved, så det bliver ikke 

rigtig til noget. Og det er også nogle erhvervsinteresser i virkeligheden. Men vi prøver at lave en 

storytelling om at det er verdens mest klimavenlige produktion, hvor man prøver at iscenesætte 

noget værre ævl, for at forsvare at man i virkeligheden ikke gør noget. Og det virker, for danskerne 

har en opfattelse af, at Danmark er et grønt land med bæredygtig landbrugsproduktion og alt 

muligt andet. SÅ igen er det storytelling. Man laver simpelthen en alternativ virkelighed. Det kan 

også ses på noget andet, som FN’s klimapanel siger er rigtig vigtigt, det her CCS – især på 

industriproduktion. Danmark har ikke så meget industriproduktion, men vi har fx Aalborg Portland, 

som udleder hvad der svarer til 1/3 af alle personbiler i Danmark. Men der er ingen politikere der 

kommer med svar på, hvad de skal gøre. Det har noget at gøre med, at man ikke kan lave cement 

med vindenergi, CO2’en ligger i kalken, og den presser man ud når man laver cement. FN’s 

klimapanel siger at al cementproduktion bør have CCS, dvs. at man fangerCO2’en og smider den 

tilbage i undergrunden igen. Det er simpelthen et ’must’ ifølge FN’s klimapanel, men det er 

overhovedt ikke noget issue i Danmark. Altså ingen, ikke engang alternativet er ude og sige noget 

som helst. Det ignorere vi bare, fordi vi har andre interesser. Man har tilmeldt lavet en lov, der i 

praksis forbyder CCS i Danmark. Det er simpelthen forbudt ved lov. Det er helt absurd! FN’s 

klimapanel er ude at sige, at det her er den suværent vigtigste klimateknologi, det haster helt vildt 

med at udvikle den og de rige lande må gå foran, fordi det koster nogle penge at udvikle det her, 

hvorefter Danmark laver en lov, der forbyder CCS. Vel og mærke stærkt støttet af NGO’erne i 

Danmark. Det giver INGEN mening.  

 

Noget man støder på i politiske forandrings teorier er det her med coalition building. Man 

skal gå sammen med andre med samme interesser for at påvirke den politiske process. Er 

det noget man gør i Danmark – er der en gruppe af aktører, der står sammen om de 

videnskabelige råd? 

Nej, det gør man ikke i Danmark. Det sjove i det er, at hvis man kigger på NGO’erne i Danmark, 

som beskæftiger sig med klima og miljø, DN, WWF, Greenpeace, mm., så er de stort set lige så 

slemme ift. ikke at ville have de samme virkemidler. Fx har DN virkelig harceleret mod CCS selvom 

klimapanelet siger, at det er fuldstændig nødvendigt. Greenpeace har gennem hele deres 

eksistens lavet kampagner mod atomkraft, selvom IPCC siger alle virkemidler skal i brug, og at det 

herunder er vigtigt at atomkraften også udvikler sig. Men alligevel er det vigtigt at være imod den, 

fordi det ikek passer ind i deres storytelling. Det sjove ved det er at de her NGO’er pisker 

politikerne ved at sige: Lyt nu til videnskaben. Klimaforandringerne er virkelige, de er alvorlige og vi 

må handle nu. Men når så videnskaben siger nogle ting, som ikke passer dem, fx omkring 

virkemidler, så ignorerer de jo videnskaben fuldstændig lige så meget som alle andre. Så de er 
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altså igen også med til at bygge den her alternative virkelighed, og de fortæller ikke åbent omkring 

den.  

 

Er det ikke at føre deres medlemmer bag lyset? 

Jo, men deres medlemmer vil gerne føres bag lyset. De siger jo sådan set det, som medlemmerne 

gerne vil høre.  

 

Så man kan måske også argumentere for, at der mangler en videnskabelig koalition på det 

her område? 

Ja! Jeg tror problemet i denne sammenhæng er at miljøbevægelserne er medlemsfinansieret, og 

hvis du skal melde dig ind i en miljøbevægelse, så handler det for rigtig mange mennesker om 

følelser og mavefornemmelser omkring hvad der er rigtig og forkert. Du kan se hvor meget debat 

det skabte, da DTU lavede en analyse om plastikposer, som kom med nogle resultater, der talte 

imod folks intuition og deres mavefornemmelser, så ergo måtte det være forkert. Der var virkelig 

oprør, så det måtte være forkert. Men det er altså ikke forkert. Det er jo absurd. Og der tror jeg 

miljøbevægelsens problem er, i og med den er så følelsesladet, så er det jo meget svært at gå ind 

og lave noget, som går imod følelserne. Jeg tror at en dansk miljøbevægelse, som var rent 

videnskabeligt funderet, ikke ville have nogle medlemmer, fordi den ville ikke tale til folks følelser. 

OG det er et dilemma for miljøbevægelsen, for på den ene side er det, der giver opbakning til at 

gøre noget på miljøområdet nogle følelser om ret og rimeligt, men ulempen er, at de ting, som du 

faktisk vil gøre faktisk ikke virker.  

Jeg har arbejdet professionelt med miljøområdet i Danmark i omkring 30 år, og det går sådan set 

bare ned ad bakke. Hvis du fx kigger på biodiversitet i Danmark, som kun går ned ad, hvilket kun 

handler om mangel på levesteder. Det er simpelthen mangel på natur. Dvs. at vi skal have taget 

noget landbrugsjord ud af drift, og lavet det til natur, det giver biodiversitet. Det er forskerne 

fuldstændig enige om, at det er det, der giver natur. Men miljøbevægelsen, de advokerer for at 

landbruget bare skal laves om til økologi. Så bygger de en storytelling op omkring at det løser 

biodiversitetsproblemerne. Men hov, forskerne siger, at det løser ikke biodiversitetsproblemerne, 

fordi de giver ikke flere biotoper. Det er simpelthen ikke produktionen på fladen, som det handler 

om, det handler om biotoper. Og der er jo ikke nogen krav om biotoper på økologisk landbrug. Så 

det er endnu et godt eksempel på, hvordan man laver en fortælling om økologisk landbrug og hvis 

man lavede økologi i hele Danmark, så ville man have en rigtig god biodiversitet. Men det ville vi 

ikke have. Det er videnskaben fuldstændig enige om, at den sammenhæng findes simpelthen ikke.  

 

Så det er et andet område hvor man fejer de videnskabelige råd til side og i stedet bygger 

en historie, som giver god følelse i maven, men som ikke løser udfordringerne? 

Ja fuldstændig! Så landbrugsmæssigt ville det i virkeligheden være meget bedre at lave et mindre 

et areal og øge produktionen på det areal. Det ville være i tråd med videnskaben. Det er også det, 

som FN’s klimapanel siger vi bør gøre på landbrugsområdet, for at løse det her problem. De siger 

at vi skal intensivere landbrugsproduktionen på et meget mindre areal, så vi får frigjort areal til 

skov, og skov kan opsuge en masse CO2 fra luften og kan evt. bruges til biomasse. Men for 

forskerne handler det om en intensivering af landbrugsdriften. Hvis du spørger en dansk 

miljøorganisation om; hvad er en miljøvenlig landbrugsdrift, så vil de svare en meget ekstensiv 

landbrugsdrift. Det er det stik modsatte af hvad forskerne anbefaler. Her kommer følelserne ind 

igen, fordi de tænker ikke over at en mere ekstensiv landbrugsdrift inddrager areal og natur i 

landbrugsproduktion, så du betragter ikke rigtig det at bruge areal som et miljøproblem.  

Da jeg var ung miljøaktivist, der var det mest sorte i verden indenfor energi vandkraft. Igen er 

forskerne i dag enige om at disse er ufatteligt destruktive. Men nu er vandkraft lige pludselig grøn 
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energi, og selv NGO’erne synes at nu hedder det bæredygtig energi som er i balance med 

naturen, så her har storytellingen ændret sig, sådan så den passer ind. 

 

Hvad er idealet for politik for dig? Er det at politik er baseret på videnskab? 

Ja! 

 

En teknokratisk holdning… 

Hvis man arbejder indenfor miljøområdet, så vil man gerne se nogle resultater. Men der er 

desværre mange, der arbejder indenfor miljøområdet fordi man gerne vil gøre noget for miljøet. 

Det tiltrækker folk fra mange uddannelser, som ikke nødvendigvis er så miljøfaglige. Så bliver 

miljøområdet pludseligt meget kampagneagtigt. Så bliver det fx sådan noget med ”nej til plastik”, 

selvom plastik måske er verdens miljøproblem nr. 2000. Men det er et problem, som er til at forstå 

for de fleste. Så lige pludselig fylder plastik enormt meget.  

Du kan også se, at det som har skabt de største miljøproblemer i dag – jagten på organisk kulstof 

– det er jagten på fødevarer, energi og materialer. Hvis du kigger på al den skovrydning, 

landbrugsjord, overfiskeri vi har lavet, er alt sammen jagten på organisk kulstof. Alligevel har man 

en miljøopfattelse af, at organisk kulstof er bæredygtigt. Det er noget positivt. Så vi skal helst 

bygge vores huse af træ og alle vores produkter skal helst være lavet af naturlige materialer. Så du 

er faktisk ude på at øge efterspørgslen på organisk materiale, og det giver bare ingen mening! 

Fordi det du rent videnskabeligt skal gøre er at reducere efterspørgslen på organisk kulstof så vi 

på den måde giver naturen noget frirum og noget fred. Alligevel så opfatter man bioøkonomi som 

noget rigtig positivt. Hvis ting bliver lavet i balance med naturen, så er det noget positivt, men rent 

videnskabeligt er det simpelthen noget vås. Fordi biodiversitet handler om at nedsætte 

efterspørgslen på de naturlige organiske ressourcer, herunder areal. Så det med at øge 

efterspørgslen på det, det er totalt modstridende. Så det at skrive på fødevarer, at den her vare er 

bæredygtigt ekstensivt produceret giver miljømæssigt ingen mening. Det gør det simpelthen ikke. 

Og det er fordi man opfatter ekstensiv landbrugsdrift som noget naturligt, men man er ikke klar 

over at ekstensiv landbrugsdrift har en vanvittig dårlig biodiversitet, ift. hvis du havde en intensiv 

landbrugsdrift på halvdelen af arealet og så ægte natur på den resterende halvdel. Det ville have 

langt bedre effekt.  

 

Så det er for dig endnu et eksempel på en politik, som ikke er baseret på viden? 

Ja. Den er baseret på følelser og så den her iscenesættelse af en alternativ virkelighed, som vi 

godt kan lide. Og den fylder rigtig meget den her iscenesættelse. Du kan fx se at mange miljøfolk 

taler om lokalt producerede varer og sæsonens grøntsager, men når man regner på det, så 

betyder det ikke noget. Det kan faktisk være bedre fx at købe det fra et andet sted i Europa, hvor 

udbyttet pr. hektar er højere. Det er miljømæssigt et bedre valg, det er bare ikke så god 

storytelling. Altså det der med at sige du skal købe dine tomater i Spanien, det er ikke nogen god 

storytelling. 

 

Så den her storytelling, er den politisk opbygget, eller er det erhvervet der bygger den? 

Ja, og så også de her NGO’er, som går meget op i en miljøpolitik, som er baseret på nogle 

mavefornemmelser. Og som selvfølgelig kan have en social dimension. Man kan fx sige at de her 

små boder på landet er vældigt hyggeligt og charmerende, og det er jeg da med på, men det er 

bare ikke det samme som at det er bæredygtigt. Miljøbevægelsen vil meget gerne have de her 

win-win situationer, så nej til intensivt landbrug og ja til de her små producenter som fx 

bonderøven, som i øvrigt har et højere carbon footprint end gennemsnitsdanskeren pga. hans 

ineffektivitet og alt det habengut han er nødt til at have, for at producere det han skal bruge. Det er 
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et godt udtryk for fortællingen kontra virkeligheden, og det er sjovt, for indenfor alt muligt andet, 

hvis vi gerne vil have en mobiltelefon, så går vi meget op i, at det er lavet så ressourceeffektivt 

som muligt. Men lige med mad, så er det fuldstændigt ligegyldigt hvor meget areal der bruges til at 

producere. Og det er vildt charmerende med de her små landbrug, man skal bare ikke begynde at 

kalde det bæredygtigt. Det er noget andet – måske socialt bæredygtigt, men miljømæssigt giver 

det ikke meget mening.  

 

Oplever du udfordringer med at komme med videnskabelig evidens, som går imod disse 

fortællinger? 

Ja, det er meget meget svært. Du bliver enormt upopulær på det, og du bliver betragtet som sort, 

selvom man rent faktisk siger det, der er videnskabeligt belæg for. 

 

Så man kan ikke sige noget, der går imod de her dominerende fortællinger? Er det fx muligt 

at komme ud med noget om CCS eller noget negativt om satsningen på vindenergi? 

Hvordan kan man så skabe forandring? 

Ja, jeg ved det ikke. Vi [CONCITO] var ude og sige i 2011 at biomasse ikke var CO2-neutral. 

Dengang fik vi enormt mange tæsk – ikke mindst fra NGO’erne, fordi de havde den opfattelse at 

fossilfri var ’in’. Det var for resten også NGO’erne, som var med til at påvirke, at du skulle have 

biodiesel ind på det europæiske marked, med det resultat at halvdelen af den Indonesiske 

regnskov er fældet for at dyrke palmeolie til det europæiske marked. Det har jeg meget meget 

svært ved at tilgive dem, fordi den beslutning har fældet mere regnskov end samtlige NGO’er i hele 

verden har reddet. Og beslutningen er lavet på uvidenhed på trods af at videnskaben var ude og 

advare imod den. Den er lavet på følelser om at planteolie er naturlig, så derfor må den være 

bedre end diesel, fordi det vigtigste var at blive fossilfri. Og det har netop haft vanvittige 

miljøkonsekvenser og være fuldstændig tåbelig beslutning, men det var faktisk NGO’erne som var 

ude og presse beslutningen igennem, og det viser bare hvad der kan ske, hvis man ikke har 

videnskaben med.  

 

Det er jo paradoksalt når organisationer, som har til virke at fremme miljøbeskyttelse, de 

facto støtter og sågar opildner beslutninger, som har katastrofale miljøkonsekvenser. 

Jeg tror det er fordi mange af organisationerne engang gik op i at have en vis videnskabelig viden. 

Men siden er der kommet konkurrence om medlemmer og andet, så det er blevet mere 

kampagneorganisationer, som har mistet den videnskabelige viden om det område, som de sidder 

med. De er i stedet blevet fyldt op med kampagnefolk. Det betyder at den her iscenesættelse og 

selve kommunikationen tager fortrinsret, og det gør at man kan komme til at lave beslutninger, som 

faktisk kan få negative miljøkonsekvenser. Så det er jo faktisk paradoksalt at det ikke er et eller 

andet ’ondt’ multinationalt selskab, der er skyld i fældet regnskov, men det var faktisk NGO’erne, 

der bidrog til det.  

Og da CONCITO lavede rapport om den danske biomasse i 2011, der var NGO’erne også ude og 

sige, at vi var fuldstændigt bindegale. Det var fordi de selv havde været ude og sige at nu skal det 

hele over på biomasse. Og det er klart, at når CONCITO så kritiserer biomassen, så er det klart at 

de reagerer. Og der var blandt andet en af de store danske NGO’erne som forsøgte at forhindre 

CONCITO i nogen sinde at udgive rapporten fordi de havde været ude og sige det modsatte. Så 

pludselig er det altså blevet vigtigere at forsvare sine hidtidige synspunkter end at lytte til eventuel 

kritik. På den måde er der jo ikke forskel på NGO’er og politikere eller erhvervsliv. Så videnskaben 

har det ikke nemt i miljø- og klimapolitik.  
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Det jeg synes er trist er, at nogle af dem som så kæmper for klimaet, men ignorerer nogle af 

virkemidlerne eller direkte prøver at tale nogle af virkemidlerne ned, de er i virkeligheden en del af 

problemet fordi de forhindrer sådan set at man løser problemet eller at man sågar kan tale om 

problemerne. 

 

Bør der så være et tættere forhold mellem politikere og forskere, ligesom man har forsøgt at 

gøre med IPCC? 

Jeg synes IPCC er et rigtig godt eksempel på at man har givet bolden til videnskaben; hvordan ser 

det ud og hvad skal der til? For at svare på de spørgsmål har man samlet verdens mest lødige 

klimaforskere, som kommer med den her konsensusrapport, det virker egentligt meget godt. Men 

videnskaben kan jo ikke tvinge politikere til at lytte til dem. Så i virkeligheden er det bare sådan, at 

der er andre interesser, der vægter højere end klimaet. 

 

Synes du forskere har en rolle i at gøre deres forskning mere anvendelig for politikere, eller 

er det positivt med en klar opdeling? 

Jeg er mest enig i det sidste. Det har at gøre med, at jeg synes at forskningen skal passe meget 

på med at blive styret af politiske interesser. Det synes jeg allerede man ser i dag, hvor man er ude 

og tvinge forskere til at mene nogle bestemte ting for at få forskningsmidler. Så jeg tror i 

virkeligheden, så handler det ikke om at politikere ikke lytter til videnskaben. I virkeligheden tror jeg 

det handler om at klima ikke er så højt på dagsordenen, som vi iscenesætter den som, hverken 

hos politikere, NGO’er eller befolkningen. Kun hvis det er noget win-win, så er det vigtigt, men hvis 

det kommer på bekostning af økonomi, eller man skal sige ja til energikilder, som man ikke bryder 

sig om, eller man skal acceptere et mere intensivt landbrug, så er klimaforandringerne pludselig 

ikke så alvorlige. Det er i virkeligheden det, jeg tror er problemet. Der er altså andre interesser, 

som er meget tættere på og på kortere sigt. Jeg har selv to døtre, som går meget op i miljø og 

klima, men ikke til et punkt hvor de ikke rejser jorden tynd. Det tror jeg er meget typisk og 

symptomatisk for ungdommen at de er meget bekymret og har de rigtige holdninger, men deres 

klimabelastning er bare langt større end nogensinde tidligere. Og de ved det godt, men de ’rigtige’ 

holdninger er vigtige at have, og så gør det ikke så meget hvordan man faktisk lever. De ignorerer 

den del af del.  

Der tror jeg at den der ungeholdningen er meget repræsentativ for det, der i virkeligheden sker 

andre steder i systemet. Holdningen er at miljøtiltag og klimatiltag må ikke koste noget, må ikke gå 

ud over nogen og det må ikke være alt for irriterende. Men du siger noget andet. Du siger at vi gør 

en helt masse og at vi er en grøn vindernation, det er det der er så ’smart’ ved fortællingen. Så det 

er sådan set win-win, for folk mærker ikke noget til det, de kan leve deres liv videre og samtidig få 

at vide at selv København er CO2-neutral om få år. Det er i virkeligheden den storytelling man 

laver. Og rent videnskabeligt er den [fortællingen] det rene nonsens, men vi er egentligt meget 

tilfredse med den historie. Der er ikke nogen, der har interesse i at bryde fortællingen.  

Der er mange udenlandske forskere der kritiserer Danmark for manglende substans i fortællingen 

om Danmark som grøn vindernation, men der er ikke ret mange danske forskere der gør det, for 

jeg tror simpelthen du mister forskningsmidler, hvis du stiller dig på tværs. Derfor har vi ikke rigtig 

nogle danske forskere [der råber op], det er sådan nogle emerituser, der er kommet ud af 

systemet, der råber op. Men der er ikke nogen inde i systemet der gør det. Og selv her i CONCITO 

kan vi godt mærke at der er  visse ting vi ikke skal sige, hvis vi vil have bevillinger. Og det er lidt 

uhyggeligt. Hvis det havde været på alle mulige andre områder omkring ytringsfriheden, så havde 

der været ramaskrig, men lige her, der passer det sgu meget godt. Hvilket er absurd, da man 

egentligt bare siger det, som FN’s klimapanel siger. Altså det burde ikke være så kontroversielt, 

men det er det altså. Og det gælder på venstre-og højrefløjen. For højrefløjen er det danske 
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erhvervsinteresser og hos venstrefløjen er det de virkemidler, som de vil tage i brug, der bare ikke 

rækker nogle steder.  
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Interview with Jan Hylleberg, CEO at Vindmølleforeningen on June 

11th, 2018 

 

Jeg har kigget på energiscenarier, herunder EU’s roadmap og IPCC’s scenarier. Noget af 

det, som de er fælles om at sige er det her med at alle low-carbon virkemidler skal i brug, 

hvis vi skal nå i mål. Det gælder blandt andet atomkraft, vindenergi, osv. Samtidig er det 

meget vigtigt med energieffektiviseringer. Så har jeg kigget på den energipolitik, som er 

blevet ført i Danmark og Tyskland. På baggrund af dette, kan jeg konkludere, at der er nogle 

uhensigtsmæssigheder mellem det videnskaben siger, og det man gør politisk. Herefter vil 

jeg diskutere, hvorfor vi ser de her uhensigtsmæssigheder, når vi nu har et politisk mål om 

at minimere global opvarmning? Det er så det jeg prøver at finde ud af nu. I den forbindelse 

vil jeg gerne spørge dig, om du mener at politikerne er klar over de her udfordringer og 

hvilke politiske virkemidler man bør bruge? 

 

Ja det vil jeg mene. Man er klar over, hvad udfordringen er og har vel også et ganske udmærket 

billede af, hvad det er man skal gøre. Så det vil jeg mene, at de fleste politikere vil være vidne om. 

Så er det spørgsmål om hvornår, hvordan og i hvilken hast, man skal gøre det. Det er her den 

største politiske uenighed er. Kigger du på folketinget, så er der tæt på enighed om at vi på sigt, og 

for de flestes vedkommende senest i 2050, skal være fossilfri eller nulemission.  

 

Hvordan er forholdet mellem videnskaben og politik så, efter din mening, i den danske 

energipolitik? 

Jeg vil mene, at forholdet langt hen ad vejen er ganske udmærket. Det har været sådan, at der har 

været lange og omfattende diskussioner om, hvad klimaudfordringen består af, og hvad der har 

skabt den. Der skal vi ikke mange år tilbage, før de diskussioner fyldte rigtig meget, med Lomborg 

som en af bannerførerne for, at det skulle vi ikke være særligt bekymrede for og verden ville 

’justere’ sig selv ind, i forhold til de rammer der er. Så jeg vil sige, at vi i den danske diskussion er 

rimelig godt med i forhold til hvad det er for en udfordringen vi står over for.  

 

Oplever du at det afspejles i den politik der føres? 

Det kan man så diskutere. Det er et spørgsmål om temperament, og hvor hurtigt det skal gå. Der 

er jeg af den opfattelse at det politiske system altid er udfordret af at dem, som er der, kun er der 

for fire år ad gangen. Det gør denne type diskussioner meget svære, fordi dem der træffer de 

svære beslutninger i dag ikke får gavn af effekten af disse beslutninger. Derfor har vi de her meget 

omfattende diskussioner om, hvad der skal til på den korte bane, og hvad der skal til på den 

længere bane.  

Nu kan vi sige, at den energiaftale, som man går og taler med hinanden om nu, den kan blive 

beviset på, at man har styr på det, tager ansvar og er bevidst om udfordringen, men den kan også 

blive beviset på at man ikke gør. Vi må se i løbet af de næste uger, hvor diskussionen lander 

henne i denne omgang.  

 

Når man læser de her scenarier, så anbefales på globalt plan typisk de her løsninger som 

atomkraft og CCS. De anbefalinger ser man også på europæisk sammenhæng. Det er jo 

nogle teknologier, som der ikke er meget debat om i Danmark. Hvad kan forklaringen være 

på, at der er nogle ting, som på globalt eller europæisk plan anbefales som nødvendigt, 

men som ikke diskuteres i dansk politik? 
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Jamen det skyldes den simple grund, at det ikke giver mening i et dansk energisystem. Det er 

både i forhold til den struktur, det danske energisystem har, og de ressourcer vi som land har. Det 

er hovedårsagen. Så vil der formentligt også være et flertal, som har det synspunkt at CCS og 

atomkraft ikke er en del af den langsigtede løsning. Så derfor giver de bare ikke mening i en dansk 

sammenhæng og har aldrig gjort det.  

 

Så der er på en måde et mismatch mellem de her globale scenarier og anbefalinger og den 

politiske virkelighed i de enkelte lande? 

Jo. Man må ikke tage de her internationale rapporter, som at det er det, alle skal gøre. De enkelte 

lande skal gøre det, der giver mest mening for dem, i forhold til de teknologier og de ressourcer, 

som de nu engang har. Derfor skal man som land udnytte de ressourcer man har i forhold til det 

system, som man sidder i. Så mener jeg, at internationale rapporter skal udtrykkes som et katalog 

over mulige teknologier, der kan bidrage med de løsninger, som vi har brug for. Og i Danmark 

kommer vi altså til at bruge rigtig meget vind, ligesom Norge og Sverige bruger meget vand, og 

ligesom man nogle steder i Østeuropa kommer til at bruge andre teknologier. Så der er det 

afhængigt af, hvilken rosstofbaggrund man kommer med. Og det vil dominere, hvilke løsninger der 

vælges i de enkelte lande. 

 

Hvordan forsøger en leder af en interesseorganisation som jeres at påvirke politikerne i de 

igangværende diskussioner om energipolitik? 

Det gør vi på flere måder. Først og fremmest så gør vi det i forhold til at identificere langsigtede 

strategier og pejlemærker i forhold til omstillingen af energisystemet. Så fordi at vi i Danmark 

ligger, hvor vi gør, så er vind det mest naturlige valg som hovedingrediensen i det grønne 

energisystem sammen med sol og lagringsteknologier. Så det er det langsigtede sigte. Yderligere, 

så fordi vi er i Danmark, og har en industri og en værdikæde, som har opfundet den her teknologi 

fra barns ben, så er der helt naturligt også nogle erhvervspolitiske interesser og hensyn, som giver 

mening. Derfor er der altid for os tale om en to-benet strategi med energisystemets udvikling på 

den ene side, og det at vi har en global konkurrencedygtig industri i Danmark, som det andet 

fokuspunkt.  

 

I den forbindelse kunne jeg godt tænke mig at spørge dig, om de forskellige interesser, som 

eksisterer i energipolitikken. Har du indtryk af, om fx erhvervspolitiske interesser prioriteres 

over CO2-reduktion i energipolitikken? 

Nej, jeg vil ikke sige at man prioriterer det højere som sådan. Det, der nogle gange vil være forskel 

på er, hvilke værktøjer man tager op af værktøjskassen for at nå i mål – og inden for hvilke 

sektorer. Der kan du sige, at i Danmark og EU har det været sådan at elsektoren, har været den 

letteste at opnå CO2-reduktioner i (i forhold til transportsektoren, landbrugssektoren og 

boligsektoren). Derfor har man politisk startet, hvor det har været nemmest. I de kommende år vil 

de svære beslutninger om, hvordan man opnår de nødvendige CO2-reduktioner i de andre sektorer 

så komme. Det er langt vanskeliggere end hvad man har gjort med energisystemet, som man også 

har kunne styre gennem EU’s kvotemarked.  

 

Så der er altså flere interesser til stede. Hvis man kigger historisk, så har det fx været 

interessen i at diversificere energiforsyningen samt reducere omkostninger til energi og 

opretholde en høj forsyningssikkerhed 

Det skal du sådan set stadigvæk. Der skal stadig være et miks mellem teknologier. I Danmark vil vi 

ende med at have meget vind og sol, og så i en overgangsfase vil vi have meget biomasse. Så 
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ender vi i forskellige VE-gasser til sidst (brint, osv.). Derfor vil vi hele tiden – også i Danmark – 

have et energisystem, som er sammensat af mange forskellige energiteknologier, fordi der ikke er 

nogen teknologi, som kan bære det hele selv. Der vil der naturligt være en løbende diskussion i, 

hvordan vi omstiller energisystemet mest hensigtsmæssigt undervejs i forhold til de 

investeringsbeslutninger, der altid skal træffes. Her er energiområdet et godt eksempel på meget 

langsigtede investeringsbeslutninger, hvilket kræver langsigtede klare rammer og medfører, at når 

først valget er truffet, så bliver man i den sti, så lang tid at det tager at afskrive historiske 

investeringer 

 

Så dine medlemmer er afhængige af stabile politiske beslutninger? 

Ja, og det er derfor at 2030 for nogle er meget langt fremme. For denne sektor er det dog ikke 

langt væk, fordi de investeringer, som træffes nu og frem imod 2030, det er investeringer i 

energiteknologi, som også står og producerer strøm, når vi kommer til år 2050, hvor vi har en 

ambition om at være fossilfri. Så det er nogle meget langsigtede beslutninger, som bliver truffet. 

Det er vigtigt, at der er så stor sikkerhed herom som muligt. Der må ikke være politisk usikkerhed 

om vi følger det spor, som er lagt. Selvfølgelig kan der være lidt diskussioner om hastigheden, osv. 

men retningen, som er den der investeres efter, den må der ikke blive tvivl om.  

 

I mange teorier omkring politik, er interessekoalitioner af aktører forenet af ens interesser 

og mål nødvendige for at skabe politisk forandring. Oplever du, at der i Danmark er en 

koalition af aktører, som forsøger at præge energipolitikken i forhold til videnskabelige 

mål? Det virker på mig som om debatten i Danmark mest af alt er drevet af interesser – er 

der noget om det? 

Ja, sådan kan du måske godt formulere det. Jeg tror at i Danmark drejer det sig i højere grad om, 

at vi har arbejdet med det her i 30-40 år. I Danmark traf vi jo beslutning om at have vores eget 

vedvarende energi bidrag i energisystemet helt tilbage i slutningen af 70’erne. Derfor har der 

igennem mange år – stort set hele vejen – været en fælles forståelse mellem lovgiver, regulering 

og sektoren om, at det her har været teknologier, som vi har et ønske om at udvikle over tid, for at 

høste de muligheder der ligger i vind og sol. Derfor har der i rigtig mange år været konsensus om, 

hvor det er energisystemet er på vej hen. Så den der diskussion og overbevisning af andre om, at 

vi skal gå andre veje, end vi historisk set har gjort, de diskussioner har ikke haft længe i Danmark. I 

andre lande er der stadig diskussioner om, hvad de rigtige teknologier er og hvad den rigtige måde 

at gøre det på er. Der synes jeg jo at vi i Danmark, fordi vi har haft mange forskellige analyser, 

scenarier og kommissioner, der har kigget på det, har vi jo ikke de sidste 10 år været usikre på, 

hvad retningen har været og er for energisystemet. Vi har haft de diskussioner langt tidligere i 

Danmark. Derfor har der de sidste 10 år ikke været tvivl om at det danske energisystem, når det 

bliver mere grønt, vil hovedsageligt være bygget på vind. Så er det kun et spørgsmål om, hvordan 

systemet så indrettes, hvilke øvrige støtte- eller balanceringsteknologier, der skal anvendes. Derfor 

har vi lige nu en meget voldsom debat om biomasse. Om denne er kommet til at fylde for meget på 

kort sigt, i forhold til, hvad det er vi har brug for på langt sigt fra denne teknologi. 

 

Går i ind i debatten om biomasse som vindmølle interesseorganisation? 

Både ja og nej. Vi forholder os ikke til biomasse som biomasse – om denne nu er god eller dårlig. 

Vi forholder os til, hvilken rolle den spiller i energisystemet og om der er en fair og lige konkurrence 

mellem de forskellige ressourcer i energisystemet. Så på den måde forholder vi os til biomassen. 

Altså pr. dags dato har vi som udgangspunkt for meget biomasse i vores energisystem. Det har 

været drevet af, at vi har, og har haft, en afgiftsfritagelse som har medført, at vi har en 

overrepræsentation af biomasse i energisystemet. Den ubalance skal selvfølgelig rettes op. Det er 
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også noget som politikerne nu sidder og kigger på, hvordan man får gjort dette med respekt for de, 

som allerede har investeret i den tro, at der var nogle rammevilkår, som gælder for biomasse. 

 

Til sidst har jeg et mere normativt spørgsmål. Hvad er idealet i forhold til energipolitikken 

for dig? Er det at man fører en energipolitik, som nærmest følger forskningen 1:1 i forhold 

til at reducere udledningen af drivhusgasser, eller bør politik være interessebaseret, som 

involverer en afvejning af forskellige interesser, hvilket så kan betyde, at vi måske ikke når i 

mål med klimamålene.  

Med fare for at udfordre din præmis, som jeg ikke er sikker på holder, så er det altid politikerne, 

som skal veje forskellige interesser af. Videnskaben eller forskerne, deres opgave er at komme 

med bud og scenarier på, hvordan noget udvikler sig. Hvordan det så skal oversættes til ’den 

virkelige verden’, det er og skal altid være folkevalgte politikere, der afvejer de forskellige 

interesser. Dette er fordi der også ligger en prioritering i, hvad man skal gøre på et givent tidspunkt 

i forhold til forskellige sektorer. Så derfor: præmissen om at hvis forskere selv gjorde det, så nåede 

man det i tide, hvorimod hvis politikerne gør det, så når man det ikke i tide. Den præmis holder ikke 

i min verden, fordi forskerne heller ikke ved, hvor verden er henne om 40 år. Derfor vil der altid 

være en afbalancering af forskellige interesser. Så det der er vigtigt for mig, både som direktør og 

som almindelig borger, det er selvfølgeligt at vi får et bæredygtigt og sikkert energisystem, som 

tager udgangspunkt i de ressourcer, som vi nu engang selv har. Det er også et spørgsmål om 

økonomi, osv. at vi – så vidt muligt – udnytter de nationale styrkepositioner, som vi nu har. Et 

eksempel på den diskussion er, om vi nogensinde får producenter af elbiler til at producere i 

Danmark: nej det gør vi nok ikke. Så er det nok nogle andre ting, man skal gøre på de områder, i 

forhold til hvad man for eksempel skal gøre på vind, hvor der jo eksisterer en stor værdikæde, som 

har eksisteret i mange år. Sådan vil der altid være nogle forskellige hensyn at tage. Så hvordan og 

hvornår vi når de der mål for Paris-aftalen og andet, det bør og må kun være politiske beslutninger. 

Videnskaben og forskningen kan give guidance i forhold til hvad politikken bør være, men det må 

altid være sådan, at dem der træffer beslutningerne, er valgt af befolkningen til dette. Det vil jeg 

altid mene. 
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Interview with Rasmus Bønneland, Chief Consultant, Dansk Energi, 

June 22nd – 2018 

 

For at politikerne skal kunne handle – gøre hvad der er videnskabeligt anbefalet, så kræver 

det at de er bekendt med de videnskabelige anbefalinger. Er det din vurdering at politikerne 

ved hvad der er nødvendigt at gøre for at komme i mål med 2-1,5 graders målsætningerne? 

Ja, det er mit indtryk at de gør. De er i hvert fald bevidste omkring at man skal være meget 

ambitiøs og have mange forskellige grønne værktøjer i gang for at kunne nå målet. Når det så er 

sagt, så tror jeg – og det gælder for alle mennesker, hvad end man er politiker eller ej – så kan det 

med klimaforandringer i 2050 eller 2100 være svært at forholde sig til. Man ved godt at man har 

travlt, men jeg tror nu ikke at de helt navigerer efter dommedagsscenarierne. Så bliver politik også 

hurtigt realisme – vi må også forholde os til, hvad der er muligt i dag. Så jeg vil sige at 

energipolitikere i Danmark, de kender til videnskaben, og de brænder for det. Man kan mærke at 

de godt ved, at det her er et område, der skal tages alvorligt. Men det med, at det ikke er i morgen 

verden går under, det tror jeg faktisk påvirker deres indstilling. Men jeg synes der er sket en 

ændring i politisk retorik, som måske ikke er så tydelig i politik. Hvis vi hopper 5-6 år tilbage, der 

var der stadig i Danmark nogen skepsis ved global opvarmning. Det var faktisk lidt okay at betvivle 

den fakta, som kom både fra IPCC og fra andre forskningsmiljøer. Inden for få år er der blevet sat 

punktum for den debat. Man kan ikke gå ud og betvivle det mere – i Europa og Danmark er den 

diskussion væk. Nu er alle enige om at klimaforandringer skyldes menneskelig handling og derfor 

kræver det også menneskelig handling at rette op på det. 

 

Det leder mig over i det næste spørgsmål, som er din vurdering af formålet mellem 

videnskaben og den danske energipolitik? 

Jeg vil sige, at forholdet er at videnskaben sætter en pejling, men også kun en pejling. Det er jo 

ikke sådan at man har taget Parisaftalen til sig og sagt: Okay, skal det her lykkes, så skal vi have 

en meget konkret roadmap for det. Sådan har man jo ikke gjort på begge sider af folketinget. 

Derfor er din opgave også aktuel ift. Energipolitikken, for der er kommet udspil fra regeringen og 

fra Social demokraterne og andre partier. Rammen for de her politiske udspil er jo finansiering. Det 

er altså stadigvæk økonomi. Man kan sige, at hvis man skulle følge forskningens råd, så skulle 

man jo næsten ligge økonomi på hylden og handle meget mere aktivt end man gør. Igen tror jeg at 

det skyldes det der med, at der laves utrolig meget forskning, og det er meget svært at forholde sig 

til det der med højere vandstande om 30 år. Det er svært at forholde sig til. Derfor er det stadig 

økonomi, der styrer dagsordenen herhjemme. Der er sket et skifte ift. Retorik. Mange taler om vi 

skal gøre noget, men det vi har set på den teknologiske udvikling er jo et markant fald i pris på 

grønne teknologier. Jeg tør næsten vædde på, at hvis det prisfald ikke var kommet, så havde der 

ikke været samme fokus på og interesse for omstillingen. Så det er også fordi det pludselig giver 

økonomisk mening. Her står forskningen jo lidt i kontrast, da man her forholder sig til klodens 

tilstand frem for økonomi. Så det er lidt hønen og ægget for ja, forskningen har sagt noget og man 

kan se politikerne i Danmark bevæger sig mere i den retning, taler mere om Paris-aftalen, 

klimamålsætninger og at vi skal gøre noget, men økonomi er stadig rammen og udspillene ser ud 

som de gør, fordi grøn energi er billig, og havde den ikke været det, så havde udspillene ikke set 

sådan ud, på trods af at forskningen ville være uændret. 

 

Det fører mig til et andet spørgsmål: hvilke andre interesser eller hensyn bestemmer ellers 

energipolitikken? Her hører jeg dig tale om økonomiske interesser eller erhvervspolitik? 
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Ja men det er klart at energipolitik i Danmark ikke kun handler om forsyning og klimamål. Det 

handler om erhvervspolitik, velfærdspolitik, osv. Der er forskningen på området igen isoleret, da 

denne kun handler om kloden og klimaets tilstand og forholder sig ikke meget til industrieffekter. I 

Danmark har vi altid haft interesse for feltet og været progressive for den grønne omstilling, men 

også fordi det har skabt noget omsætning og nogle jobs, så paletten er bredere i Danmark, for som 

du siger, så drejer det sig også om erhvervspolitik, sundhedspolitik, osv.  

Det er interessant, for hvis man ser på en teknologi som CCS, der i stort set alle scenarier 

er nødvendig, hvis vi skal i mål med vores klimamål, er der stort set ikkeeksisterende debat 

herom i Danmark. Her har man fx lavet en lov, der har ulovliggjort boringer i undergrunden. 

For mig er dette jo et tydeligt mismatch mellem forskning og politik og tyder jo på at andre 

interesser favoriseres? 

Jo det kan du sige. Der er det også nødvendigt at skelne mellem national og global politik. Vi har fx 

også forbud mod atomkraft og det er spørgsmålet om der er nogle, som vil hive den debat op ad 

hatten igen. Men det er også fordi vi har vist at man kan omstille sit energisystem på andre måder. 

Jeg tror at man politisk er enige om at vi langt hen ad vejen har de nødvendige teknologier til at vi 

kan blive et lavemissionssamfund. Det der med at begynde og involvere undergrunden eller 

atomkraft, det ser man ikke et behov for herhjemme. Det skyldes at vi har været fremsynet og 

dygtige til at omstille os. Når det så er sagt, så er der andre lande, både Tyskland men også fx 

Kina, hvor man bare må sige, at hvis vi skal nå nogle klimamål, så skal alt i spil og så er en 

omstilling fra måske kul til naturgas også aktuel, på trods af at dette måske ikke er det ideelle valg, 

men trods alt et bedre valg. Jeg tror også at danske politikere ville sige det her med at alle 

teknologier skal i spil globalt, måske bare ikke på egen hjemmebane.  

 

Det er interessant, fordi det repræsenterer et mismatch mellem globale scenarier og 

national politisk virkelighed. Tingene skal tilpasses den nationale kontekst. 

Ja og her kommer det med erhvervspolitik ind igen. Hvad vi er gode til selv og hvordan vi får mest 

for pengene, både ift. Klima men også ift. vækst og arbejdspladser, er særligt relevant. Her har vi 

bare ingen erfaring med CCS eller atomkraft. Her er andre lande bare foran os, så at investere i 

dette, det ville ikke gavne vores erhvervsliv – måske klimaet, så derfor siger man: okay, lad os 

satse på de teknologier, hvor vi rent faktisk har en føring. 

 

Når man læser teorier om hvordan policy forandringer sker, bliver det blandt andet nævnt, 

at der skal være netværk eller koalitioner, som skubber deres holdninger ud til politikere og 

borgere. Jeg er ikke stødt på nogen organisationer eller netværk i Danmark, som fremmer 

videnskabelige råd. Kan det forklare den ikkeeksisterende debat om atomkraft eller CCS? 

Oplever du selv netværk eller aktører som forsøger at skubbe den videnskabelige 

dagsorden ind? 

Nej det oplever jeg faktisk ikke. Jeg tror, at der i Danmark er generel konsensus om hvilken retning 

vi skal. Hvis bare du hopper til Tyskland eller USA er der meget større individuelle interesser på 

spil, og derfor er der mere debat. I og med at man i Danmark meget tidligt har skabt politiske 

rammer for en grøn omstilling, så har samfundet bakket op og fulgt med. Det drejer sig både om 

tænketanke, virksomheder og politikere, som har set, at det er den vej vi skal. Så jeg tror også det 

handler om at uenigheden ikke er så stor i Danmark. Der er ikke konflikter mellem store 

industriinteresser. Der er ikke nogen stor kulindustri og olieindustrien har hurtigt læst skriften på 

væggen. Man er bare generelt enige i Danmark og derfor har der ikke været interesse i eller behov 

for at undersøge andet. Engang imellem kommer der pip om CCS eller thorium, men det får aldrig 

rigtig luft under vingerne, og det er fordi at man er enige i, hvad der er den rigtige vej. Og det tror 
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jeg er kendetegnet for Danmark. Vi har jo ikke haft en kæmpe stor fossil industri som man fx ser i 

Polen eller USA. I Danmark har vi nærmest bygget en grøn industri op.  

Fra politisk side har man på begge fløje omfavnet den grønne omstilling tidligt. Op igennem 

70’erne og 80’erne så man ikke miljøpartier komme i folketinget, ligesom det er sket i andre lande. 

Det tror jeg er fordi venstre og højrefløjen omfavnede den grønne agenda. Så der har længe været 

konsensus omkring omstillingen. Man har set værdien i det og været relativt enige herom.  

Hvis man skal holde det op imod forskningen, så har den grønne omstilling i Danmark kun været 

drevet af et grønt klimasyn. Det har tværtimod været drevet af, at vi har været et lille land, og vi 

gerne vil være selvforsynende i en sikkerhedspolitisk forstand. Vi vil gerne være selvforsynende og 

uafhængige af andre, og det har ledt os til at opfinde vindmøller. Så klimapolitikken er jo faktisk en 

forholdsvist nyere ting i dansk politik. Nu handler det mere om klima end om selvforsyning. Det tror 

jeg faktisk handler om, at vi er blevet mere bevidste omkring konsekvenserne ved 

klimaforandringer. PÅ den måde tror jeg at forskningen spiller en større rolle en tidligere, men slet 

ikke på det niveau, som jeg kunne forestille mig nogle forskere ønsker, men dertil spiller fx 

økonomi og andre ting en alt for stor rolle. 

 

Hører du også en større politisk italesættelse af forskningen og forskningsmæssige 

konklusioner? 

Ja det synes jeg bestemt, at jeg gør. Man må også politisk have analyseret sig frem til at klima og 

den grønne omstilling er noget der interesserer danskerne. Man kan for eksempel se de sidste 

måneder, hvordan klima har fyldt meget og nærmest været toppolitik. Det har været et område 

hvor man prøver på at iscenesætte sig og positionere sig selv ift. de andre, og det er på mange 

måder fantastisk at det grønne kommer til at fylde så meget. Det handler selvfølgelig både om at 

politikere og borgere er blevet mere bevidste om konsekvenserne ved klimaforandringer, og derfor 

læner man sig også i højere grad retorisk op af forskningen. Men igen, politik er også politik og jeg 

tror at hvis ikke borgerne fandt klima interessant, så ville politikerne ikke prioritere det så højt. Men 

igen, borgernes interesse stammer jo fra forskeres opråb om udsigterne til klimaforandringer.  

 

Til sidst har jeg et mere normativt spørgsmål om den ideelle rollefordeling mellem forskning 

og politik. Der findes dem, som mener at forskning skal styre politik for at opnå effektive 

resultater. I en anden lejr mener de at videnskab er et input blandt mange i policy 

processen, og der bør være værdikamp og transparens i de politiske beslutninger, og 

derfor bør politik ikke udelukkende baseres op videnskab. Hvilken en af disse ’ideologier’, 

er du mest enig i? 

Uh, det er et svært spørgsmål. 

Altså man kan sige, at der efterhånden er så meget dokumentation for, at man skal tage det her 

[global opvarmning] meget seriøst og at det virkelig kræver en indsats. Derfor bør man måske 

følge videnskaben og lade denne guide vores politikker for at komme i mål mht. 

temperaturstigninger. I min optik er det også en urealistisk tilgang fordi der er andre problemer, 

som skal løses, og andre problemer der er vigtige. Så jeg tror, at jeg befinder mig lidt i midten 

mellem de to lejre. Jeg er ret stor teknologioptimist, bare den teknologiske udvikling indenfor for 

eksempel grøn energi de seneste år, gør at tingene kommer til at gå rigtig stærkt. Det er 

selvfølgelig fordi man har sat nogle politiske retningslinjer og målsætninger, både på nationalt, 

europæisk og globalt plan, som gør at man begynder at investere i den her teknologi. Men man har 

jo ikke fulgt forskningen en-til-en i disse mål. Jeg tror på et mix mellem disse lejre, fordi forskning 

og politik bare er to forskellige ting, så jeg forholder mig lidt mere realistisk til, hvad der kan lade 

sig gøre.  
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Desuden er klima jo en global udfordring og jeg synes at dette er begyndt at afspejles mere i 

politik. Energiforsyningen er stadig en mere national ting, men klimapolitikken er i stigende grad 

global, og det er jo også derfor, at jeg kan se større fokus fra eksempelvis Danmarks side i EU-

forhandlinger. Jeg ser desuden også større interesse for frivillige internationale aftaler om fx 

udfasning af kul, hvor Danmark engagerer sig med andre lande, storbyer der går sammen, osv. Så 

man ved godt, at det her problem er grænseoverskridende, og at det derfor skal håndteres 

således. Og det er klart at denne udvikling i høj grad er drevet af forskningen. Jeg synes, der har 

været en udvikling over de seneste ti år, hvor man har set forskningen i øjnene og erkendt at det er 

nødvendigt at reagere, men det med at reagere en-til-en, det er ikke realistisk.  

Der er måske også en skillelinje mellem forskning og politik. Hvis man fx sagde, at man var 100% 

sikker på at det forskningen siger kommer til at ske, rent faktisk sker, så burde det rationelle 

menneske jo handle en-til-en herefter. Og det ser vi jo ikke i nogle lande. Det handler jo nok 

omkring en tro på, at der nok kommer en løsning i fremtiden og at de her problemer er svære at 

forholde sig til, fordi de ligger langt ude i fremtiden. Så jeg tror at man fra politisk side er helt klar 

over udfordringen, men at man om alt det som forskningen siger kommer til at ske, enten ikke tror 

100% på dette eller at det simpelthen er for svært at for svært at forholde sig til. Der tror jeg 

dilemmaet er, for ellers burde vi jo gøre meget mere i dag.  

 


